
CITY PLANNING COMMISSION 

February 3, 2016 / Calendar No. 2 N 160051 ZRY 

IN THE MATTER OF an application submitted by the Department of City Planning pursuant to 
Section 201 of the New York City Charter, for an amendment of the Zoning Resolution of the City 
of New York to create a Mandatory Inclusionary Housing program that would require, through 
zoning actions, a share of new housing to be permanently affordable.  

This application for an amendment to the Zoning Resolution, N 160051 ZRY, was filed by the 
Department of the City Planning on September 10, 2015, to create a Mandatory Inclusionary 
Housing program that would require, through zoning actions, a share of new housing to be 
permanently affordable.  

BACKGROUND 

The Department of City Planning proposes a citywide zoning text amendment to establish a 
Mandatory Inclusionary Housing (MIH) program, which would require a share of new housing 
in specified areas to be provided as permanently affordable to low- and moderate-income 
households. The subject text amendment would establish no geographic applicability for this 
program; rather, the provisions established under this text amendment would be applied in 
conjunction with subsequent land use actions to encourage the creation of new housing in 
medium- and high-density districts.  

Even with substantial rates of new housing creation, growth in population and employment in 
New York City has placed increased demands on the city’s housing supply, exacerbating already 
high housing costs.  In recent years, rents have risen faster than incomes, and the share of New 
Yorkers who qualify as “rent burdened,” paying more than 30 percent of their income toward 
housing costs, now constitutes almost 55 percent of all renter households, an increase of 11 
percent since 2000.   

In 2015, the Department released a study titled Mandatory Inclusionary Housing: Promoting 
Economically Diverse Neighborhoods, which showed that many of the city’s more affluent areas, 
which frequently offer greater opportunity in terms of access, directly or via public 
transportation, to quality services, education and employment opportunities, have had a net loss 
of low- and moderate-income households, indicating that there has been a decline in the amount 
of housing accessible to low- and moderate-income households in these areas.  A consequence of 
recent housing market, employment and demographic trends is that many of the city’s 
neighborhoods are becoming less economically diverse. This poses a threat to the city’s 
economic competitiveness as well as to the opportunities available to lower-income New 
Yorkers.  

As described in this study, neighborhoods affect economic opportunity and quality of life by 
providing not just a location for housing, but a “package” of services and amenities for their 
residents. The characteristics of neighborhoods can have profound implications for quality of life 
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and economic well-being, affecting the quality and diversity of choices and prices paid for 
housing, childcare, healthcare, education, and transportation, as well as access to certain social 
networks and family resources. Public investments support the quality of facilities, services and 
amenities in neighborhoods throughout the city. Promoting economically diverse neighborhoods, 
in which residents at a range of income levels have access to housing, is important to ensure that 
a diverse range of New Yorkers may enjoy access to quality facilities, services and amenities. 

Sustaining high levels of overall housing production is important to reduce upward pressure on 
housing prices. However, even aggressive efforts to increase overall housing capacity would not 
encourage economic diversity at a neighborhood level. The City has long used a wide range of 
tools to create and preserve housing that is affordable to low- and moderate-income households, 
most significantly the use of City, State, and Federal subsidies for the construction and 
preservation of affordable housing on both publicly and privately controlled land. A voluntary 
Inclusionary Housing program has provided a mechanism to create affordable housing on private 
sites, but has not provided assurances that affordable housing will be included in new 
developments in a wide range of neighborhood conditions. The creation of a Mandatory 
Inclusionary Housing program would promote neighborhood economic diversity and the 
availability of housing for New Yorkers at a range of income levels where future zoning changes 
encourage the creation of new multifamily housing, and ensure that permanently affordable 
housing is available even as neighborhood housing prices increase over time.   

Under Housing New York, Mayor de Blasio’s ten-year affordable housing plan, the City plans to 
spend more than $8.2 billion, with a total investment of more than $41 billion from public and 
private sources, to create and preserve 200,000 units of affordable housing over 10 years.  While 
previous affordable housing efforts tended to produce most units affordable in a narrow range 
focused at 60 percent of Area Median Income, the plan includes new initiatives to create more 
affordable units at lower income levels, as well as at moderate incomes, and to provide more 
affordable housing for seniors. As a key initiative of Housing New York, the establishment of a 
Mandatory Inclusionary Housing program would require a share of new housing to be 
permanently affordable in medium- and high-density areas that are rezoned to promote new 
housing production. Under this program, affordable housing would be required, not optional, 
when developers build in a newly rezoned area, whether rezoned as part of a city neighborhood 
plan or a private rezoning application.   

New requirements for affordable housing under the proposed MIH program are only one part of 
a broader set of strategies to address the affordability crisis under Housing New York. Several 
other initiatives will complement MIH to address the city’s affordable housing needs and 
promote neighborhood economic diversity, including most prominently the use of subsidies by 
the Department of Housing Preservation and Development and Housing Development 
Corporation to support the creation and preservation of affordable housing on public and private 
sites, City efforts to prevent displacement of existing residents, the Zoning for Quality and 
Affordability (ZQA) zoning text amendments to support the creation of affordable housing and 
better-designed buildings, and a series of neighborhood planning initiatives to identify 
opportunities for new housing supported by neighborhood services and infrastructure.   
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The requirements proposed under this text amendment have been informed by a financial 
feasibility assessment conducted by BAE Urban Economics, a consultant with experience in 
designing inclusionary zoning programs for communities throughout the United States, for HDC, 
HPD, and DCP. This analysis evaluated the effect an affordable housing requirement in 
conjunction with land use actions to promote increased housing would have on the financial 
feasibility of new residential development for a range of building types, market conditions, and 
affordable housing parameters. This analysis noted that a tradeoff exists between the percentage 
of affordable housing that can be achieved and the depth of incomes that can be reached, and 
concluded that with the availability of a tax exemption or subsidy, the city’s strongest housing 
markets could generally support a requirement for 20 to 30 percent housing affordable to low-to-
moderate income residents, while the weakest markets require direct subsidy to support new 
multifamily construction irrespective of any affordable housing requirement, and mid-market 
conditions do not support the creation of affordable housing without direct subsidy unless 
moderate incomes are targeted. The proposed program would allow the use of HPD subsidies in 
coordination with the MIH requirement in order to reach lower-income households or to finance 
a higher proportion of affordable housing; however, subsidy is not guaranteed to a developer. 
HPD will exercise its discretion over the use of affordable housing subsidy to use them when the 
financing of a development fits HPD’s mission of promoting high-quality housing for low- and 
moderate-income households in thriving and diverse neighborhoods throughout the city.  

The proposed MIH program is based on the land use planning rationale of promoting 
neighborhood economic diversity. It is important to distinguish this from other possible bases for 
such a program, premised on exaction or value capture. A requirement that purports to mitigate 
the impacts of proposed developments, that relies on ad hoc or negotiated requirements that 
differ for individual projects, or that is premised on an evaluation of the economic returns being 
realized by a specific development, may be characterized as an exaction, and thereby subject to a 
strict standard of judicial scrutiny. In contrast, the proposed program is based on the application 
of a consistent set of standards that are premised on promoting a valid land use objective. As 
such, these standards are conceived to be broadly feasible across a variety of neighborhoods and 
market types, and to support, rather than stifle, development in areas that are determined to be 
appropriate for planned growth. The proposed program provides flexibility to accommodate a 
range of building types and tenures, incorporates features to address challenges faced by smaller 
developments, is complemented by the availability of subsidies that support feasibility in weaker 
market conditions, and includes provisions allowing recourse for relief in the case of financial 
hardship.  

   

PROPOSED ZONING TEXT AMENDMENT 

A citywide zoning text amendment is necessary to authorize a Mandatory Inclusionary Housing 
program in Section 23-90 of the Zoning Resolution, which would become applicable in areas to 
be designated by future actions in Appendix F. The proposed text amendment would modify 
Sections 12-10 (Definitions), 23-10 (Open Space and Floor Area Ratios), 23-90 (Inclusionary 
Housing), 62-80 (Special Review Provisions), 73-62 (Modifications of Bulk Regulations for 
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Buildings Containing Residences), 74-00 (Powers of the City Planning Commission), and 74-30 
(Special Permits Uses and Bulk Modifications) of the Zoning Resolution.  

Within geographies established through future actions as MIH areas, the proposed text 
amendment would require permanently affordable housing set-asides for all developments over 
10 units or 12,500 zoning square feet, or, as an additional option for developments between 10 
and 25 units (or 12,500 and 25,000 square feet), a payment into an affordable housing fund.  A 
citywide zoning text amendment to authorize an MIH program is necessary to implement the 
proposal, which would require permanently affordable housing within new residential 
developments, enlargements, and conversions from non-residential to residential use within 
subsequently mapped MIH areas. In cases of hardship, where these requirements would make 
development financially infeasible, developers may apply to the Board of Standards and Appeals 
for a special permit to reduce or modify the requirements. Developments, enlargements or 
conversions that do not exceed either 10 units or 12,500 square feet of residential floor area 
would be exempt from the requirements of the program.    

The proposed MIH program would not affect existing provisions in the Zoning Resolution that 
apply to the regulation and administration of the Inclusionary Housing Program within existing 
Inclusionary Housing Designated Areas (IHDAs) or R10 or R10 equivalent districts– also 
collectively referred to as Voluntary Inclusionary Housing (VIH). Any changes to the VIH 
program would occur at a later date and would be the subject of separate review and analysis.    

Applicability  

The text amendment would have no effect until mapped through subsequent discretionary actions 
of the City Planning Commission and City Council. These actions include zoning map and 
zoning text amendments, each of which would be subject to a public review process and separate 
environmental review. As with zoning actions generally, MIH areas may be mapped through 
City-initiated actions or as part of private applications.   

The MIH program would apply to developments, enlargements or conversions on zoning lots 
within mapped MIH areas. Since floor area bonuses for affordable housing would not apply in 
the MIH program, as they do in the VIH program, alternate definitions are proposed in ZR 
Section 23-91 for zoning lots and developments affected by MIH. Affordable or supportive 
housing developments that meet the requirements of the MIH program are called “MIH sites,” 
while developments that generate the MIH requirements are called “MIH developments.”  A 
zoning lot with an MIH development is called an “MIH zoning lot.”   

The first establishment of an MIH area would occur as part of the proposed zoning map (C 
160035 ZMK) and text amendment (N 160036 ZRK) for East New York, to facilitate 
implementation of the East New York Community Plan. That rezoning proposal is the subject of 
a separate but concurrent land use and environmental review process. 

Additionally, MIH would be applied as part of future neighborhood rezonings and private 
applications that facilitate the development of a substantial amount of new housing.  In both 
instances, MIH would be applied where such action serves the program’s objectives to promote 
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neighborhood economic diversity and to encourage housing production at a range of income 
levels. The program would be applied consistently and programmatically in a way that supports 
broader housing and land use objectives and the feasibility of private development.   

The MIH program is anticipated to be applied in areas outside of MIH areas as a condition of the 
granting of future special permits for use or bulk modifications that facilitate the creation of a 
significant number of additional dwelling units. The CPC could reduce, modify or waive the 
MIH requirements for such special permits where it finds that the project would facilitate 
significant investments in public infrastructure or public facilities that address broader 
community needs that are not generated by the proposed development. The requirements could 
also be modified for special permits for sites subject to special provisions regarding the transfer 
of development rights pursuant to the Hudson River Park Act.   

Affordability Requirements  

The proposed MIH program includes two primary options that pair set-aside percentages with 
different affordability levels to reach a range of low and moderate incomes while accounting for 
the financial feasibility tradeoff inherent between income levels and size of the affordable set-
aside. When MIH is applied, the applicant, CPC and City Council would choose one or both of 
the two primary options, as described below, based on a consideration of information identified 
through the public review process, including on area housing conditions, community needs and 
income levels.   

The proposed options are as follows:   

Option 1: At least 25 percent of the residential floor area shall be provided as housing affordable 
to households at an average of 60 percent of the Area Median Income index (AMI), with no 
affordable unit exceeding 130 percent of AMI.   

Option 2: At least 30 percent of the residential floor area shall be provided as housing affordable 
to households at an average of 80 percent of AMI, with no affordable unit exceeding 130 percent 
of AMI.  

In addition, in areas where market conditions are anticipated to support new construction, but not 
the feasibility of reaching low-income levels without the use of subsidy, and where the creation 
of moderate-income housing would contribute to neighborhood housing affordability, the 
applicant, CPC and City Council may choose to apply a Workforce Option, described below, in 
addition to Options 1 and/or 2.   

Workforce Option: This option would require that at least 30 percent of the residential floor 
area shall be provided as housing affordable to households at an average of 120 percent AMI, 
with no unit targeted to a household exceeding 130 percent of AMI, and with no public funding 
as defined in ZR 23-90, except where HPD determines that public funding is necessary to 
support other affordable housing within the development beyond the applicable set-aside.  This 
option would only be made applicable in any area in conjunction with one or both of Options one 
and two, and would not be available in the Manhattan Core, which encompasses Community 
Districts 1 through 8.  The workforce option may be appropriate in emerging or mid-market 
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areas where local market conditions do not support without subsidy the skewing of rents to reach 
low incomes, as contemplated in Options 1 and 2.   

Location  

Same building. In all instances, MIH affordable units may be located in the same building as 
market-rate units incurring the affordability obligation under the MIH program. The affordable 
units must share a common primary entrance with the market-rate units and must be distributed 
on at least 50 percent of the building’s floors. These distribution requirements would not apply to 
MIH sites containing supportive housing or affordable senior housing because the programmatic 
requirements of such facilities may be supported by the clustering of units. In recognition of the 
challenges of mixing tenures within a building, the distribution requirements would not apply 
when all market-rate units in the building are condominiums and the affordable units are rentals. 
These requirements may also be waived for affordable floor area created in an MIH site through 
enlargement because the distribution of affordable units may be impracticable due to existing 
building configurations and occupancy. As in the VIH program, HPD may also waive the 
distribution requirements for any new construction affordable housing that cannot comply with 
the requirements of Federal, State or City programs because of the distribution requirements.   

Same zoning lot. Affordable units may be located in a separate building on the same zoning lot 
that contains a market-rate building incurring the affordability obligation under the MIH 
program, provided that the buildings are independent from the street grade to the sky. Affordable 
and market-rate buildings that do not share a common entrance must have their primary 
entrances on a common street frontage, and may only front on a different street if HPD 
determines that an alternative configuration does not stigmatize occupants of the affordable 
housing.   

Separate zoning lot. As with the City’s VIH program, affordable units may also be located on a 
separate zoning lot within the same community district or within a half-mile of the market-rate 
development incurring the affordability obligation under the MIH program. (Notably, under the 
legislative framework enacted by the State in 2015, market-rate developments where MIH units 
are provided on a separate zoning lot would not be eligible for an exemption under Section 421-a 
of New York’s Real Property Tax Law.)   

Method of Calculating Floor Area  

The MIH text would permit HPD, through its guidelines, to specify a method for calculating 
affordable floor area and the size of affordable units on MIH sites that is consistent with the 
standard procedure methodologies used by the New York City Department of Buildings (DOB) 
for calculating floor area. This method is more straightforward than the method described in the 
current VIH program, which requires floor area to be measured from within the perimeter walls 
of a building or unit. The method described in the current VIH program is inconsistent with 
standard DOB procedure and creates unnecessary additional work that adds to the process costs 
faced by developers of affordable housing.   

Bedroom Mix   
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The bedroom mix for an MIH site would be the same as is currently required for affordable 
housing that generates bonus floor area under the VIH program (currently defined in the Zoning 
Resolution as a “generating site”). Under these requirements, the bedroom mix must match the 
market-rate units or be at least 50 percent two-bedroom or more and 75 percent one-bedroom or 
more.  However, the bedroom mix would not apply to affordable senior housing to allow senior 
housing to meet the needs of its target population.  

Unit Size  

The size of affordable units developed under the MIH program would be consistent with the 
minimum unit sizes currently set forth in the Zoning Resolution for the VIH program, except that 
where market-rate units have a smaller average size than the specified minimum size for a 
dwelling unit with a particular bedroom count, the smaller average size may apply. These sizes 
are:   

• 400 square feet of floor area for a zero-bedroom unit; or  
• 575 square feet of floor area for a one-bedroom unit; or  
• 775 square feet of floor area for a two-bedroom unit; or  
• 950 square feet of floor for a three-bedroom unit.  

  

Payment in Lieu Option  

In recognition that the creation, administration, and oversight of small numbers of units poses a 
challenge for developers, administering agents and the City, a payment in lieu option would be 
available on a limited basis to small developments to ensure that smaller projects can proceed 
while supporting the objectives of the MIH program.     

The payment-in-lieu option would be available for developments that do not exceed 25 units or 
25,000 zoning square feet of residential development. The payment would be based on the cost 
of providing a permanently affordable unit in the vicinity of the MIH development and would be 
established through HPD’s guidelines.   

Any funds collected could be used by HPD for a range of housing affordability measures, 
including new construction, rehabilitation, preservation and other affordable housing purposes 
set forth by HPD in its guidelines (as discussed further below). Consistent with the geographic 
nexus of the MIH program, the funds would be made available for use within the same 
Community District. If the funds cannot be spent within a number of years as set forth in HPD’s 
guidelines, the funds may be made available for use over a wider geography. This ensures that 
the funds will be used for purposes consistent with the objectives of the MIH program.     

BSA Special Permit   

The program would establish a special permit by which the Board of Standards and Appeals may 
reduce the amount of affordable floor area required or modify or waive affordability 
requirements for developments made infeasible by the requirements of MIH. The program is 
designed with the intent that reductions and waivers would only be necessary in exceptional 
circumstances and would only be available where the requirements of MIH, rather than other 
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factors, are the source of the hardship. The recourse enabled by this provision is important to the 
legal viability of the MIH program, and also ensures that the program would not adversely affect 
housing creation in the event of unforeseen economic shifts.   

Additional Program Provisions  

Homeownership option. Developments may satisfy affordability obligations with a 
homeownership option. The MIH homeownership option would be substantially similar to that 
currently available through the VIH program, except that the method for establishing the eligible 
initial price that can be charged for a homeownership affordable unit based on the income level 
required under MIH will be established in HPD’s guidelines.   

No preservation option. The current VIH program permits property owners that use bonus floor 
area for a “compensated development” to fulfill VIH affordable housing obligations through the 
permanent renewal of affordability requirements in buildings where existing regulatory 
agreements that limit rents may expire. This option would not be available to MIH 
developments.     

Supportive housing. Supportive housing units that fulfill the affordable housing requirements 
under the VIH program must be located in a separate building from the market rate units. This 
restriction would not apply in the MIH program, allowing for supportive housing to be located in 
mixed-income buildings.  

Grandfathered tenants.  An occupant of an affordable housing unit may include a tenant of a 
building on an MIH site that has been demolished for construction of an MIH development, even 
if the tenant’s household income exceeds the income qualifications for the new affordable unit.    

Simplified regulatory agreements for MIH sites. The current VIH program requires a 
regulatory agreement between HPD and the owner of a generating site that outlines compliance 
with all of the provisions of the program. The regulatory agreement must be approved by HPD 
and closing on all financing must occur before a DOB permits can be issued for a compensated 
development1. 

A streamlined process for administration of the MIH program would be necessary given its broad 
applicability.  Therefore, although a regulatory agreement would still be required for MIH sites, 
it would have modified requirements to allow for greater predictability and efficiency in the 
administration of requirements for MIH sites. In lieu of the affordable housing plan currently 
required of VIH sites, the regulatory agreement would contain an MIH application, a 
standardized form that would be required for all MIH sites that would specify compliance with 
the MIH guidelines. The MIH application would require information about asking rents for 
affordable units; building plans; zoning calculations showing affordable floor area; and unit size, 

1 A “generating site” and a “compensated development” are defined in ZR Section 23-91. A generating site is an 
affordable or supportive housing development that meets the requirements of the VIH program and can be used 
to generate bonus floor area for compensated developments within IHDAs or R10 Districts.  
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distribution and bedroom mix of the affordable units. These requirements could be modified in 
HPD’s guidelines.  

A restrictive declaration that includes the MIH application must be recorded against the MIH 
development and site outlining compliance with the MIH program. Unlike the VIH program, 
HPD approval of an MIH application, which typically accompanies closing on financing, would 
not be required prior to issuance of a permit notice.  

The MIH application would, like the affordable housing plan in VIH, designate an administering 
agent to monitor compliance of the rental of the affordable units; and require sufficient reserves 
for the maintenance, operation and administration of the affordable units. A copy of the 
application must be delivered to the applicable community board concurrent with submission to 
HPD.    

Administering agents. The MIH program would allow HPD to establish a list of pre-qualified 
administering agents who may monitor MIH units for compliance with the regulatory agreement. 
Alternatively, where appropriate, HPD may monitor MIH units in lieu of an administering agent, 
as stipulated in their administrative guidelines.   

HPD guidelines. The Inclusionary Housing program is administered by HPD pursuant to 
guidelines that set forth requirements in addition to those established through zoning. The current 
guidelines are found in the Rules of the City of New York, Title 28, Chapter 41. The guidelines 
are established through a separate rule-making process at HPD pursuant to the City 
Administrative Procedures Act (CAPA). The administration of a new MIH program, which 
would differ from the existing VIH program in its structure and in the range of participating 
developers, requires sufficient flexibility for HPD to modify certain administrative aspects of the 
program based on the experience of implementing the program.  While the essential structure 
and requirements of the MIH program would be established in the zoning text itself, the text 
would authorize HPD to establish through the guidelines provisions including:  

Provisions regarding the use of the “Affordable Housing Fund.” Any funds collected could be 
used for a range of housing affordability measures, including new construction, rehabilitation, 
preservation and other affordable housing purposes set forth in HPD’s guidelines. Consistent 
with the geographic nexus of the MIH program, the funds would be made available for use 
within the same Community District or within a half-mile radius of the development generating 
the funds. If the payment cannot be spent within a number of years as set forth in HPD’s 
guidelines, the funds would become available for use over a wider geography. This ensures that 
the funds could be used for purposes consistent with the objectives of the MIH program.    

Changes to the distribution requirements allowed when there are not enough units to meet the 
standards described in zoning. In unusual instances, such as where buildings are small or 
unusually configured, it may not be possible for a developer to meet the distribution 
requirements in the Zoning Resolution. In such instances, the guidelines would specify how the 
distribution requirements would be administered.   

Method of measuring the floor area of affordable housing units. In the VIH program, the Zoning 
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Resolution specifies a specific method of measuring the floor area of affordable units that differs 
from standard DOB methodology. These requirements have been both unnecessary to 
administering the program and cumbersome to affordable housing developers who must submit 
additional floor area calculations to demonstrate compliance with the requirements. The zoning 
text would exempt affordable units in an MIH site from these requirements and allow HPD to 
specify the method through the guidelines that is consistent with standard DOB practices. This 
would remove an unnecessary burden faced by affordable housing developers.  

Requirements for qualifying “administering agents.” The Inclusionary Housing program 
requires a designated administering agent for affordable housing that is responsible for ensuring 
that units are rented to qualifying households pursuant to the terms of the regulatory agreement. 
In the VIH program, the administering agent must be a not-for-profit and may not be the owner 
or managing agent of the site that is generating the affordable requirement.  The MIH program 
also grants a public entity the ability to monitor affordable units in lieu of an administering 
agent, pursuant to their guidelines. More flexibility in the requirements for eligible administering 
agents may be necessary for MIH given its broader applicability.   

Provisions regarding how to set the initial price for homeownership units.  The ZR describes a 
specific method that HPD must use to establish the initial price of a homeownership affordable 
unit. The proposed zoning text provides for additional flexibility to be specified in the guidelines 
for MIH homeownership units, to account for the broader range of incomes that are served under 
the MIH options.  

Additional requirements for rental affordable housing. As in the VIH program, owners of MIH 
sites must register affordable housing units with the regulatory agency or agencies responsible 
for administering the program or programs covering the units in question. The MIH zoning text 
would allow alternate provisions to be established in the regulatory agreement in the event of 
future unanticipated changes to applicable regulations that affect the administration of the MIH 
program.     

Proposed Changes Related to Building Envelope Controls  

The Zoning for Quality and Affordability (ZQA) proposal (N 160049 ZRY) addresses many 
zoning bulk envelope impediments to the construction of affordable housing under contemporary 
best practices. These changes include addressing bulk issues in the VIH program. However, 
since the ZQA proposal does not assume adoption of an MIH program, the MIH text amendment 
includes a limited number of changes to building envelope controls that would be applicable only 
in certain districts when MIH areas are mapped in the future. These changes are intended to 
address similar bulk envelope constraints that would be addressed by the ZQA proposal for the 
VIH program.  

Create a new non-contextual building envelope for MIH developments in R6-R8 districts. 
While contextual zoning is frequently mapped in new rezonings, there remain certain areas 
where it may not be appropriate to apply contextual zoning. For example, parcels located 
adjacent to rail lines, freeways and within areas without a consistent height context may continue 
to warrant non-contextual zoning designations.   
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Height factor (also known as tower-in-the-park) regulations, which is one of two as-of-right 
building options in these non-contextual districts, allow a building to shift away from such 
physical constraints or to have a wider range of height variations. However, where MIH would 
be applied within an area where R6, R7-1, R7-2 or R8 zoning is appropriate, there exists no 
practical mechanism to incorporate the Inclusionary Housing floor area into height factor floor 
area and open space regulations. Additionally, the tower-in-the-park building form typically 
requires more expensive construction methods and is not the optimal bulk configuration for 
many MIH developments.  

The lack of a non-contextual building envelope option for an Inclusionary Housing development 
would result in a de facto requirement for all MIH buildings to comply with the optional 
contextual building envelope, sometimes forcing residential units to be located directly against 
physical constraints such as an elevated rail line, or requiring developments to leave a significant 
portion of their permitted floor area unused.  

In order to maintain a non-contextual development option in areas of the city that warrant 
additional flexibility, such as parcels abutting rail lines, freeways and areas without a consistent 
height context, the proposal would create an alternative building envelope available to MIH 
developments for non-contextual R6-R8 districts to facilitate the development of affordable 
housing.   

The proposed height limits are set forth in Figure 1 below. 

Figure 1: Proposed maximum heights for non-contextual building envelope for MIH 
developments  

Proposed Alternate Bulk Envelopes for Non-Contextual Districts   

Zoning District  
Maximum Base 
Height  

Maximum Overall 
Height  

Maximum Number 
of Stories  

R6  65'  115'  11  

R7  75'  135'  13  

R8   105'  215'  21  

  

Maximum Floor Area. Typically, where affordable housing is provided in IHDAs under the 
VIH program, the maximum floor area ratio for the applicable zoning district is higher than the 
same district maximum outside of IHDAs. Under the MIH program, the maximum floor area 
ratios available under the VIH program would apply to developments subject to MIH 
requirements.  

There is currently no difference between the maximum floor area in R7X and R7-3 districts 
outside and within IHDAs.   

In order to ensure the availability of zoning districts with a range of maximum floor areas that 
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can be accommodated within the building forms allowed by their respective height and setback 
limits, the proposal would increase the maximum permitted floor area ratio from 5.0 to 6.0 for 
developments utilizing MIH regulations. This change would aid in filling a gap in incremental 
density increases between R7D (5.6 FAR) and R8A (7.2 FAR) districts.   

Under the ZQA proposal, the maximum building height of a development within future R7X 
districts mapped within an MIH area would be increased from the current 125’ to 145’. This 
would accommodate the additional floor area proposed under the MIH text amendment. The 
maximum building height for R7-3 would remain at 185’, as permitted under current 
regulations.  

 

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 

This application (N 160051 ZRY) was reviewed pursuant to the New York State Environmental 
Quality Review Act (SEQRA), and the SEQRA regulations set forth in Volume 6 of the New 
York Code of Rules and Regulations, Section 617.00 et seq. and the City Environmental Quality 
Review (CEQR) Rules of Procedure of 1991 and Executive Order No. 91 of 1977. The 
designated CEQR number is 16DCP028Y. The lead is the City Planning Commission.  

After a study of the potential environmental impact of the proposed action, a Negative 
Declaration was issued on September 21, 2015.  

On January 29, 2016, a Technical Memorandum (Technical Memorandum 001) was issued, 
which analyzed the proposed modifications to the Proposed Text Amendment described below in 
the Consideration section of this report. The Technical Memorandum concluded that the 
proposed modifications would not alter the basis of the environmental analysis or the 
conclusions of the Negative Declaration. 

 

 

PUBLIC REVIEW 

The application (N 160051 ZRY) was duly referred on September 21, 2015, to all Community 
Boards, Borough Boards, and Borough Presidents for information and review, in accordance 
with the procedure for referring non-ULURP matters.  

 
Community Board Review 

Fifty-five Community Boards adopted resolutions or provided comments regarding the proposed 
zoning text amendment, many of which included extensive comment on the proposal and 
recommendations for modifications. The complete recommendations received from all 
Community Boards are attached to this report. A summary of the Community Board votes and of 
comments received in their recommendations follows.  
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Bronx 

On October 28, 2015, Community Board 2 voted unanimously to recommend disapproval, with 
comments.  

On November 10, 2015, Community Board 3 voted to recommend disapproval, with comments.  

On October 27, 2015, Community Board 4 voted to recommend disapproval, with comments.  

On November 17, 2015, Community Board 7 voted 19 in favor, 0 in opposition and 8 abstentions 
on a resolution to recommend disapproval, with comments.  

On November 10, 2015, Community Board 8 voted 35 in favor, 0 in opposition and 2 abstentions 
on a resolution to recommend disapproval, with comments.  

On November 18, 2015, Community Board 9 voted unanimously in favor of a resolution to 
recommend disapproval, with comments. 

On October 27, 2015, Community Board 10 voted to recommend disapproval, with comments.  

On October 22, 2015, Community Board 11 voted unanimously to recommend disapproval, with 
comments.  

On October 22, 2015, Community Board 12 voted unanimously to recommend disapproval, with 
comments.  

Brooklyn 

On January 12, 2016, Community Board 1 voted 19 in favor, 6 in opposition and 0 abstentions to 
approve a resolution to recommend disapproval, with comments.  

On November 10, 2015, Community Board 2 voted unanimously to recommend approval.  

On November 2, 2015, Community Board 3 voted 32 in favor, 3 in opposition and 0 abstentions 
on a resolution to recommend disapproval.  

On November 18, 2015, Community Board 4 voted to recommend approval, with conditions.   

On November 18, 2015, Community Board 5 voted 6 in favor, 16 in opposition and 1 abstention 
to recommend disapproval.  

On November 10, 2015, Community Board 6 voted 24 in favor, 5 in opposition and 2 abstentions 
to recommend approval, with conditions.  

On November 18, 2015, Community Board 7 voted 15 in favor, 11 in opposition and 8 
abstentions on a resolution to recommend approval. As no position received a majority vote, 
Community Board 7 did not take a position on the matter.  

On November 12, 2015, Community Board 8 voted 30 in favor, 2 in opposition and 1 abstention 
to recommend approval.  
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On November 24,, 2015, Community Board 9 voted 6 in favor, 26 in opposition and 0 
abstentions to recommend disapproval.  

On November 16, 2015, Community Board 10 voted 36 in favor, 1 in opposition and 1 recusal 
on a resolution to recommend disapproval, with comments.  

On November 24, 2015, Community Board 12 voted 26 in favor, 2 in opposition and 2 
abstentions to recommend approval, with conditions.  

On November 18, 2015, Community Board 13 voted 26 in favor, 0 in opposition and 1 
abstention on a resolution to recommend disapproval.  

On November 9, 2015, Community Board 14 voted 2 in favor, 29 in opposition and 3 abstentions 
to recommend disapproval with conditions.  

On October 27, 2015, Community Board 15 voted unanimously to recommend disapproval.  

On November 24, 2015, Community Board 16 voted 0 in favor, 23 in opposition and 5 
abstentions to recommend disapproval, with conditions.  

Community Board 17 submitted an undated letter containing comments on the proposal.  

On November 18, 2015, Community Board 18 voted unanimously to recommend disapproval, 
with comments.   

Manhattan 

On November 19, 2015, Community Board 1 voted unanimously to recommend disapproval, 
with conditions.  

On November 20, 2015, Community Board 2 voted unanimously to recommend approval, with 
conditions. 

On November 18, 2015, Community Board 3 voted to recommend disapproval, with conditions.  

On November 4, 2015, Community Board 4 voted unanimously to recommend approval with 
conditions. 

On November 12, 2015, Community Board 5 voted 30 in favor, 0 in opposition and 2 abstentions 
on a resolution to recommend disapproval, with conditions.  

On November 18, 2015, Community Board 6 voted 33 in favor, 0 in opposition and 3 abstentions 
on a resolution to recommend disapproval, with conditions.  

On November 4, 2015, Community Board 7 voted unanimously on a resolution to recommend 
disapproval, with conditions.  

On November 25, 2015, Community Board 8 submitted a letter describing opposition to the 
proposal, with comments.  
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On November 19, 2015, Community Board 9 voted 28 in favor, 1 in opposition and 3 abstentions 
on a resolution to recommend disapproval with conditions. 

On November 6, 2014, Community Board 10 submitted a letter describing a number of 
comments on and concerns about the proposal.  

On November 23, 2015, Community Board 11 voted 29 in favor, 1 in opposition and 2 
abstentions on a resolution to recommend disapproval, with conditions. 

On November 24, 2015, Community Board 12 voted unanimously on a resolution to recommend 
disapproval, with conditions.    

Queens 

On November 10, 2015, Community Board 1 voted unanimously to recommend approval, with 
conditions.  

On November 5, 2015, Community Board 2 voted 28 in favor, 1 in opposition and 4 abstentions 
on a resolution to recommend disapproval, with conditions.  

On November 10, 2015, Community Board 4 voted 17 in favor, 3 in opposition, with 8 
abstentions on a resolution to recommend disapproval.  

On November 12, 2015, Community Board 6 voted 8 in favor, 16 in opposition, and 3 
abstentions to recommend disapproval.  

On November 9, 2015, Community Board 7 voted 35 in favor, 1 in opposition, and 1 abstention, 
on a resolution to recommend disapproval.  

On November 12, 2015, Community Board 8 voted to recommend disapproval.  

On November 10, 2015, Community Board 9 voted unanimously to recommend disapproval.  

On October 5, 2015, Community Board 11 voted to recommend disapproval.  

On October 21, 2015, Community Board 12 voted unanimously in favor of a resolution to 
recommend disapproval.  

On October 26, 2015, Community Board 13 voted 32 in favor, 7 in opposition on a resolution to 
recommend disapproval.  

On November 10, 2015, Community Board 14 voted unanimously in favor of a resolution to 
recommend disapproval, with comments.  

Staten Island 

On December 8, 2015, Community Board 1 voted 28 in favor, 1 in opposition and 0 abstentions 
on a resolution to recommend disapproval, with comments.  

On December 9, 2015, Community Board 2 voted unanimously in favor of a resolution to 
recommend disapproval, with comments.  
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On November 24, 2015, Community Board 3 voted unanimously in favor of a resolution to 
recommend disapproval, with comments.  

In all boroughs, Community Boards that recommended disapproval as well as approval 
supported the establishment of a zoning requirement to mandate affordable housing in new 
developments. Many Community Boards also sought assurances that the program would work 
for the neighborhoods they represent. In particular, Community Boards wanted the income levels 
reached by the program to reflect existing income levels in their neighborhoods, to ensure that 
new housing opportunities would be accessible to existing community residents, and wanted to 
ensure long-term compliance with program requirements.  

The most common issue raised in these recommendations was the income levels proposed under 
the program. Roughly one third of Community Boards expressed concerns that the income levels 
targeted by the program were not low enough to meet the affordable housing needs of their 
district or the city in general. Many Community Boards noted that the proposed average income 
thresholds – 60 percent of AMI for Option 1 and 80 percent of AMI for Option 2 – are higher 
than the median household incomes in their districts. A number of Community Boards requested 
that the thresholds be modified to target income levels closer to 30 or 40 percent of AMI.  

Many Manhattan Community Boards expressed concern that the proposed zoning text would not 
allow the Workforce Option to be made applicable in Manhattan Community Districts 1 through 
8. They indicated that the availability of housing affordable to moderate income families is an 
important need in these neighborhoods, and expressed concern that the program would not create 
housing for these families. These Community Boards requested that the Workforce Option be 
made available in their districts.   

Several boards recommended that the number of income and set-aside options available under 
the program be increased to address the concerns of individual neighborhoods. A number of 
Community Boards expressed a desire that the program require a larger share of new units, 
ranging from 40 to 70 percent, to be set aside as permanently affordable housing.  

A number of Community Boards expressed concerns about the options available under the 
proposed program to provide affordable housing in buildings or at locations other than that of the 
market-rate units. Concerns included that off-site development would be so attractive that on-site 
development would rarely occur. Approximately 20 percent of Community Boards 
recommended that the off-site option be eliminated, while a similar percentage suggested 
requiring more affordable housing if it is provided off-site.  

Several boards expressed appreciation that the program would not allow a building containing 
both market-rate and affordable rental units to have separate entrances based on income. 
However, approximately 20 percent of boards objected to the fact that the proposal would allow 
affordable units to be provided in a separate building on the same zoning lot as market-rate units. 
Several Community Boards commented on the proposed requirements for the distribution of 
units within a mixed-income building, typically requesting that the program require affordable 
units on a higher percentage of floors. A few Community Boards also recommended requiring 
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affordable units to have the same finishes as market-rate units and the same access to building 
amenities.  

Most Community Boards acknowledged the role of a payment-in-lieu option in addressing 
conditions where provision of affordable units in small developments would be impractical or 
difficult. Roughly a quarter of the boards indicated a desire to have more specific information 
about how fees would be set and how and where the funds would be used, with a preference that 
funds be used locally.  

Many boards expressed concern that the proposed BSA special permit to provide relief from 
affordable housing requirements in the case of hardship could be too permissive, or that the 
special permit could become a “loophole” enabling developers to avoid affordable housing 
requirements. About 10 percent of boards recommended that the BSA special permit be removed 
entirely.  

Many Community Board recommendations included comments that extended well beyond the 
scope of the proposed zoning text amendment. The proposed text amendment would not change 
permitted densities or make the MIH program applicable in any specific geography; applicability 
of such changes would be determined by subsequent land use actions, each of which will be 
subject to its own full public land use review process. However, nearly a third of boards 
expressed concerns about the adequacy of the infrastructure in their districts to support increased 
new development at increased densities. Some Community Boards took issue with the 
environmental assessment done for the proposal, suggesting that the proposal would have 
environmental impacts when applied in particular areas, and that these impacts should be 
considered as part of the present environmental review. 

Another frequently raised subject was concerns about the loss of existing rent-regulated housing, 
and the possibility that the proposed zoning text amendment would contribute to incentives to 
demolish this housing. Approximately one third of boards expressed concerns about the time 
available to them during the land use review process to consider the proposed changes, though 
many noted appreciation of the Department of City Planning’s efforts to meet with them and 
provide requested information.  

  

Borough Board Review 

The complete Borough Board resolutions are appended to this report, and summarized below.  

Bronx  

The Bronx Borough Board voted on November 19, 2015, to adopt a resolution recommending 
disapproval of the application by a vote of 19 in the affirmative, 0 in the negative, and 1 
abstention. The Bronx Borough Board resolution did not include comments or conditions.  

Brooklyn  

The Brooklyn Borough Board voted on December 1, 2015, to adopt a resolution recommending 
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disapproval of the application, by a vote of 20 in the affirmative, 0 in the negative, and 3 
abstentions, with the following conditions:   

• The program should ensure a portion of units at 40 percent of AMI, determine income 
levels based on AMIs in each individual Community District, and enable below-income 
rent-burdened families to qualify for units that reduce their existing rent;    

• The program should include an option to preserve existing affordable units rather than 
create new affordable units, to minimize displacement of existing residents;  

• The applicability threshold for MIH requirements should be lowered to three units;  
• The program should require a minimum proportion of two- and three-bedroom units in 

Brooklyn Community District 12; and 
• The conditions for granting the BSA special permit should be tightened, the text should 

include limits on the relief that may be granted, applicants for such special permits should 
be required to demonstrate that the City is not prepared to provide additional subsidies to 
meet MIH requirements, and BSA should reduce permitted floor area and heights when it 
provides relief in the form of reduced requirements.   

Manhattan  

The Manhattan Borough Board voted on November 30, 2015, to adopt a resolution 
recommending disapproval of the application by a vote of 12 in the affirmative, 0 in the negative, 
and 4 abstentions, with the following conditions:  

• The proposal should be amended to provide greater clarity regarding on-site, separate 
buildings and off-site provisions to ensure equal access to amenities and a higher 
standard of affordability when providing units off-site;   

• The menu of AMI options should be wider to cater to community preference when a 
project is otherwise ineligible for 421a benefits or when MIH is established through a 
special permit; 

o Expanded options should include the Workforce Option and an extremely low 
AMI band option that captures lower average income levels, with the overall 
percentage of affordable units adjusted up or down according to the cross-subsidy 
required;  

o Projects that use the offsite provision should be required to build at deeper levels 
of affordability unless they receive a special permit allowing them to build using 
the standard menu option;  

o An option should be established that would allow for increased affordable 
housing in stronger real estate markets, adjusted up according to the cross subsidy 
provided.  

• The program should ensure that the requirements for affordable housing are sufficient 
given benefits, incentives, and options provided to developers and multiple incentives 
result in additive benefits;  

• Requirements for distribution of affordable units in a mixed-income building should be 
increased from 50 to 65 percent of floors;  
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• The minimum thresholds that will trigger application of MIH to future actions should be 
clearly specified;  

• The payment-in-lieu applicability threshold should be lowered and the text clarified to 
reflect, especially given the larger new construction unit sizes in our communities, that 
the threshold is the lesser of the square footage or unit count;  

• The zoning text should set a new standard for housing development monies by enshrining 
specific frameworks for governance, baselines, transparency, and strategy for the use of 
the payment-in-lieu funds, thus eliminating the possibility that future administrations may 
have different priorities and can unilaterally change the nature of such funds;  

• Because the fund is allowed to be used for preservation and rehabilitation of units, there 
should be no sunset clause that allows those funds to be used elsewhere; and the text 
should elaborate that HPD will report on the strategy and usage of each fund to the 
relevant Community Board and elected officials, with all funds generated through the 
payment-in-lieu supplementing, not replacing, other City capital dollars for affordable 
housing;  

• The text should be amended to encapsulate a community referral process that establishes 
how much time the Community Board has to review the documents, and an 
acknowledgement that those concerns will be taken under advisement and that HPD will 
not act before their review timeframe is completed;  

• The BSA “loophole” must be tightened so that it will only be used in the presence of real 
hardship and not as the path of least resistance for developers who do not wish to build 
affordable housing; this could be achieved by adding specificity as to what might be 
considered “unique conditions” under which developers could seek BSA approval;  

• The program should encourage a reasonable mix of unit sizes;  
• A central plan should be created, including recordkeeping, for monitoring or oversight 

over affordable units including their re-leasing.  
• Anti-harassment and anti-displacement provisions should be established; and 
• The program should include improved monitoring of affordable units. 

Queens  

The Queens Borough Board voted on November 16, 2015, to adopt a resolution recommending 
disapproval of the application, by a vote of 12 in the affirmative, 2 in the negative, and 6 
abstentions, with the following conditions:  

• It is unclear how effective this proposal would be in generating enough affordable and 
senior housing to meaningfully address the shortages;  

• Overall concerns that the proposed AMIs do not reflect income levels in many Queens 
neighborhoods;  

• There are concerns that the proposed new Mandatory Inclusionary Housing may replace 
existing affordable housing with housing deemed affordable that is not within reach to 
the current residents and lead to displacement of longtime residents;  

• Dissatisfaction with mechanisms that would be in place to assure that any payments in 
lieu of affordable housing are used to benefit the generating/host Community District; 
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• Concerns that the existing and future housing programs and subsidies would not be 
enough to be able to generate affordable housing; and  

• Concerns that the proposal would not withstand Fair Housing Act challenges.  

Staten Island  

The Staten Island Borough Board voted on December 10, 2015, to adopt a resolution 
recommending disapproval of the application by a unanimous vote.  

Borough President Review 

The complete recommendations sent by Borough Presidents pursuant to public review are 
appended to this report. A summary of their comments and recommendations follows. 

Bronx  

The Bronx Borough President issued a letter dated November 30, 2015, recommending 
disapproval of the application, with the following conditions:  

• Community Boards did not have enough time to consider this complex proposal;  
• The amount of FAR increase in MIH should be based on levels of affordability in 

addition to the architectural context of a potentially rezoned area;  
• Set-asides and income levels should be negotiated on a project-by-project and 

neighborhood-by-neighborhood basis;  
• The program should include more options and more flexibility for communities, 

including a lower-income option and a Workforce Option supported by city subsidies;  
• The program is based on increases in density but neighborhoods lack the infrastructure, 

such as parks, school seats, transportation, and senior housing, to support more people; 
and   

• The program should support good jobs that go to local residents and contracts that go 
to women- and minority-owned firms. 

Brooklyn 

The Brooklyn Borough President issued a letter dated December 14, 2015, reiterating the 
borough board’s comments. 

Manhattan  

The Manhattan Borough President issued a letter dated December 11, 2015, recommending 
approval of the application, with the following conditions:  

• The City should improve the existing voluntary R10 and Designated Areas Inclusionary 
Housing programs to achieve more affordable housing and eliminate problematic and 
stigmatizing outcomes such as separate entrances for market-rate and affordable units;  

• DCP and HPD should review the threshold for application of MIH to special permits in 
certain neighborhoods in Manhattan;  

• The program should encourage on-site affordable housing whenever possible, with any 
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in-lieu payments collected reserved for use in the Community District for at least 10 
years, and to only allow them to be used outside the district after consultation with the 
Community Board and Borough President, with no funds used outside the borough in 
which they were generated, and with annual reporting on the funds and the uses to which 
they are being put, broken down by Community District;  

• The City should establish zoning or other provisions to protect tenants from potential 
harassment, and should study how density increases can be tied to local hiring provisions, 
good jobs and acceptable labor standards; 

• The text should be revised to ensure limited availability of waivers under the BSA special 
permit, provide more structure for the review of such requests and require consultation 
with HPD before a waiver can be granted;  

• The requirement that where affordable units and market rate units are found in the same 
building, access must be by way of a common entrance is laudable, but the program 
should strive to require affordable units to be distributed over 65 to 75 percent of floors;  

• On-site, mixed-income buildings should be given priority, and the use of the off-site or 
adjacent building used only as a relief valve under limited circumstances or if there is a 
greater gain in the number of affordable units, with HPD unable to sign off on the 
project’s MIH requirements before the end of a review period during which HPD and the 
community consider whether an integrated project would be feasible;  

• A higher percentage of units or deeper affordability should be required when a developer 
utilizes the option to build affordable units offsite;  

• The program should mandate substantially similar appliances and finishes for affordable 
and market rate units;  

• HPD should adjust the rules for referring Voluntary Inclusionary Housing affordable 
housing plans to Community Boards to clarify what the boards can weigh in on, and 
similar clarity and consistency should be provided for MIH application referrals; and  

• Additional MIH affordability options should be available, reflecting AMI bands that 
target families of very limited means or middle-class families that are often left out of 
affordable housing programs in Manhattan below 96th Street;  

 

Queens  

The Queens Borough President issued a letter dated November 12, 2015, recommending 
disapproval of the application, with the following conditions:  

• Currently, in every rezoning application there are discussions in consultation with the 
local councilmembers to fine tune the proposals to address the concerns of each 
neighborhood’s unique populations and conditions, including the numbers and levels of 
affordable housing that would be appropriate for that community;  

• Overall concerns that the proposed AMIs do not reflect income levels in many Queens 
neighborhoods;  

• There are concerns that the proposed new Mandatory Inclusionary Housing may replace 
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existing affordable housing with housing deemed affordable that is not within reach to 
the current residents and lead to displacement of longtime residents;  

• Dissatisfaction with mechanisms that would be in place to assure that any payments in 
lieu of affordable housing are used to benefit the generating/host Community District; 

• Concerns that the existing and future housing programs and subsidies would not be 
enough to be able to generate affordable housing;  

• Concerns that the proposal would withstand Fair Housing Act challenges; and 
• The proposal does not address a requirement that affordable housing be built by the most 

skilled and professional workers to assure the quality, durability, and safety of the 
construction.  

•  

Staten Island  

The Staten Island Borough President issued a letter dated December 15, 2015, recommending 
disapproval of the application, with the following conditions:  

• Establish a clear and predictable framework for the application of special floor area 
provisions for zoning lots in Mandatory Inclusionary Housing areas;  

• Clarify program criteria and administration for neighborhoods with an existing diverse 
spectrum of income levels;  

• Provide guidelines for the application of future “City Neighborhood Planning” efforts 
and processes to be undertaken to determine feasibility of MIH applications; 

• Identify strategies and funding streams to implement long-term planning associated with 
new potential MIH zones, to address infrastructure, public services, schools and public 
transportation options;  

• A community-based review should be added to the MIH process to obtain feedback 
ensuring that decisions are being made with an appropriate level of local neighborhood 
input; and Restrict all BSA filings to conditions that exhibit real, practical difficulties or 
true unnecessary hardship.  

 

CITY PLANNING COMMISSION PUBLIC HEARING 

On December 2, 2015 (Calendar No. 1), the City Planning Commission scheduled December 16, 
2015, for a public hearing on this application (N 160051 ZRY). The hearing was duly held on 
December 16, 2015 (Calendar No. 22). There were 45 speakers in favor of the application and 45 
speakers in opposition.  

Speakers in favor included the Deputy Mayor for Housing and Economic Development; the 
Commissioner of the Department of Housing Preservation and Development; the Manhattan 
Borough President; affordable and senior housing developers and supporting organizations 
including New York State Association for Affordable Housing; Enterprise Community Partners, 
Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation, Ridgewood-Bushwick Senior Citizens Council, 
Community Preservation Corporation, Phipps Housing, L+M Development Partners,  Selfhelp 
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Community Services, Settlement Housing Fund, Dunn Development, and many others; housing 
and urban policy experts from the National Housing Conference, Abt Associates, the Furman 
Center for Real Estate and Urban Policy, and the New School; business and civic organizations 
such as the Partnership for New York City, the Downtown Brooklyn Partnership, and the 
Municipal Arts Society; architecture and planning firms such as Marvel Architects, Dattner 
Architects, WXY Studios, and Michael Kwartler and Associates; the Real Estate Board of New 
York; the New York Building Conference; AARP; 32BJ SEIU; attorneys and land use 
consultants; and other individuals.  

Speakers in opposition included the Bronx Borough President; the Queens Borough President; 
the State Assemblymember from District 66; the City Council Members from Districts 2 and 5; 
members of Manhattan Community Boards 7 and 9; historic preservation and neighborhood 
associations including the Greenwich Village Society for Historic Preservation, New York 
Landmarks Conservancy, West End Preservation Society, Society for the Architecture of the 
City, Coalition for a Livable West Side, Auburndale Improvement Association, Broadway 
Community Alliance, Riverdale Community Coalition, Friends of Bushwick Inlet Park, and 
Northshore Waterfront Greenway; members of construction trade unions, and housing advocates 
including the Building and Construction Trades Council, the NYC Community Alliance for 
Workers Justice, the Association for Neighborhood and Housing Development, members of the 
Real Affordability for All coalition, Make the Road NY, Coalition for Community 
Advancement, the Metropolitan Council on Housing, Urban Homesteading Assistance Board, 
Cypress Hills Local Development Corporation, and National Mobilization Against Sweatshops; 
the NY Metro Chapter of the American Planning Association; and other individuals.  

Speakers both in favor and in opposition generally attested to the need for more affordable 
housing in New York City. Many of them, even if speaking in opposition, referenced a housing 
crisis that makes it increasingly difficult for many New Yorkers to remain in the city and in their 
neighborhoods, and endorsed the establishment of a Mandatory Inclusionary Housing 
requirement.  

The Deputy Mayor for Housing and Economic Development and Commissioner of the 
Department of Housing Preservation and Development described Mandatory Inclusionary 
Housing as a key initiative under the Mayor’s housing plan, and noted how MIH would 
complement the record levels of City investment in affordable housing under this plan and 
enable public subsidies to be used more effectively, and where they are most needed. These 
speakers also noted City efforts to maintain the existing stock of affordable housing, including 
monitoring of affordable units, funding for tenant legal services, and a joint city-state Tenant 
Protection Unit to litigate tenant harassment issues proactively. The Deputy Mayor noted that 
underlying market pressures would continue to exist even if the City did not take action, 
exacerbating the affordability crisis, and that failure to enact this program would result in new 
development with less affordable housing. 

Speakers in favor frequently spoke about the need to guarantee affordable housing as part of new 
development in growing New York City neighborhoods. These speakers described inclusionary 
zoning, particularly mandatory programs, as a key tool to create affordable housing, and noted 
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that units required through MIH would be required to remain permanently affordable, something 
that cannot generally be achieved through subsidies or other mechanisms.  

Speakers from national housing organizations and academic institutions described the 
importance of programs that secure a share of new housing as affordable while supporting 
overall housing production, both to increase the supply of affordable housing and to offset 
market pressures that drive up housing prices generally. Speakers among this group commented 
that mandatory inclusionary zoning has been used successfully in many jurisdictions across the 
country, and that the proposed program for New York City would establish the most rigorous 
requirements of any program in the United States. The Executive Director of the Center for 
Housing Policy at the National Housing Conference referenced recent research that shows that 
growing up in high-opportunity areas has a positive effect on economic mobility and future life 
prospects. This speaker, along with a professor of urban policy analysis and management at the 
New School, noted that off-site provision of affordable housing within the same general 
neighborhood can also capture these benefits. These speakers also indicated that the most 
effective inclusionary zoning programs offer a measure of flexibility and link affordability 
requirements to increased development to support the feasibility of providing affordable units. 
The Executive Director of the NYU Furman Center for Real Estate and Urban Policy 
emphasized the importance that an MIH program avoid adverse effects on the production of 
housing, which in the face of high demand would cause rents to rise more quickly. He noted that 
the proposed Workforce Option is intended to help avoid such adverse effects, and may also add 
value by locking in regulated rents where unregulated rents would increase in the future.  

The President and CEO of the Partnership for New York City testified in support of the 
application, describing the importance of affordable housing to the city’s economic 
competitiveness. This speaker suggested that mandating affordability in zoning is more 
important today than in previous decades when federal funds were more abundant, the City had a 
large supply of in-rem property on which affordable housing could be developed, and locations 
elsewhere in the region provided a supply of new housing affordable to the workforce. She also 
indicated her opposition to stringent requirements for the mixing of affordable and market rate 
units, and the importance of retaining flexibility for development.  

Approximately 20 developers of affordable housing and affordable senior housing, community 
development corporations, trade organizations, and technical service providers commented in 
support of the program. Speakers among these described the growing housing crisis and the need 
to pass the program, despite criticisms and the need for further action to address housing 
affordability and reach lower incomes, in the name of the greater good. Another developer spoke 
of the program as a hedge against future potential for displacement pressure in rezoned 
neighborhoods. Yet another expressed an expectation that the imposition of a zoning requirement 
would result in pricing of land that is more conducive to the creation of affordable housing, 
because it would take into account the requirement to provide affordable housing, rather than 
premising prices on the potential for market-rate condominiums without affordability.  

A prominent theme in the comments of developers of affordable housing was the need to balance 
predictability and flexibility to enable projects to be realized in the range of physical, 
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geographical, and financial environments in which it would be applied, and to avoid complexity 
that would make administration and utilization of the program difficult. Several of these speakers 
noted that if the program were too rigid, it could conflict with the requirements of existing 
subsidy programs or fail to account for the vicissitudes of the market, while too much uncertainty 
in the options available to developers could deter investment and make it difficult to secure 
private financing, among other problems.   

A representative of the Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation noted that the absence of 
mandatory affordability requirements in recent rezonings in Bedford-Stuyvesant and Fort Greene 
had resulted in missed opportunities to achieve affordable housing there, and that among the 
consequences of the affordability crisis in these neighborhoods is an increase in overcrowding 
within the lower-income population. This speaker also remarked on the importance of reaching 
both low and moderate incomes within neighborhoods.  

The President and Chief Executive Officer of the Community Preservation Corporation, also a 
former Commissioner of the Department of Housing Preservation and Development, outlined the 
history of City support for affordable housing over the last several decades, and said that a 
mandatory program was appropriate in light of the dwindling supply of public land and 
increasing market pressures. He also noted that the program would change the nature of 
negotiation between the City and developers of subsidized housing by setting a baseline for the 
amount of affordable housing required in new developments in rezoned areas.   

A representative from Phipps Houses, a nonprofit housing developer, noted favorably that the 
program would create affordable housing at a range of incomes including levels ranging from 60 
to 90 percent of AMI, which are difficult to reach because they generate little revenue and are 
not supported by existing subsidy programs like Low Income Housing Tax Credits. This speaker 
also observed that the provision of units at incomes as low as 30 percent of AMI should not be 
expected to be possible through a zoning requirement, since rents at that level do not support the 
operating costs of the affordable units and require operating subsidies.   

Speakers on behalf of unions for building maintenance workers and hotel workers expressed 
their support for the program, noting that the availability of housing at affordable prices is a key 
challenge for their members.  

The Manhattan Borough President testified in favor of the proposal, while describing a number 
of desired modifications to the proposal and steps to address related issues. These included 
application of the program to future applications for City Planning Commission special permits 
that increase permitted residential floor area, increasing the share of affordable units at income 
levels both above and below the proposed average income requirements, establishing a 
sufficiently long period during which collected in-lieu payments are reserved for use within the 
Community District, tightening the description of the BSA special permit, imposing stricter 
distribution requirements for on-site affordable housing and discouraging the provision of 
affordable housing off-site, strengthening anti-displacement provisions, and a commitment by 
the Department to revisit the existing voluntary Inclusionary Housing programs to produce more 
affordable housing.    
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A representative from the Municipal Art Society spoke generally in support of the program, 
recommending modifications to encourage on-site affordable units and reach lower income 
levels.  

A representative of the Real Estate Board of New York expressed measured support for the 
program, concurring that the program as proposed can in many conditions support neighborhood 
economic diversity without chilling housing production, but expressed concern about the 
feasibility of some program options in some neighborhood or market conditions, and 
recommended that all options be made available to developers in all areas where the program is 
applied. The speaker also recommended that eligibility for the payment in lieu option should be 
extended to developments of up to 50 units or 50,000 square feet of residential floor area. This 
speaker also indicated concerns about how the Commission will apply the program to future 
private applications, noting concern that not all private applications may result in sufficient 
increased development capacity to support the cost of providing the required affordable housing, 
particularly applications for special permits granting density bonuses for other improvements, 
and that the BSA should not consider the fact that a private party initiated a land use application 
that applies MIH to constitute self-created hardship in the context of a BSA special permit 
application.  

A land use attorney and former general counsel of the Department of City Planning, testifying on 
his own behalf, commented that he views the program as proposed to be structured as a land use 
regulation that preserves the feasibility of development and supports a valid land use objective, 
rather than an exaction in which the requirement is based on capturing value generated by 
development, which could be vulnerable to legal challenge. He noted the necessity of the BSA 
special permit as a “safety valve” for projects that would not be feasible under the program 
requirements, and recommended that the Department of Housing Preservation and Development 
be made a party to review of applications for the BSA special permit. This speaker also raised 
questions about how the program would be applied consistently within the Commission’s review 
of special permits.   

The Commission also heard testimony in support of the program from several planning 
consultants and other practitioners speaking on their own behalf, and from unaffiliated members 
of the public. Many of these speakers attested to the supply constraints that are driving up the 
price of housing, indicating the importance of creating both new supply overall and new 
affordable housing. One speaker spoke favorably of the binding nature of the program and the 
imposition of standards through a consistently applied zoning requirement, rather than through 
non-binding or difficult-to-enforce agreements that make communities wary.  

Most speakers in opposition spoke in favor of establishing a zoning requirement for affordable 
housing, but took issue with specific aspects of the proposal. Many speakers raised concerns 
about the income levels targeted by the program, suggested that the program’s standards would 
not allow sufficient latitude to be adjusted to the needs and priorities of different neighborhoods, 
or expressed an opinion that developers could afford to provide affordability beyond the 
proposed requirements. Speakers also raised concerns that the proposal could increase risks of 
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displacement for existing residents, or that the proposal would create a need for more 
infrastructure to support increased density.   

The Bronx Borough President spoke in opposition, stating a preference for establishing 
affordable set-asides and income levels on a neighborhood-by-neighborhood or project-by-
project basis, rather than through a citywide program. He recommended that subsidies be made 
permissible in conjunction with the Workforce Option, to create more moderate-income housing 
in the Bronx. He also expressed concerns about additional density, and that additional facilities 
and infrastructure be provided to support such density.  

The Queens Borough President testified in opposition to the proposal, also expressing a 
preference for addressing affordable housing concerns on a neighborhood-by-neighborhood 
basis, and voicing support for apprenticeship programs and the construction of new affordable 
units by qualified professionals.  

The Council Member for District 2 voiced support for the goals of the program but testified in 
opposition to the proposal, citing an objection to the BSA special permit, which she suggested be 
eliminated or fine-tuned, and recommending the establishment of anti-harassment and anti-
eviction provisions, elimination of the off-site option or disqualifying off-site affordable units 
from receiving subsidies, and tying income levels to neighborhood incomes rather than the Area 
Median Income established by HUD.   

The Assemblymember for District 66 also advocated neighborhood-based income levels for the 
program, and recommended lowering the applicability threshold to include smaller developments 
and tightening the geographic area within which in-lieu payments could be used. She 
recommended elimination of the option to provide affordable housing in a separate building on 
the same zoning lot, and clarification and tightening of the requirements to receive relief via 
BSA special permit.  

Representatives of Manhattan Community Board 7 expressed a desire for greater detail on when 
and to what actions the proposed program would be applied. They also expressed skepticism that 
the BSA would be able to administer properly the special permit process, and recommended that 
HPD instead be the entity that determines whether hardship exists. A member of Manhattan 
Community Board 9, speaking in his individual capacity, testified that the program should be 
modified to create a greater number of units at lower incomes.  

Over a dozen speakers testified from organizations affiliated with the Real Affordability for All 
(RAFA) campaign, including members of tenant associations, community and housing advocacy 
organizations, faith-based groups, and construction trade unions. These speakers criticized the 
proposal for not reaching sufficiently low income levels, for not including labor standards for 
new construction projects, and for setting insufficient conditions on the granting of increased 
density. A director of the campaign testified that “density is a big bargaining chip we can use 
with developers,” and that “we shouldn’t give this away for free,” advocating instead for a 
bonus-based program that would allow increased density only when developers agree to meet a 
50 percent affordable housing requirement, with at least 20 percent of housing at or below 30 
percent of AMI, and to meet standards for local hiring and career-track jobs. Other speakers 
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affiliated with the campaign called for case-by-case negotiation with developers to achieve 
maximum affordability in each development. A speaker from the Metropolitan Council on 
Housing noted that the lowest incomes targeted by the proposed MIH program are not as low as 
the most pressing needs identified in the Mayor’s housing plan, and suggested that rents for the 
Workforce Option would be above market-rate rents in many neighborhoods.  

A speaker from the Coalition for Community Advancement expressed concerns that rezoning 
with MIH in East New York will lead to displacement, gentrification, and less affordable 
housing than the City is indicating will be created. This speaker advocated eliminating the 
Workforce Option and introducing a 15 percent set-aside at 30 percent of AMI in each other 
option. She also urged the city to increase the number of options to fit a wider range of New 
York City neighborhoods. A project manager from Cypress Hills Local Development 
Corporation noted that East New York is the first community where the program will apply, and 
recommended that the MIH program be modified to provide a greater share of lower income 
units, to reflect existing incomes in that community.  

The Deputy Director of the Association for Neighborhood and Housing Development spoke in 
opposition, stating that the program should include more stringent requirements in strong and 
very strong markets, which she suggested could support higher set-asides and deeper 
affordability. In particular, she advocated for an option with 30 percent set-aside at 30 percent 
AMI, to be made available only in such markets, and urged the Commission to include a 15 
percent set-aside at 30 percent of AMI as part of all other options. The speaker recommended 
eliminating the Workforce Option, and requiring a larger set-aside for developers who choose to 
provide affordable housing off-site. While acknowledging that the program as proposed would 
be the most stringent in the country, she argued that New York City has much wider income 
stratification than anywhere else in the country, with large populations of very wealthy and very 
poor people, so the program should include more units at lower incomes.   

More than 15 representatives from historic preservation organizations and neighborhood 
associations spoke in opposition to the proposed text amendment. Seven of these speakers 
represented the Greenwich Village Society for Historic Preservation (GVSHP). While most 
testimony from many of these speakers pertained to the proposed Zoning for Quality and 
Affordability text amendment, some comments also related to the proposed MIH program. The 
executive director of GVSHP and others testified that making the MIH program contingent on 
large-scale upzonings would create too much luxury housing and make neighborhoods less 
affordable while harming their scale and character. Another speaker from GVSHP referenced 
prior City-sponsored rezonings, which have resulted in substantial market-rate development as 
well as affordable housing.  

The first Vice President from the Auburndale Improvement Association spoke in opposition with 
a concern that the proposal would encourage spot zoning that would undermine the character of 
neighborhoods. A speaker from the Broadway Community Alliance, a civic group based in 
Riverdale, Bronx, opposed the program based on concerns that the BSA special permit would 
enable developers to evade the MIH requirement, that units required to be permanently 
affordable would somehow begin to lapse in as little as 25 years, and that paying for the program 
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and associated infrastructure would lead to higher taxes. Speakers from the West End 
Preservation Society and the Coalition for a Livable West Side criticized the off-site and 
payment in lieu options and expressed concern that the program would pose administrative 
difficulties for the City.  

A speaker from the New York Landmarks Conservancy referred to the program as a “one-size-
fits-all upzoning” that could fuel gentrification and teardowns of existing rent-regulated housing.  

Other speakers, including representatives of Friends of Bushwick Inlet Park, testified about 
broader concerns about future rezonings.  

There were no other speakers, and the hearing was closed.  

WATERFRONT REVITALIZATION PROGRAM CONSISTENCY REVIEW 

This application was reviewed by the Department of City Planning for consistency with the 
policies of the New York City Waterfront Revitalization Program (WRP), as amended, approved 
by the New York City Council on October 13, 1999 and by the New York State Department of 
State on May 28, 2002, pursuant to the New York State Waterfront Revitalization and Coastal 
Resources Act of 1981 (New York State Executive Law, Section 910 et seq.). The designated 
WRP number is 15-101. This action was determined to be consistent with the policies of the 
New York City Waterfront Revitalization Program. 

CONSIDERATION 

The City Planning Commission believes that the application for the text amendment, as modified 
herein, is appropriate.  

The Commission’s consideration of the establishment of a Mandatory Inclusionary Housing 
program marks a milestone in the City’s approach to promoting affordable housing and 
neighborhood economic diversity. The necessity for establishing such a program has been 
demonstrated in the city’s severe housing crisis and the decreasing availability of affordable 
housing in neighborhoods that provide ready access to centers of employment and opportunity. 
The Commission recognizes that the establishment of zoning requirements for affordable 
housing must not only promote the creation of affordable housing but also support the overall 
production of housing, in order to avoid exacerbating supply constraints that drive up the price of 
housing.  

The Commission notes the existence of broad support for mandating affordability in conjunction 
with zoning changes that promote new housing creation. This view has been expressed by 
Community Boards, elected officials, affordable housing advocates, as well as developers, civic 
and business organizations during the public review process. As many commenters noted, the 
city cannot sustain its thriving economy, support a growing population, or serve the needs of its 
citizens if it cannot provide opportunities for its residents and workforce to find housing in 
neighborhoods that offer them access to economic opportunities and quality services.  

Upon careful consideration of the extensive and thoughtful feedback during public review, and 
supported by the policy and planning analysis provided by the Department of City Planning and 
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the Department of Housing Preservation and Development, the Commission believes that the 
Mandatory Inclusionary Housing program, as modified, represents a valuable tool that 
complements other programs and resources to address the city’s housing crisis and to further the 
objective of neighborhood economic diversity. It would provide new permanently affordable 
housing, an important long-term resource for neighborhoods, and prioritize the delivery of new 
affordable housing units rather than the contribution of funds. The Commission notes that by 
virtue of these features, and the set-asides and income levels targeted, this program would be the 
most stringent zoning requirement for affordable housing of any major U.S. city.  

The Commission believes that the program represents – as a key component of a comprehensive 
City strategy for affordable housing, which also includes support for new construction, 
preservation, prevention of tenant displacement, and the Zoning for Quality and Affordability 
text amendment, among its many initiatives – not only a vigorous response to the affordability 
crisis, but also a thoughtfully designed and adaptable policy well suited to achieve its objectives 
across the city’s diverse range of neighborhoods and housing market conditions, so more 
affordable housing can be created without stifling residential development overall. As outlined 
by the Department, this program would be applied in conjunction with future land use actions 
that promote significant new housing creation.  

The Commission notes the extensive testimony both in favor and in opposition at the 
Commission’s public hearing. All people who signed in to speak were called over the course of 
the hearing, which lasted over 13 hours. Ninety of those spoke, and a number who were not 
present to testify when called submitted written comments. The Commission notes these and 
other written comments it has received regarding this proposed text amendment. This includes 
comments from community and civic organizations, both local and citywide; affordable housing 
advocates and industry representatives; independent practitioners; and individuals. The 
Commission has reviewed these comments and weighed them alongside the other 
recommendations and testimony in its consideration of the proposed zoning text amendment.  

Concerns about displacement and the loss of existing affordable housing, including the decline in 
the number of rent-regulated units, were prominent in recommendations received throughout 
public review. The Commission takes these concerns extremely seriously, and notes that the 
frequency with which these concerns have been raised is a testament to the severity of the 
housing crisis. The Commission notes that these pressures and increases in housing prices are 
responding to underlying population and economic trends, which will continue whether or not 
zoning changes occur. The proposed text amendment would have a beneficial effect on housing 
affordability by ensuring that future zoning changes result in the creation of permanently 
affordable housing and thereby promote neighborhood economic diversity. The imposition of 
affordable housing requirements would not encourage teardowns of existing housing or the 
displacement of existing residents; rather, the imposition of an MIH requirement in conjunction 
with zoning changes would encourage prospective purchasers of property to factor the cost of 
providing affordable housing into the price of properties for which additional development is 
being made possible, which would encourage the resulting land prices to support the creation of 
mixed-income housing, not solely market-rate housing. In addition, the Commission notes the 
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numerous initiatives being undertaken by HPD and other City agencies to aid New Yorkers in 
remaining in their homes, and the extensive cooperation between HPD and DCP as part of 
neighborhood planning initiatives to address the needs of existing residents.   

Similarly, the Commission notes that the proposed text amendment would not itself increase 
density in any neighborhood or impose additional burdens on infrastructure or facilities. This 
could only occur through subsequent zoning changes, each of which will be subject to its own 
environmental review and public land use review process, during which these issues would be 
evaluated.  

Income Levels and Set-Asides 

The Commission heard a great deal of testimony on the income levels served by the options 
available under the program, as well as some testimony on set-aside percentages. Many 
communities, particularly low-income communities, seek requirements to reach very low and 
extremely low incomes, which they see as the area of greatest need in their neighborhoods. Some 
testimony requested that the program include requirements to serve extremely low incomes of 30 
percent of AMI or lower. On the other hand, Community Boards and elected officials 
representing neighborhoods within Manhattan Community Districts 1 through 8 sought to make 
available in these areas the Workforce Option, which serves moderate-income rather than low-
income households, and the Bronx Borough President testified that subsidies should be allowed 
in conjunction with the Workforce Option in some neighborhoods in the Bronx. Testimony from 
elected officials and Community Boards advocated for giving individual communities latitude to 
opt for a wider variety of requirements specifically geared to their needs, with some suggesting 
that all requirements should be determined on a case-by-case basis, while developers testified 
that they need predictability as well as flexibility to make development feasible in a wide range 
of circumstances and using a variety of financing tools.  

Testimony from an affordable housing advocate recommended that the Commission treat 
permitted densities as a “bargaining chip” to extract commitments from developers on affordable 
housing and labor practices. The Commission observes that such an approach – which is distinct 
from the proposed MIH program’s approach, based on the land use goal of fostering 
neighborhood economic diversity – is characteristic of programs that have been construed by the 
courts as exactions, and would be unlikely to withstand legal challenge in a mandatory 
framework. The Commission also notes that the establishment of standards for labor practices 
and wages is not within its purview to regulate land use and zoning.  

The Commission notes comments from several Borough Presidents, Community Boards, and 
others suggesting that affordable housing requirements should be determined on a neighborhood-
by-neighborhood or project-by-project basis. While the Commission recognizes the desire of 
each community to determine appropriate levels of affordability, it also must acknowledge the 
imperative to create a consistent citywide framework, which derives from the program’s 
structure as a land use regulation, and the legal risks inherent in an ad-hoc, case-by-case 
approach, or one that is premised on how much affordable housing a particular developer can 
“afford.” In addition, as noted in testimony from affordable housing developers and in 
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information provided by HPD, a program with too many variations would be extremely difficult 
to administer and for practitioners to use. The Commission believes that the proposed program 
strikes an important balance, establishing a set of options that enable a range of community 
needs to be addressed while maintaining a manageable and consistent framework that is 
anchored to the land use objective of promoting neighborhood economic diversity and 
recognizes the tradeoffs inherent in the development of affordable housing.  

As evidenced in the financial feasibility assessment that has informed the proposed MIH 
program, in order to reach lower incomes, the affordable housing set-aside must be lower, while 
higher set-asides can be achieved if somewhat higher incomes are targeted. By establishing 
requirements that incorporate the averaging of incomes, the proposal can both serve a wider 
range of incomes and allow a degree of flexibility for individual developments to address 
neighborhood needs as well as financing imperatives. For instance, a development utilizing 
Option 1 could provide 10 percent of housing at 40 percent of AMI, plus 10 percent at 60 percent 
of AMI, plus five percent at 100 percent of AMI, reaching very low, low, and moderate incomes. 
In this manner, the Commission believes the proposed program will contribute to neighborhood 
economic diversity and to meeting the needs of a broader range of New Yorkers than has been 
achieved under the existing, voluntary Inclusionary Housing program. As discussed below, the 
Commission also recognizes that City subsidies can be used in conjunction with the MIH 
program to achieve deeper and broader affordability in individual developments.  

With respect to recommendations that the MIH program target a share of units to households at 
or below 30 percent of AMI, the Commission notes the testimony of affordable housing 
developers and analysis provided by the Department of Housing Preservation and Development 
following the public hearing, both of which indicated that it would not be practical to provide 
permanently affordable housing at these income levels through the MIH program. The rents for 
units reserved for households at 30 percent of AMI are insufficient to support the basic operating 
expenses for such buildings, so these units require operating subsidy from the day they are 
constructed. Rental subsidies such as Section 8 vouchers are the most common means of 
supporting these operating deficits, but these resources are scarce and subject to Federal 
sequestration or budget cuts. As such, they cannot be committed on a permanent basis. The 
Commission notes that Housing New York includes a commitment to increasing the share of 
housing affordable at such income levels by a factor of more than four, and that the City and 
State have made significant commitments to fund supportive housing that will reach extremely 
low-income populations and match those tenants with on-site social services, which is not 
something that the MIH program can offer.  

A number of commenters recommended the elimination of the Workforce Option, arguing that 
rents affordable to households at 120 percent of AMI would be higher than market rents in some 
neighborhoods, and would not serve populations of greatest need in these neighborhoods. At the 
same time, the Commission heard testimony from higher-income communities in Manhattan that 
wish to see the Workforce Option made available in their neighborhoods.  

The Workforce Option is intended to address issues highlighted in the feasibility analysis that 
informed the creation of the Mandatory Inclusionary Housing program. Certain housing market 
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conditions may support private housing construction at moderate rents that are not sufficient to 
support the internal subsidy of units affordable at low incomes. In these emerging and middle-
market conditions, the application of Option 1 or Option 2 alone could prevent the creation of 
moderate-income housing, resulting in less housing creation overall. Housing development 
would only be feasible in such a circumstance if scarce affordable housing subsidies were 
redirected from other areas. The purpose of the Workforce Option is to allow the creation of 
unsubsidized moderate-income housing, which is an important component of the housing stock 
in many New York City neighborhoods. The requirement provides that a share of these units 
must be reserved as permanently affordable for moderate incomes residents. This provision 
would also preserve the availability of housing subsidies that can be used instead to reach lower-
income households in these and other neighborhoods. The Commission also notes the testimony 
of the Furman Center and others documenting the need for and benefits from permanently 
affordable housing that locks in moderate rents in areas that may experience housing cost 
increases in the future.  

The Commission does not find these same issues at play in conditions where market rents would 
support internal subsidy of low-income housing. In such conditions, which exist in Manhattan 
Community Districts 1 through 8 as well as in other locations within the city, the Commission 
views it as appropriate to require the creation of housing opportunities for low-income 
households in higher-opportunity neighborhoods. In addition, the Commission notes that income 
averaging enables the creation of moderate income units in these areas by skewing to both higher 
and lower incomes, and expects that development subject to the program in these areas will 
include units affordable at incomes ranging up to the maximum threshold of 130 percent of AMI. 
Ultimately, the program options available within a particular area will be shaped by input from 
Community Boards and Borough Presidents and subject to review by the Commission and City 
Council in each individual land use action, enabling community needs and priorities to be 
considered.  

With respect to comments from several Community Boards and speakers at the public hearing 
who requested significantly higher set-asides under the proposed program, the Commission notes 
that the MIH program is one of many tools the City uses to create new affordable housing, and 
will work together with the strategic use of housing subsidies. In weak housing markets, it is 
anticipated that new housing will require public subsidies, and HPD’s use of subsidies will 
achieve broader and deeper affordability than would be required by zoning alone. In the 
strongest housing markets, it is anticipated that new development would meet MIH requirements 
without subsidy, enabling public funds to be directed to locations where they are most needed. 
Moreover, the set-asides and income levels under the proposed program represent the most 
rigorous requirements of any inclusionary zoning program in the country. The Commission 
further notes the City’s efforts under Housing New York to support broader and deeper 
affordability through a record commitment to subsidies, as well as detailed planning for 
affordable housing as part of neighborhood-based planning initiatives. 

The Commission received testimony from housing advocates expressing concern that the 
proposed program would only be applied within low-income communities such as East New 
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York. The Commission observes that nothing in the subject text amendment would impose such 
a limitation, and notes that the Department has announced its intent to apply the proposed MIH 
program within current and future neighborhood planning initiatives in communities of widely 
varying incomes, in which zoning changes would be accompanied by public investments in 
infrastructure and services that would serve current and future residents at a range of incomes. In 
addition, the proposed MIH program would be applied to future privately initiated land use 
applications that encourage substantial new housing; the Commission notes that such 
applications occur more frequently in stronger market conditions.  

Options for Providing Affordable Housing 

The Commission received feedback from several Community Boards and from the Manhattan 
Borough President, among others, on requirements for the distribution of units within mixed-
income buildings, as well as access to amenities and apartment finishes within such buildings. 
These comments urged the Commission to increase the percentage of floors over which 
affordable units must be distributed above the proposed 50 percent, to the 65 percent requirement 
of the existing voluntary Inclusionary Housing program, or to a higher level. Some commenters 
also urged requirements for equal access to building amenities for residents of affordable units 
and equal finishes for affordable units.  

The Commission appreciates the objective of encouraging economic integration and the desire to 
provide the residents of affordable housing with quality apartments and amenities. However, the 
Commission is also mindful of the costs associated with meeting the program’s requirements, 
and the necessity that requirements be grounded in the land use rationale for the program. As 
described in the Department’s policy report, Mandatory Inclusionary Housing: Promoting 
Economically Diverse Neighborhoods, and noted by national housing experts during the public 
hearing, substantial research exists to document the benefits to lower income families of living in 
economically diverse neighborhoods where they can access quality public services and 
amenities. By requiring affordable housing to be located in proximity to development triggering 
the MIH requirement, the proposal would further this objective. Elements that increase the cost 
of providing affordable housing or diminish the revenues that can be realized from market-rate 
housing erode the ability to provide the required affordable housing without the need for public 
subsidy. The proposed requirement to include affordable units on 50 percent of floors is intended 
to prevent the concentration of affordable units within a single portion of a building while 
allowing sufficient flexibility for the configuration of different tenures within a building and 
generation of market-rate revenue that can support the cross-subsidy for the creation and 
operation of the affordable units. With respect to the suggestion of requirements regarding 
amenities and finishes, these have never been a subject of the zoning, and while the Commission 
acknowledges that Community Boards and Borough Presidents engage with developers about 
these issues in the context of individual developments, it does not believe it has a sound basis to 
include such requirements in the zoning text.  

The Commission received recommendations that the option to provide affordable units off-site 
be eliminated or discouraged by increasing the amount of affordable housing required for this 
option. There were also recommendations from Community Boards and the Assemblymember 
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for District 66 that the program not allow affordable units to be provided in a separate building 
on the same zoning lot. Constraints on the availability of sites sufficient to accommodate 
significant numbers of affordable units, the geographic constraints of the program’s locational 
requirements, and the requirement that affordable units be permitted and delivered prior to 
permitting and occupancy of market-rate units all limit the attractiveness of the off-site option. 
As noted in the testimony of the Director of the Center for Housing Policy at the National 
Housing Conference, the difference in land costs for on-site and off-site development is 
constrained by the limited geographic area within which the program would allow off-site 
affordable units. In addition, under a mandatory program, the availability of options to provide 
affordable units in an independent building or off-site is of increased importance, because of the 
necessity of accommodating homeownership developments for which on-site affordability may 
be impractical.  

The proposed program would not permit a mixed-income building to provide separate entrances 
based on incomes, which has been construed as stigmatizing the affordable units. In New York 
City, it is the norm for buildings consisting entirely of affordable housing and of market-rate 
housing to exist in close proximity. Neighboring buildings are served by common public services 
and amenities, and it is common practice for the City to subsidize buildings that consist entirely 
of affordable housing yet are surrounded by private market-rate buildings. While it would be 
ideal to achieve higher degrees of economic integration, the Commission considers it reasonable 
to allow such configurations for buildings complying with Mandatory Inclusionary Housing 
requirements.  

Following the Commission’s public hearing, HPD analyzed the utilization of the off-site option 
under the existing Inclusionary Housing designated areas program. They found that in areas 
where off-site affordable units could not earn tax benefits for a market-rate building, no projects 
used this off-site option, and that utilization elsewhere was limited. The Commission expects the 
off-site option to be limited in its utilization, and considers the ability to provide affordable units 
in an independent building on the same site that does not stigmatize its residents a reasonable and 
necessary accommodation to provide flexibility for a full range of building types and tenures.  

While most commenters during the public review process acknowledged the need for a payment 
in lieu option for some projects, the Commission received a number of requests to modify these 
provisions and for clarification of how the fees would be established and administered. The Real 
Estate Board of New York offered testimony that the payment in lieu threshold should be raised 
to 50 units or 50,000 square feet of residential floor area, while some Community Boards, the 
Brooklyn Borough Board, and the Assemblymember from District 66 recommended lowering 
the threshold for projects eligible for this option.  

The Commission believes that the payment in lieu provision is an important but limited feature 
to ensure reasonable avenues for small developments to contribute to the program’s affordable 
housing goals. The Commission further believes that the proposed threshold strikes an 
appropriate balance between requiring direct provision of units when generally practical and 
addressing constraints specific to a limited class of small builders and developments. The 
Commission understands that the types of developers who build small projects in locations 
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throughout the city often do not have the experience and capacity to meet income certification, 
re-rental, marketing, and reporting requirements for affordable housing. There are also 
challenges (both for the City and for the nonprofit administering agents who assist in monitoring 
compliance with MIH) in the administration and oversight of small numbers of affordable units 
scattered across many sites. The Commission believes that while optimal outcomes generally 
include the delivery of affordable units by private developers, making limited accommodations 
for these smaller projects is necessary in the context of a mandatory program. As noted during 
public review, payment-in-lieu provisions are a near-universal feature of inclusionary zoning 
programs in other jurisdictions, though other programs generally place no upper limit on the size 
of developments eligible to make such a payment. 

Following the public hearing, HPD described in further detail how it plans to administer the 
payment in lieu provision. As set forth in the proposal, upon adoption of the zoning text HPD 
would be authorized to promulgate rules for the collection of in-lieu payments for eligible 
projects. As described by HPD, the fee will be based on the cost of providing an affordable unit 
within the general area of the contributing development, and translated to a per-square-foot 
figure. This calculation will be based on publicly available Department of Finance data, and will 
therefore be higher in stronger markets than in weaker ones, reflecting the different costs of 
providing affordable housing in such areas. To provide predictability for builders, a fee schedule 
would be established and updated periodically.  

As outlined in the zoning text, permitted uses of collected fees would include the new 
construction, rehabilitation, or preservation of affordable housing, or other affordable housing 
purposes specified in HPD rules. HPD will reserve funds for use within the Community District 
of the contributing development for a period of no less than 10 years, after which, following 
consultation with the Community Board and Borough President, they could be released for use 
elsewhere within the same borough. HPD will track in-lieu fee deposits as they are received, and 
report annually about the funds generated, programmed, and spent. The Commission finds such 
uses of the fund to be consistent with the purpose of the Inclusionary Housing program, by 
supporting affordable housing within the neighborhood while ensuring that funds do not go 
unused, and also consistent with HPD’s approach to administering other housing funds. 

Regarding the recommendation from the Brooklyn Borough Board that the MIH program include 
an option to preserve existing affordable housing as an alternative to the creation of new 
affordable housing, the Commission notes that preservation of existing affordable housing is one 
of the purposes to which in-lieu payments collected under MIH can be directed, to complement 
the substantial investments HPD is making in affordable housing preservation under Housing 
New York. 

The Commission also notes comments from the Manhattan and Staten Island Borough 
Presidents, as well as some Community Boards, requesting clarity regarding the community 
referral process for the MIH applications required of individual developments under the 
program. Development under an MIH program would be as-of-right, and participation in the 
program would be compulsory, rather than elective as under the existing Voluntary Inclusionary 
Housing program. Therefore, the delivery of MIH applications to Community Boards, as 
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required in the proposed text amendment, would be for informational purposes, and would 
provide transparency for the community.  

Applicability of MIH Requirements 

The Commission received a number of comments and questions during public review related to 
the applicability thresholds in the proposed zoning text, as well as the manner in which the 
Commission is expected to apply the program to future applications. Some Community Boards 
and Borough Boards recommended lowering the applicability threshold of 10 units or 12,500 
square feet to impose requirements on smaller projects, while other commenters requested that 
this threshold be increased, to ease the burden on smaller developers and avoid challenges 
associated with the administration of small numbers of affordable units. The Commission finds 
the proposed threshold to be both inclusive of substantial developments and sufficient to afford 
flexibility to a range of smaller building types. Small developments and small builders often 
have limited ability to provide units or navigate complex regulatory or financing environments. 
These projects nevertheless represent important additions to the housing stock in many areas 
around the city. While allowing an in-lieu payment represents a reasonable alternative to the 
requirement to deliver new affordable units, the Commission would be concerned about 
imposing requirements for a fee on a category of developments for which delivery of such units 
would often be impractical.  

The Commission also notes that the proposed text includes provisions that will prevent 
developers from subdividing a zoning lot to build two or more buildings that together would 
exceed the applicability threshold. The proposed text also provides that projects that do not 
exceed the applicability threshold would be subject to the zoning requirements applicable if the 
area were not subject to MIH, receiving the standard FAR for the applicable zoning district, 
rather than the higher FAR that applies in MIH areas. For example, a development not exceeding 
10 units or 12,500 square feet in an MIH area within an R7A district would be subject to a 
maximum FAR of 4.0, rather than 4.6 FAR.  

The Commission received written comments from the New York City Bar Association’s Land 
Use Planning and Zoning and Cooperative and Condominium Law committees requesting that 
the proposal be modified such that MIH requirements would not apply to the reconstruction of 
demolished floor area or reconfigured floor area within an enlargement. While MIH 
requirements would not apply to projects that renovate without enlarging existing residential 
buildings, the Commission finds it appropriate to apply them to conversions from nonresidential 
to residential use and to enlargements that also include demolition or reconfiguration of existing 
housing, regardless of the prior use of such space.  

Other testimony raised questions about how the Commission will decide whether or not to apply 
MIH in conjunction with future land use applications, and the criteria that would be used to 
determine which options should be applicable within an MIH area. The Manhattan Borough 
President endorsed the application of MIH within future special permit projects in Manhattan. 
The Real Estate Board of New York, a land use attorney, and others inquired specifically about 
how the Commission would apply the program’s requirements to special permits, and how this 
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relates to the other objectives that informed the creation of these special permits. The 
Commission anticipates applying the MIH program to, for instance, zoning map changes that 
encourage the creation of substantial new housing in medium- and high-density districts, and to 
special permits that increase residential capacity. However, it also recognizes that the program 
should not discourage types of actions with a valid land use rationale that may facilitate 
residential development but would not themselves increase residential capacity. The program is 
not expected to be applied in conjunction with special permit applications that would reconfigure 
residential floor area that is already permitted under zoning, without increasing the amount of 
residential floor area permitted. Under this policy, for instance, a special permit that facilitates 
the transfer of floor area from one zoning lot to another without increasing FAR would not be 
subjected to an MIH requirement, while a special permit that converts non-residential floor area 
to residential floor area would be. The Commission notes that special permits that provide floor 
area bonuses generally increase non-residential, rather than residential floor area. The zoning text 
also authorizes the Commission to consider as a factor in the application of MIH requirements 
whether the project would facilitate significant public infrastructure or facilities that address 
needs not generated by the proposed project. In addition, where the anticipated result of a land 
use action would not include the creation of new housing in amounts that exceed the 
applicability thresholds of the program, the Commission would not in general anticipate applying 
the program. The Commission will make such determinations in a consistent manner based on 
relevant land use considerations, as it does for all applications it reviews.  

BSA Special Permit 

Many Community Boards and elected officials expressed concern that the proposed BSA special 
permit is too open-ended, and could create in the near or long term a “loophole” or potential 
avenue for developers to evade the requirements of the MIH program. A land use attorney and 
former general counsel for the Department of City Planning, speaking on his own behalf, 
suggested that HPD be assigned a formal role in the review of applications for this special 
permit. While the Commission observes that the availability of relief through this special permit 
process is important to the validity of this land use regulation, it also finds legitimate concerns 
that this special permit should provide enough specificity and structure to ensure that it supports 
the purpose of the MIH program, rather than undermining it. Accordingly, the Commission is 
making a number of modifications to address these concerns.  

As proposed, the BSA special permit would only be available to projects that demonstrate that 
the MIH requirements, and not other factors, create a hardship, and that this hardship may not be 
self-created. HPD may provide assistance to BSA in evaluating details of housing finance related 
to an application, and may, within its discretion, make subsidies available to a development that 
might otherwise seek special permit relief. To clarify and strengthen the role HPD plays in this 
process, the Commission is modifying the application to establish that HPD may testify before 
the Board with respect to an application’s achievement of the findings. This modification will 
ensure that HPD’s expertise on affordable housing finance can be brought to bear on the review 
of any application. In addition, the Commission is modifying the proposal to require the 
applicant for the special permit to deliver the application to HPD concurrently with their 
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submission to BSA. This will make possible discussions, as appropriate, about the potential for 
use of public subsidies and programs to support affordable housing and to obviate the need for 
special permit relief.  

Several commenters expressed concern that the reduction of MIH requirements as originally 
proposed was open-ended, and could encourage special pleading by applicants seeking to reduce 
program requirements. To address this concern, the Commission is modifying the application to 
establish additional structure to the process by which the BSA evaluates alternative MIH 
requirements. Upon finding of a hardship with respect to the applicable MIH option or options, 
the BSA would first consider whether Options 1 or 2 of the program, if not already available, 
would be feasible. If not, then the BSA would consider whether the Workforce Option would be 
feasible. If not, only then could the BSA, in consultation with HPD, consider what further 
modifications to program requirements would be the minimum necessary to render the project 
feasible. In addition, the BSA may require evaluation of alternative forms of tenure (e.g., rental 
housing instead of homeownership housing) or other permitted uses in determining whether a 
hardship exists. The Commission is also modifying the application to provide that in the event 
BSA deems a complete waiver of MIH requirements to be necessary, the project will be treated 
as if no provisions related to MIH apply, and the project will therefore be subject to the standard 
FAR and height for the district, rather than the more generous provisions otherwise applicable in 
MIH areas. 

The Commission believes that this more explicitly structured process, together with the 
identification of HPD’s role in the review of applications, will ensure that relief is granted only 
where warranted.  

The Commission also notes that BSA special permits expire after a period of four years if they 
are not exercised, and that the Department will coordinate with BSA to ensure that renewal of 
any application will entail reexamination of the findings to ensure that they remain valid based 
on current market conditions.  

In response to concerns expressed by the Real Estate Board of New York, in the event that MIH 
is applied in conjunction with approval of a private land use application, the Commission 
observes that this fact alone would not dictate that a hardship be deemed self-created.  

The Commission is also modifying the proposed text amendment to correct minor errors and 
incorporate technical changes that ensure that the provisions function as intended and described 
in the original application. For instance, modifications clarify that where a BSA special permit 
modifies MIH requirements, these modified requirements replace the underlying requirements 
for purposes of the program, and that in-lieu payments will be maintained in a fund held by a 
designee of HPD, consistent with the way other similar housing funds are administered.      

The Commission received testimony from the Manhattan Borough President and others 
requesting that the existing voluntary Inclusionary Housing program be revisited with the goal of 
producing more affordable housing, and notes that the Department has committed to such a 
review of the existing program following the completion of public review of the MIH text 
amendment.  
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The Commission notes that as of January 15, 2016, pursuant to the State legislation adopted in 
2015, the 421-a tax exemption program has been suspended, with no new applications being 
accepted at present. During a 421-a suspension, it is expected that the construction of rental 
housing in general will be less feasible, with condominium construction more likely, and that 
affordable housing developments can utilize other tax exemptions. As noted earlier, the MIH 
program incorporates a number of provisions, including options for affordable units to be located 
off-site or in an independent building, that provide latitude for developments of a variety of 
tenures and configurations. While there have been temporary lapses in the 421-a program in the 
past, availability of this or a similar benefit has long been an important factor in supporting the 
construction of affordable rental housing in New York City, and both the Mayor and Governor 
have publicly recognized the need for such a tax program.  

The Commission is pleased to approve this landmark zoning text amendment, which will provide 
a new tool to ensure that future land use actions promoting new housing creation will promote 
vibrant, economically diverse neighborhoods. Together with the other initiatives of Housing New 
York, the creation of a Mandatory Inclusionary Housing program will reach a wider range of 
incomes than has been achieved in years past, and enable public resources to go further to 
address the city’s serious affordable housing challenges.  

RESOLUTION 

RESOLVED, that the City Planning Commission finds that the action described herein will have 
no significant impact on the environment; and be it further 

RESOLVED, that the City Planning Commission, in its capacity as the City Coastal 
Commission, has reviewed the waterfront aspects of this application and finds that the proposed 
action is consistent with WRP policies; and be it further 

RESOLVED, by the City Planning Commission, pursuant to Section 200 of the New York City 
Charter, that based on the environmental determination and consideration described in this 
report, the Zoning Resolution of the City of New York, effective as of December 15, 1961, and 
as subsequently amended, is further amended as follows: 

 

Matter in underline is new, to be added;  
Matter in strikeout is old, to be deleted; 
Matter within # # is defined in Section 12-10 and Section 23-91, inclusive; 
* * * indicates where unchanged text appears in the Zoning Resolution 
 

[NOTE: Cross-references to Sections and Section titles may reflect the proposed text 
amendment, Zoning for Quality and Affordability (ZQA – ULURP No. N 160049 
ZRY).  Sections 23-154, paragraphs (a) through (c), and 23-664, paragraphs (a)(1) 
through (a)(3), are provided for information purposes and are part of ZQA. 
Sections 23-154, paragraph (d) and 23-664, paragraph (a)(4), are proposed in this 
MIH Zoning Text Amendment.] 
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ARTICLE I 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
 
Chapter 2 
Construction of Language and Definitions 

 
*   *   * 

 
12-10 
DEFINITIONS 
 

*   *   * 
 
Incidental alteration – see Alteration, incidental 
 
 
Inclusionary Housing area, Mandatory – see Mandatory Inclusionary Housing area  
  
 
Inclusionary Housing designated area 
 
An “Inclusionary Housing designated area” is a specified area in which the Inclusionary Housing 
Program is applicable, pursuant to the regulations set forth for such areas in Section 23-90 
(INCLUSIONARY HOUSING), inclusive. The locations of such #Inclusionary Housing 
designated areas# are identified in APPENDIX F of this Resolution or in Special Purpose 
Districts, as applicable. 
 

*   *   * 
 
Lower density growth management area 
 

*   *   * 
 
In the Borough of the Bronx, in Community District 10, #lower density growth management 
areas# shall also include any R6, R7, C1 or C2 Districts for the purposes of applying the parking 
provisions of Article II, Chapter 5, and Article III, Chapter 6. 
 
 
Mandatory Inclusionary Housing area  
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A “Mandatory Inclusionary Housing area” is a specified area in which the Inclusionary Housing 
Program is applicable, pursuant to the regulations set forth for such areas in Section 23-90 
(INCLUSIONARY HOUSING), inclusive. The locations of #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing 
areas# are identified in APPENDIX F of this Resolution or in Special Purpose Districts, as 
applicable. 
 
 
Manhattan Core 
 
The “Manhattan Core” is the area within Manhattan Community Districts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. 
 
 

*   *   * 
 

23-154 
Inclusionary Housing 
 
For #developments# or #enlargements# providing #affordable housing# pursuant to the 
Inclusionary Housing Program, as set forth in Section 23-90, inclusive, the maximum #floor area 
ratio# permitted in R10 Districts outside of #Inclusionary Housing designated areas# shall be as 
set forth in paragraph (a) of this Section, and the  maximum #floor area ratio# in the 
#Inclusionary Housing designated areas# existing on (date of adoption) shall be as set forth in 
paragraph (b) of this Section. Special provisions for specified #Inclusionary Housing designated 
areas# are set forth in paragraph (c) of this Section.  Special #floor area# provisions for #zoning 
lots# in #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing areas# are set forth in paragraph (d) of this Section.  
The maximum #lot coverage# shall be as set forth in Section 23-153 (For Quality Housing 
buildings) for the applicable zoning district. For the purpose of this Section, defined terms 
include those set forth in Section 12-10 and Section 23-911. 
 
(a) R10 Districts outside of #Inclusionary Housing designated areas# 

 
The #residential floor area ratio# of a #compensated zoning lot# may be increased from a 
base #floor area ratio# of 10.0 to a maximum #floor area ratio# of 12.0 at the rate set 
forth in this Section, if such #compensated zoning lot# provides #affordable housing# 
that is restricted to #low income floor area#. 
 
For each square foot of #floor area# provided for a type of #affordable housing# listed in 
the table in this Section, the #floor area# of the #compensated zoning lot# may be 
increased by the number of square feet set forth in the table of this paragraph (a), as 
applicable. Any #generating site# for which #public funding# has been received within 
the 15 years preceding the #regulatory agreement date#, or for which #public funding# is 
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committed to be provided subsequent to such date, shall be deemed to be provided with 
#public funding#. 
 
 

OPTIONS 
 

Without #public funding# #New construction affordable housing# or 
#substantial rehabilitation affordable 

housing# 

3.5 

#Preservation affordable housing#  
2.0 

With #public funding# #New construction affordable housing#, 
#substantial rehabilitation affordable 
housing# or #preservation affordable 

housing# 

 
1.25 

 
(b) #Inclusionary Housing designated areas#   

The #residential floor area# of a #zoning lot# may not exceed the base #floor area ratio# 
set forth in the table in this Section, except that such #floor area# may be increased on a 
#compensated zoning lot# by 1.25 square feet for each square foot of #low income floor 
area# provided, up to the maximum #floor area ratio# specified in the table of this 
paragraph (b), as applicable. However, the amount of #low income floor area# required to 
receive such #floor area compensation# need not exceed 20 percent of the total #floor 
area#, exclusive of ground floor non-#residential floor area#, or any #floor area# increase 
for the provision of a #FRESH food store#, on the #compensated zoning lot#. 

 
Maximum #Residential Floor Area Ratio# 

 
District Base #floor area 

ratio# 
Maximum #floor 

area ratio# 
 
R6B 2.00 2.20 

R61  
2.20 

 
2.42 

 
R62 R6A R7-21 

 
2.70 

 
3.60 

R7A R7-22 3.45  
4.60 

R7-3 3.75 5.0 
R7D 4.20 5.60 
 
R7X 

 
3.75 

 
5.00 

 
R8 

 
5.40 

 
7.20 
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R9 6.00 8.00 

R9A 6.50 8.50 

R9D 7.5 10.0 

R9X 7.3 9.70 

R10 9.00 12.00 

 
--- 
1 for #zoning lots#, or portions thereof, beyond 100 feet of a #wide street# 

 
2  for #zoning lots#, or portions thereof, within 100 feet of a #wide street# 

 
(c) Special provisions for specified #Inclusionary Housing designated areas# 
 

(1) Optional provisions for #large-scale general developments# in C4-6 or C5 
Districts  

 Within a #large-scale general development# in a C4-6 or C5 District, the special 
optional regulations as set forth in this paragraph (c)(1) inclusive, modify the 
provisions of paragraph (b) of this Section: 

 
(i) The #residential floor area# of a #development# or #enlargement# may be 

increased by 0.833 square feet for each one square foot of #moderate 
income floor area#, or by 0.625 square feet for each one square foot of 
#middle income floor area#, provided that for each square foot of such 
#floor area compensation#, there is one square foot of #floor area 
compensation#, pursuant to paragraph (b) of this Section;  
 

(ii) However, the amount of #affordable housing# required to receive such 
#floor area compensation# need not exceed the amounts specified in this 
paragraph, (c)(1)(ii). If #affordable housing# is provided for both #low 
income# and #moderate income households#, the amount of #moderate 
income floor area# need not exceed 15 percent of the total #floor area#, 
exclusive of ground floor non-#residential floor area#, on the #zoning lot#, 
provided that the amount of #low income floor area# is at least 10 percent 
of the total #floor area#, exclusive of ground floor non-#residential floor 
area#, on the #zoning lot#. If #affordable housing# is provided for both 
#middle income households# and #low income households#, the amount 
of #middle income floor area# need not exceed 20 percent of the total 
#floor area#, exclusive of ground floor non-#residential floor area#, on the 
#zoning lot#, provided that the amount of #low income floor area# is at 
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least 10 percent of the total #floor area#, exclusive of ground floor non-
#residential floor area#, on the #zoning lot#. 

 
For the purposes of this paragraph, (c)(1), inclusive, #low income floor area# may 
be considered #moderate income floor area# or #middle income floor area#, and 
#moderate income floor area# may be considered #middle income floor area#. 
 

(2) Special provisions for #large-scale general developments# in Community District 
1 in the Borough of Queens 

 
 Special provisions shall apply to #zoning lots# within a #large-scale general 

development# that contains R6B, R7A and R7-3 Districts within an #Inclusionary 
Housing designated area#, as follows: 

 
(i) For #zoning lots#, or portions thereof, that are located within R6B, R7A or 

R7-3 Districts, the base #floor area ratio# set forth in paragraph (b) of this 
Section shall not apply. No #residential development# or #enlargement# 
shall be permitted unless #affordable floor area# is provided pursuant to 
the provisions of this paragraph. The amount of #low-income floor area# 
provided shall equal no less than 10 percent of the #floor area# on such 
#zoning lot#, excluding any ground floor #non-residential floor area#, 
#floor area# within a #school#, or any #floor area# increase resulting from 
the provision of a #FRESH food store# and the amount of #moderate-
income floor area# provided shall equal no less than 15 percent of the 
#floor area# on such #zoning lot#, excluding any ground floor #non-
residential floor area#, #floor area# within a #school#, or any #floor area# 
increase resulting from the provision of a #FRESH food store#. For the 
purposes of this paragraph (c)(2)(i), inclusive, #low income floor area# 
may be considered #moderate income floor area#; and 
 

(ii) The amount of #affordable floor area# utilizing #public funding# that may 
count toward satisfying the #affordable floor area# required in paragraph 
(c)(2)(i) of this Section shall be determined in accordance with procedures 
prescribed by the City Planning Commission pursuant to the provisions of 
Section 74-743 (Special provisions for bulk modification).   

 
(3) Special provisions for #compensated zoning lots#  
 
 Special provisions shall apply to #compensated zoning lots# located within:  
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(i) R6, R7-3 and R8 Districts on #waterfront blocks# in #Inclusionary 
Housing designated areas# within Community District 1, Borough of 
Brooklyn, as set forth in Section 62-352; or 

 
(ii) the #Special Hudson Yards District#, #Special Clinton District# and 

#Special West Chelsea District#, as set forth in Sections 93-23, 96-21 and 
98-26, respectively. 

 
(d) Special #floor area# provisions for #zoning lots# in #Mandatory Inclusionary 

Housing areas# 
 

For #zoning lots# in #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing areas#, the following 
provisions shall apply:  
 

(1) Except where permitted by special permit of the Board of Standards and Appeals 
pursuant to Section 73-624 (Reduction or modification of Mandatory Inclusionary 
Housing requirements), or as provided in paragraph (d)(4) of this Section 23-154, 
no #residential development#, #enlargement#, or #conversion# from non-
#residential# to #residential use# shall be permitted unless #affordable housing#, 
as defined in Section 23-911(General definitions) is provided or a contribution is 
made to the #affordable housing fund#, as defined in Section 23-911, pursuant to 
the provisions set forth in paragraph (d)(3)(i) through (d)(3)(iv) of this Section, 
inclusive.  

 
(2) Except in R7-3 or R7X districts, the maximum #floor area ratio# for the 

applicable zoning district in #Inclusionary Housing designated areas# set forth in 
paragraph (b) of this Section shall apply to any #development#, #enlargement# or 
#conversion# from non-#residential# to #residential use# that complies with the 
requirements set forth in paragraph (d)(3) of this Section or to any #MIH site# for 
which a reduction or modification of such requirements is permitted by special 
permit of the Board of Standards and Appeals pursuant to Section 73-624 
(Reduction or modification of Mandatory Inclusionary Housing requirements).  In 
an R7-3 or R7X district, the maximum #floor area ratio# shall be 6.0 for any 
#development#, #enlargement#, #conversion# or #MIH site# as specified in this 
paragraph (d) (2).  

 
  In addition, in R6, R7-1, R7-2, R8 and R9 Districts without a letter suffix, where 

the basic height and setback requirements are utilized pursuant to paragraph (c) of 
Section 23-952, the maximum #floor area ratio# shall be determined in 
accordance with the provisions of Section 23-151 (Basic regulations for R6 
through R9 Districts). 

 
(3) Options for compliance with the special #floor area# requirements of paragraph 

(d) of this Section are set forth in the following paragraphs (d)(3)(i) through 
(d)(3)(iv). Option 1 and Option 2 may be applicable in #Mandatory Inclusionary 
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Housing areas# singly or in combination, as set forth in Appendix F. The 
Workforce Option shall be applicable in #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing areas# 
only in combination with Option 1 or Option 2, as set forth in Appendix F.  When 
a #building# containing #residences# is #enlarged#, the following shall be 
considered part of the #enlargement# for the purposes of this paragraph (d)(3), 
inclusive: #residential floor area# that is reconstructed, or #residential floor area# 
that is located within a #dwelling unit# where the layout has been changed. 

 
  (i) In #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing areas# where Option 1 applies, as set 

forth in Appendix F, an amount of #affordable floor area# for #qualifying 
households# shall be provided that is equal to at least 25 percent of the 
#residential floor area# within such #development#, #enlargement#, or 
#conversion# from non-#residential# to #residential use#. The weighted 
average of all #income bands# for #affordable housing units# shall not 
exceed 60 percent of the #income index#, and no #income band# shall 
exceed 130 percent of the #income index#. 

 
 (ii) In #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing areas# where Option 2 applies, as set 

forth in Appendix F, an amount of #affordable floor area# for #qualifying 
households# shall be provided that is equal to at least 30 percent of the 
#residential floor area# within such #development#, #enlargement#, or 
#conversion# from non-#residential# to #residential use#. The weighted 
average of all #income bands# for #affordable housing units# shall not 
exceed 80 percent of the #income index#, and no #income band# shall 
exceed 130 percent of the #income index#.   

 
 (iii) In #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing areas# where the Workforce Option 

applies, as set forth in Appendix F, as an alternative to Option 1 or Option 
2, an amount of #affordable floor area# may be provided for #qualifying 
households# that is equal to at least 30 percent of the #residential floor 
area# within such #development#, #enlargement#, or #conversion# from 
non-#residential# to #residential use#. The weighted average of all 
#income bands# for #affordable housing units# shall not exceed 120 
percent of the #income index#, and no #income band# shall exceed 130 
percent of the #income index#. Such #development#, #enlargement#, or 
#conversion# from non-#residential# to #residential use# may not utilize 
#public funding# except where #HPD# determines that such #public 
funding# is necessary to support #affordable housing# other than 
#affordable floor area# satisfying the requirements of this Section. 
However, the Workforce Option shall not be permitted to be utilized for 
any #development#, #enlargement#, or #conversion# from non-
#residential# to #residential use# within the #Manhattan Core#. 
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(iv) A #development#, #enlargement#, or #conversion# from non-#residential# 
to #residential use# that increases the number of #dwelling units# by no 
more than 25, and increases #residential floor area# on the #zoning lot# by 
less than 25,000 square feet, may satisfy the requirements of this Section 
by making a contribution to the #affordable housing fund#. The amount of 
such contribution shall be related to the cost of constructing an equivalent 
amount of #affordable floor area#, as set forth in the #guidelines#.   

 
(4) The requirements of this Section shall not apply to: 

  
(i) A single #development#, #enlargement#, or #conversion# from 

non-#residential# to #residential use# of not more than 10 
#dwelling units# and not more than 12,500 square feet of 
#residential floor area# on a #zoning lot# that existed on the date 
of establishment of the applicable #Mandatory Inclusionary 
Housing area#; or 

 
(ii)  a #development#, #enlargement#, or #conversion# from non-

#residential# to #residential use# containing no #residences# other 
than #affordable independent residences for seniors#.   

 
*   *   * 

 
23-664 
Modified height and setback regulations for certain Inclusionary Housing buildings or 
affordable independent residences for seniors  
 
R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 
 
In the districts indicated, the provisions of this Section shall apply to #Quality Housing 
buildings# on #zoning lots# meeting the criteria set forth in paragraph (a) of this Section. For the 
purposes of this Section, defined terms include those set forth in Sections 12-10 and 23-911.  
 
(a) Eligible #buildings#  
 

The additional heights and number of #stories# permitted through this Section shall apply 
to: 
 
(1) #buildings# on #zoning lots# where at least 20 percent of the #floor area# of the 

#zoning lot# contains #affordable independent residences for seniors#;  
 

(2) #buildings# on #zoning lots# in R10 Districts outside of #Inclusionary Housing 
designated areas#, where:  
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(i) In accordance with the provisions of paragraph (a) of Section 23-154 

(Inclusionary Housing), the #zoning lot# achieves a #floor area ratio# of at 
least 11.0; and 
 

(ii) such #zoning lot# includes a #compensated development# that contains 
#affordable floor area#; or 

 
(3) #buildings# on #zoning lots# in #Inclusionary Housing designated areas#, where: 

 
(i) 50 percent or more of the #floor area# of the #zoning lot# contains 

#residential uses#; and 
  

(ii) at least 20 percent of such #residential floor area# is #affordable floor 
area# provided in accordance with the provisions of paragraph (b) of 
Section 23-154. 

 
(4) #buildings# on #MIH zoning lots# that contain #MIH sites#, where: 

 
(i)  such #buildings# contain #residential floor area# within a #development#, 

#enlargement# or #conversion# subsequent to the mapping of such 
#Mandatory Inclusionary Housing area#; and 

 
(ii) such #zoning lot# contains all #affordable floor area# required for such 

#development#, #enlargement# or #conversion# to comply with the 
applicable options set forth in paragraphs (d)(3)(i) through (d)(3)(iii) of 
Section 23-154, including any modification of such options by special 
permit of the Board of Standards and Appeals pursuant to Section 73-624 
(Reduction or modification of Mandatory Inclusionary Housing 
requirements). 

 
*   *   * 

 
23-90 
INCLUSIONARY HOUSING 
 
 
23-91 
Definitions 
 
For the purposes of this Section, inclusive, matter in italics is defined either in Section 12-10 
(DEFINITIONS) or in this Section. 
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23-911 
General definitions 
 
The following definitions shall apply throughout Section 23-90 (INCLUSIONARY HOUSING), 
inclusive: 
 
 
Administering agent 
 
An “administering agent” is the entity responsible for ensuring, pursuant to a #regulatory 
agreement#, that: 
 
(a) each subject rental #affordable housing unit# is rented in compliance with such 

#regulatory agreement# at #rent-up# and upon each subsequent vacancy; or 
 
(b) each subject #homeownership affordable housing unit# is owned and occupied in 

compliance with such #regulatory agreement# at #sale# and upon each #resale#. 
 
 
Affordable floor area 
 
(a) Where all of the #dwelling units#, #rooming units# and #supportive housing units# in a 

#generating site# or #MIH site#, other than any #super’s unit#, are #affordable housing 
units#, all of the #residential floor area#, or #community facility floor area# for a 
#supportive housing project#, in such #generating site# or #MIH site# is “affordable floor 
area.” 

 
(b) Where one or more of the #dwelling units# or #rooming units# in a #generating site#, 

other than any #super’s unit#, are not #affordable housing units#, the #affordable floor 
area# in such #generating site# is the sum of: 

 
(1) all of the #residential floor area# within the perimeter walls of the #affordable 

housing units# in such #generating site#; plus 
 
(2) a figure determined by multiplying the #residential floor area# of the #eligible 

common areas# in such #generating site# by a fraction, the numerator of which is 
all of the #residential floor area# within the perimeter walls of the #affordable 
housing units# in such #generating site# and the denominator of which is the sum 
of the #residential floor area# within the perimeter walls of the #affordable 
housing units# in such #generating site# plus the #residential floor area# within 
the perimeter walls of the #dwelling units# or #rooming units# in such 
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#generating site#, other than any #super’s unit#, that are not #affordable housing 
units#. 

 
(c) Where one or more of the #dwelling units# or #rooming units# in an #MIH site#, other 

than any #super’s unit#, are not #affordable housing units#, the #affordable floor area# in 
such #MIH site# is the sum of: 

 
(1) all of the #residential floor area# of the #affordable housing units# in such #MIH 

site#; plus 
 
(2) a figure determined by multiplying the #residential floor area# of the #eligible 

common areas# in such #MIH site# by a fraction, the numerator of which is all of 
the #residential floor area# of the #affordable housing units# in such #MIH site# 
and the denominator of which is the sum of the #residential floor area# of the 
#affordable housing units# in such #MIH site# plus the #residential floor area# of 
the #dwelling units# or #rooming units# in such #MIH site#, other than any 
#super’s unit#, that are not #affordable housing units#. 

 
 
Affordable housing 
 
“Affordable housing” consists of: 
 
(a)  #affordable housing units#; and  
 
(b)  #eligible common areas#. 
 
 
Affordable housing fund 
 
In a #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing area#, the “affordable housing fund” is a fund 
administered by a designee of #HPD#, all contributions to which shall be used for development, 
acquisition, rehabilitation, or preservation of affordable housing, or other affordable housing 
purposes as set forth in the #guidelines#. Each contribution into such fund shall be reserved, for a 
minimum period of time as set forth in the #guidelines#, for use in the same Community District 
in which the #MIH development# making such contribution is located, or within a half-mile of 
such #MIH development# in an adjacent Community District. Further provisions for the use of 
such funds may be set forth in the #guidelines#. 
 
 
Affordable housing plan 
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An “affordable housing plan” is a plan approved by #HPD# to #develop#, rehabilitate or 
preserve rental or #homeownership affordable housing# on a #generating site#, pursuant to the 
provisions of Section 23-90, inclusive. 
 
 
Affordable housing unit 
 
An “affordable housing unit” is: 
 
(a) a #dwelling unit#, other than a #super’s unit#, that is used for class A occupancy as 

defined in the Multiple Dwelling Law and that is or will be restricted, pursuant to a 
#regulatory agreement#, to occupancy by: 

 
(1) #low income households#;  
 
(2)   where permitted by paragraph (c) of Section 23-154 (Inclusionary Housing) 23-

953 (Special floor area compensation provisions in specified areas), either #low 
income households# or a combination of #low income households# and 
#moderate income households# or #middle income households#; or  

 
(3)  upon #resale# of #homeownership affordable housing units#, other #eligible 

buyers#, as applicable; or 
 
(4)   in #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing areas#, #qualifying households#;  

 
(b)   a #rooming unit#, other than a #super’s unit#, that is used for class B occupancy as 

defined in the Multiple Dwelling Law and that is or will be restricted, pursuant to a 
#regulatory agreement#, to occupancy by #low income households#; or  

 
(c) a #supportive housing unit# within a #supportive housing project#. 
 
 
#Affordable housing units# that are restricted to #homeownership#, as defined in Section 23-
913, pursuant to a #regulatory agreement#, must be #dwelling units#. 
 
 
Capital element 
 
“Capital elements” are, with respect to any #generating site# or #MIH site#, the electrical, 
plumbing, heating and ventilation systems in such #generating site#, any air conditioning system 
in such #generating site# and all facades, parapets, roofs, windows, doors, elevators, concrete 
and masonry in such #generating site# and any other portions of such #generating site# or #MIH 
site# specified in the #guidelines#.  
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Compensated development 
 
In areas other than #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing areas#, A a “compensated development” is 
a #development#, an #enlargement# of more than 50 percent of the #floor area# of an existing 
#building# or, where permitted by the provisions of Section 98-262 (Floor area increase), a 
#conversion# of a #building#, or portion thereof, from non-#residential use# to #dwelling units#, 
that is located within a #compensated zoning lot#.  
 
 
Compensated zoning lot 
 
A “compensated zoning lot” is a #zoning lot# not located in a #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing 
area# that contains a #compensated development# and receives an increased #floor area ratio#, 
pursuant to the provisions of Section 23-154 (Inclusionary Housing) and Section 23-90, 
inclusive. 
 
 
Completion notice 
 
A “completion notice” is a notice from #HPD# to the Department of Buildings stating that the 
#affordable housing# in all or a portion of any #generating site# or #MIH site# is complete and 
stating the #affordable floor area# of such #affordable housing#.  
 
 
Eligible common area 
 
In a #generating site#, “Eligible eligible common area” includes any #residential floor area# in a 
#generating site# that is located within the perimeter walls of a #super’s unit#, and also includes 
any #residential floor area# in such #generating site# that is not located within the perimeter 
walls of any other #dwelling unit# or #rooming unit#, except any #residential floor area# for 
which a user fee is charged to residents of #affordable housing units#. 
 
In an #MIH site#, an #eligible common area# includes any #residential floor area# that is located 
within a #super’s unit#, and any #residential floor area# in such #MIH site# that is not located 
within any other #dwelling unit# or #rooming unit#, but shall not include any #residential floor 
area# for which a user fee is charged to residents of #affordable housing units#.  
 
 
Floor area compensation 
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“Floor area compensation” is any additional #residential floor area# permitted in a #compensated 
development#, pursuant to the provisions of Section 23-154 (Inclusionary Housing) and Section 
23-90, inclusive. 
 
 
Generating site 
 
A “generating site” is a #building# or #building segment# containing either #residential 
affordable floor area# or a #supportive housing project#, which generates #floor area 
compensation#. Non-#residential floor area# on a #generating site#, other than a #supportive 
housing project#, may not generate #floor area compensation#.  
 
A #generating site# may also be an #MIH site#, provided that no #floor area# that satisfies the 
requirements of paragraphs (d)(3)(i) through (d)(3)(iii) of Section 23-154 (Inclusionary Housing) 
may also generate #floor area compensation#.   
 
 
Grandfathered tenant 
 
A “grandfathered tenant” is any #household# that: 
 
(a) occupied an #affordable housing unit# in #preservation affordable housing# or 

#substantial rehabilitation affordable housing# on the #regulatory agreement date#, 
pursuant to a lease, occupancy agreement or statutory tenancy under which one or more 
members of such #household# was a primary tenant of such #affordable housing unit#; 
and 

 
(b) has not been certified by the #administering agent# to have an annual income below the 

#low income limit#, #moderate income limit# or #middle income limit#, as applicable to 
such #affordable housing unit#; or 

 
(c) in #homeownership preservation affordable housing# or #homeownership substantial 

rehabilitation affordable housing#, has been certified by the #administering agent# to 
have an annual income below the #low income limit#, #moderate income limit# or 
#middle income limit#, as applicable to such #affordable housing unit#, but has elected 
not to purchase such #affordable housing unit#. 

 
In #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing areas#, #grandfathered tenants# may include tenants of 
#buildings# on an #MIH site# that have been or will be demolished, as set forth in the 
#guidelines#. 
 
 
Guidelines 
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The “guidelines” are the #guidelines# adopted by #HPD#, pursuant to paragraph (k) of Section 
23-96 (Requirements for Generating Sites or MIH Sites). 
 
 
Household 
 
Prior to #initial occupancy# of an #affordable housing unit#, a “household” is, collectively, all of 
the persons intending to occupy such #affordable housing unit# at #initial occupancy#. After 
#initial occupancy# of an #affordable housing unit#, a #household# is, collectively, all of the 
persons occupying such #affordable housing unit#. 
 
 
HPD 
 
“HPD” is the Department of Housing Preservation and Development or its successor agency or 
designee, acting by or through its Commissioner or his or her designee. 
 
 
Income band 
 
An “income band” is a percentage of the #income index# that is the maximum income for a 
#qualifying household# at #initial occupancy# of an #affordable housing unit#. 
 
 
Income index 
 
The “income index” is 200 percent of the Very Low-Income Limit established by the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) for Multifamily Tax Subsidy Projects 
(MTSPs) in accordance with Internal Revenue Code Sections 42 and 142, as amended by Section 
3009(a) of the Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 2008, as adjusted for household size. 
#HPD# shall adjust such figure for the number of persons in a #household# in accordance with 
such methodology as may be specified by HUD or in the #guidelines#. #HPD# may round such 
figure to the nearest 50 dollars or in accordance with such methodology as may be specified by 
HUD or in the #guidelines#. If HUD ceases to establish, or changes the standards or 
methodology for the establishment of, such income limit for MTSPs or ceases to establish the 
methodology for adjusting such figure for #household# size, the standards and methodology for 
establishment of the #income index# shall be specified in the #guidelines#. 
 
 
Initial occupancy 
 
“Initial occupancy” is: 
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(a) in rental #affordable housing#, the first date upon which a particular #household# 

occupies a particular #affordable housing unit# as a tenant, and shall not refer to any 
subsequent renewal lease of the same #affordable housing unit# to the same tenant 
#household#; or  

 
(b) in #homeownership affordable housing#, the first date upon which a particular 

#household# occupies a particular #affordable housing unit# as a #homeowner#.  
 
For any #household# occupying an #affordable housing unit# of #preservation affordable 
housing# or #substantial rehabilitation affordable housing# on the #regulatory agreement date#, 
#initial occupancy# is the #regulatory agreement date#. 
 
 
Low income floor area 
 
The “low income floor area” is the #affordable floor area# that is provided for #low income 
households# or, upon #resale# as defined in Section 23-913, for #eligible buyers#. 
 
 
Low income household 
 
A “low income household” is a #household# having an income less than or equal to the #low 
income limit# at #initial occupancy#, except that, with regard to #low income floor area# within 
#preservation affordable housing# or #substantial rehabilitation affordable housing#, a 
#grandfathered tenant# shall also be a #low income household#. 
 
 
Low income limit 
 
The “low income limit” is 80 percent of the #income index#. 
 
 
Middle income floor area 
 
The “middle income floor area” is the #affordable floor area# that is provided for #middle 
income households# or, upon #resale# as defined in Section 23-913, for #eligible buyers#. 
 
 
Middle income household 
 
A “middle income household” is a #household# having an income greater than the #moderate 
income limit# and less than or equal to the #middle income limit# at #initial occupancy#, except 
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that, with regard to #middle income floor area# within #substantial rehabilitation affordable 
housing#, a #grandfathered tenant# shall also be a #middle income household#. 
 
 
Middle income limit 
 
The “middle income limit” is 175 percent of the #income index#. 
 
 
MIH application 
 
An “MIH application” is an application submitted to #HPD# that specifies how #affordable 
housing# will be provided on an #MIH site#, in compliance with the provisions of Section 23-90 
(INCLUSIONARY HOUSING), inclusive. 
 
 
MIH development 
 
In #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing areas#, an “MIH development” is a #development#, 
#enlargement#, or #conversion# that complies with the provisions of paragraphs (d)(3)(i) 
through (d)(3)(iv) of Section 23-154 (Inclusionary Housing), or provides #affordable housing# or 
a contribution to the #affordable housing fund# pursuant to such provisions as modified by 
special permit of the Board of Standards and Appeals pursuant to Section 73-624 (Reduction or 
modification of Mandatory Inclusionary Housing requirements).  
 
 
MIH site 
 
An “MIH site” is a #building# containing #affordable floor area#, that satisfies either the special 
#floor area# provisions for #zoning lots# in #MIH areas# in paragraphs (d)(3)(i) through 
(d)(3)(iii), as applicable, of Section 23-154 (Inclusionary Housing) for an #MIH development# in 
a #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing area#, or such provisions as modified by special permit of 
the Board of Standards and Appeals pursuant to Section 73-624 (Reduction or modification of 
Mandatory Inclusionary Housing requirements). 
 
An #MIH site# may also be a #generating site#, provided that no #floor area# that satisfies the 
requirements of paragraphs (d)(3)(i) through (d)(3)(iii) of Section 23-154 may also generate 
#floor area compensation#.  
 
 
MIH zoning lot 
 
An “MIH zoning lot” is a #zoning lot# that contains an #MIH development#.  
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Moderate income floor area 
 
The “moderate income floor area” is the #affordable floor area# that is provided for #moderate 
income households# or, upon #resale# as defined in Section 23-913, for #eligible buyers#. 
 
 
Moderate income household 
 
A “moderate income household” is a #household# having an income greater than the #low 
income limit# and less than or equal to the #moderate income limit# at #initial occupancy#, 
except that, with regard to #moderate income floor area# within #substantial rehabilitation 
affordable housing#, a #grandfathered tenant# shall also be a #moderate income household#. 
 
 
Moderate income limit 
 
The “moderate income limit” is 125 percent of the #income index#. 
 
 
New construction affordable housing 
 
“New construction affordable housing” is #affordable housing# that: 
 
(a) is located in a #building# or portion thereof that did not exist on a date which is 36 

months prior to the #regulatory agreement date#;  
  
(b) is located in #floor area# for which the Department of Buildings first issued a temporary 

or permanent certificate of occupancy on or after the #regulatory agreement date#; and 
 
(c)   complies with such additional criteria as may be specified by #HPD# in the #guidelines#. 
 
 
Permit notice 
 
For #compensated developments#, Aa “permit notice” is a notice from #HPD# to the Department 
of Buildings stating that building permits may be issued to a #compensated development# to 
utilize #floor area compensation# from all or a portion of the #affordable floor area# on a 
#generating site#. Any #permit notice# shall: 
 
(a) state the amount of #low income floor area#, #moderate income floor area# or #middle 

income floor area# attributable to such #generating site#;  
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(b) state whether the #affordable housing# comprising such #low income floor area#, 

#moderate income floor area# or #middle income floor area# is #new construction 
affordable housing#, #substantial rehabilitation affordable housing# or #preservation 
affordable housing#; 

 
(c) state whether the #affordable housing# comprising such #low income floor area#, 

#moderate income floor area# or #middle income floor area# has utilized #public 
funding#; and 

 
(d) specify the amount of such #affordable housing# that the #compensated development# 

may utilize to generate #floor area compensation#.  
 
For #MIH developments#, a #permit notice# is a notice from #HPD# to the Department of 
Buildings stating that building permits may be issued for any #development#, #enlargement# or 
#conversion# subject to the special #floor area# requirements of paragraph (d) of Section 23-154 
(Inclusionary Housing), or any modification of such provisions by special permit of the Board of 
Standards and Appeals pursuant to Section 73-624 (Reduction or modification of Mandatory 
Inclusionary Housing requirements). Such #permit notice# shall state the amount of #affordable 
floor area# provided on an #MIH site# or the amount of #floor area# for which a contribution to 
the #affordable housing fund# has been made. 
 
 
Preservation affordable housing 
 
“Preservation affordable housing” is #affordable housing# that: 
 
(a) is a #generating site# that existed and was legally permitted to be occupied on the 

#regulatory agreement date#, except as permitted in the #guidelines#; and  
 
(b) complies with the provisions of Section 23-961, paragraph (e) (Special requirements for 

rental preservation affordable housing) or Section 23-962, paragraph (f) (Special 
requirements for #homeownership preservation affordable housing#), as applicable. 

 
 
Public funding 
 
“Public funding” is any grant, loan or subsidy from any Federal, State or local agency or 
instrumentality, including, but not limited to, the disposition of real property for less than market 
value, purchase money financing, construction financing, permanent financing, the utilization of 
bond proceeds and allocations of low income housing tax credits. #Public funding# shall not 
include the receipt of rent subsidies pursuant to Section 8 of the United States Housing Act of 
1937, as amended, or an exemption or abatement of real property taxes pursuant to Section 420-
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a, Section 420-c, Section 421-a, Section 422, Section 488-a or Section 489 of the Real Property 
Tax Law, Article XI of the Private Housing Finance Law or such other programs of full or partial 
exemption from or abatement of real property taxation as may be specified in the #guidelines#. 
 
 
Qualifying household 
 
In a #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing area#, a “qualifying household” is a #low income 
household#, #moderate income household#, or #middle income household# with an income not 
exceeding the applicable #income band# as specified in paragraphs (d)(3)(i) through (d)(3)(iii) of 
Section 23-154 (Inclusionary Housing) or as provided by special permit of the Board of 
Standards and Appeals pursuant to Section 73-624 (Reduction or modification of Mandatory 
Inclusionary Housing requirements).    
 
 
Regulatory agreement 
 
A “regulatory agreement” is an agreement between #HPD# and the owner of the #affordable 
housing# or, for #MIH sites#, a restrictive declaration or other document as provided in the 
#guidelines#, that requires compliance with all applicable provisions of an #affordable housing 
plan# or #MIH application#, Section 23-90, inclusive, other applicable provisions of this 
Resolution, and the #guidelines#.  
 
 
Regulatory agreement date 
 
The “regulatory agreement date” is, with respect to any #affordable housing#, the date of 
execution of the applicable #regulatory agreement#. If a #regulatory agreement# is amended at 
any time, the #regulatory agreement date# is the original date of execution of such #regulatory 
agreement#, without regard to the date of any amendment. 
 
 
Regulatory period 
 
The “regulatory period” is, with respect to any #generating site#, the entire period of time during 
which any #floor area compensation# generated by the #affordable floor area# on such 
#generating site# is the subject of a permit, temporary certificate of occupancy or permanent 
certificate of occupancy issued by the Department of Buildings, or is otherwise under 
construction or in use in a #compensated development#. 
 
With respect to any #MIH site#, the #regulatory period# is the entire period of time during which  
#affordable floor area# on such #MIH site# satisfies the requirements of the special #floor area# 
provisions for #zoning lots# in #MIH areas# in paragraph (d) of Section 23-154 (Inclusionary 
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Housing) for an #MIH development# or any modification of such provisions by special permit of 
the Board of Standards and Appeals pursuant to Section 73-624 (Reduction or modification of 
Mandatory Inclusionary Housing requirements), is the subject of a permit, temporary certificate 
of occupancy or permanent certificate of occupancy issued by the Department of Buildings, or is 
otherwise under construction or in use.   
 
 
Substantial rehabilitation affordable housing 
 
“Substantial rehabilitation affordable housing” is #affordable housing# that: 
 
(a) is a #generating site# that existed on the #regulatory agreement date#; and 
 
(b) complies with the provisions of Section 23-961, paragraph (f) (Special requirements for 

rental #substantial rehabilitation affordable housing#), or Section 23-962, paragraph (g) 
(Special requirements for #homeownership substantial rehabilitation affordable 
housing#), as applicable. 

 
 
Super’s unit 
 
A “super’s unit” is, in any #generating site# or MIH site, not more than one #dwelling unit# or 
#rooming unit# that is reserved for occupancy by the superintendent of such #building#. 
 
 
 
23-912 
Definitions applying to rental affordable housing 
 
The following definitions shall apply to rental #affordable housing#: 
 
 
Legal regulated rent 
 
A “legal regulated rent” is, with respect to any #affordable housing unit#, the initial #monthly 
rent# registered with the Division of Housing and Community Renewal at #rent-up# in 
accordance with paragraph (b) of Section 23-961 (Additional requirements for rental affordable 
housing). 
 
 
Maximum monthly rent 
 
The “maximum monthly rent” is: 
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(a) 30 percent of the #low income limit# for an #affordable housing unit# restricted to 

occupancy by #low income households#, divided by 12, minus the amount of any 
applicable #utility allowance#; 

 
(b) 30 percent of the #moderate income limit# for an #affordable housing unit# restricted to 

occupancy by #moderate income households#, divided by 12, minus the amount of any 
applicable #utility allowance#; and 

 
(c) 30 percent of the #middle income limit# for an #affordable housing unit# restricted to 

occupancy by #middle income households#, divided by 12, minus the amount of any 
applicable #utility allowance#. 

 
For #MIH sites#, the #maximum monthly rent# for an #affordable housing unit# restricted to 
occupancy by a #qualifying household# is 30 percent of the #income band# applicable to that 
unit, divided by 12, minus any applicable utility allowance.  
 
 
Monthly rent  
 
The “monthly rent” is the monthly amount charged, pursuant to paragraph (b) of Section 23-961 
(Additional requirements for rental affordable housing), to a tenant in an #affordable housing 
unit#. 
 
 
Rent stabilization 
 
“Rent stabilization” is the Rent Stabilization Law of 1969 and the Emergency Tenant Protection 
Act of 1974 and all regulations promulgated pursuant thereto or in connection therewith. If the 
Rent Stabilization Law of 1969 or the Emergency Tenant Protection Act of 1974 is repealed, 
invalidated or allowed to expire, #rent stabilization# shall be defined as set forth in the 
#guidelines#. 
 
 
Rent-up 
 
“Rent-up” is the first rental of vacant #affordable housing units# on or after the #regulatory 
agreement date#, except that, where one or more #affordable housing units# in #preservation 
affordable housing# or #substantial rehabilitation affordable housing# were occupied by 
#grandfathered tenants# on the #regulatory agreement date#, #rent-up# shall have the same 
meaning as #regulatory agreement date#. 
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Rent-up date 
 
The “rent-up date” is the date upon which leases for a percentage of vacant #affordable housing 
units# set forth in the #guidelines# have been executed, except that, where one or more 
#affordable housing units# in #preservation affordable housing# or #substantial rehabilitation 
affordable housing# were occupied by #grandfathered tenants# on the #regulatory agreement 
date#, the #rent-up date# is the #regulatory agreement date#. 
 
 
Supportive housing project 
 
A “supportive housing project” is a non-profit institution with sleeping accommodations, as 
specified in Section 22-13 (Use Group 3), where: 
 
(a) 100 percent of the #supportive housing units# within such #generating site#, have been 

restricted to use as #affordable housing# for persons with special needs pursuant to a 
#regulatory agreement#;  

 
(b) such #generating site# does not contain any #dwelling unit# or #rooming unit# that is not 

#accessory#; and 
 
(c) such #generating site# is not a #compensated development#. 
 
However, in a #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing area#, a #supportive housing project# is a 
#building# or a portion thereof that is a non-profit institution with sleeping accommodations, as 
specified in Section 22-13 restricted to use as #affordable housing# for persons with special 
needs pursuant to a #regulatory agreement#.  
 
 
Supportive housing unit 
 
A “supportive housing unit” is #floor area# in a #supportive housing project# that consists of 
sleeping quarters for persons with special needs and any private living space appurtenant thereto. 
 
 
Utility allowance 
 
A “utility allowance” is a monthly allowance set by #HPD# for the payment of utilities where the 
tenant of an #affordable housing unit# is required to pay all or a portion of the utility costs with 
respect to such #affordable housing unit# in addition to any payments of #monthly rent#. 
 
 
23-913 
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Definitions applying to homeownership affordable housing 
 
The following definitions shall apply to #homeownership affordable housing#, where 
#homeownership# is as defined in this Section: 
 
 
Appreciated price 
 
The “appreciated price” for any #homeownership affordable housing unit# is the product of the 
#sale# or #resale# price of such #homeownership affordable housing unit# on the previous #sale 
date# and the #appreciation index# applicable at #resale# as specified in the #guidelines#. 
 
 
Appreciation cap 
 
The “appreciation cap” is the #resale# price at which the combined cost of #monthly fees#, 
#mortgage payments#, utilities and property taxes to be paid by the #homeowner# would be 
equal to 30 percent of: 
 
(a) 125 percent of the #income index# for a #homeownership affordable housing unit# that 

was restricted to occupancy by #low income households# at #sale#; or 
 
(b) 175 percent of the #income index# for a #homeownership affordable housing unit# that 

was restricted to occupancy by #moderate income households# at #sale#; or 
 
(c) 200 percent of the #income index# for a #homeownership affordable housing unit# that 

was restricted to occupancy by #middle income households# at #sale#. 
 
For #MIH sites#, the multiple of the #income index# for #homeownership affordable housing 
units# occupied by #qualifying households# shall be as specified in the #guidelines#. 
 
 
Appreciation index 
 
The “appreciation index” is 100 until August 1, 2010. On or after August 1, 2010, the 
#appreciation index# shall be a number greater than 100, representing the cumulative increase in 
#resale# price of a #homeownership affordable housing unit# permitted pursuant to the annual 
rates of increase established by #HPD#. 
  
#HPD# shall set the annual rate of increase at the same rate as the percentage change in the 
Consumer Price Index for all urban consumers, as defined by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
for the 12 months ended on June 30 of that year, plus one percent per year, but the annual rate of 
increase shall be no less than one percent per year. #HPD# shall adjust the Consumer Price Index 
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component of the #appreciation index# on August 1 of each calendar year, commencing on 
August 1, 2010, based on the percentage change in the Consumer Price Index for the 12 months 
ended on June 30 of that calendar year. For a fraction of a year, the components of the 
#appreciation index# shall be set as specified in the #guidelines#. #HPD# may adjust the 
methodology for calculating the #appreciation index# not more than once every two years in 
accordance with the #guidelines#. 
 
 
Commencement date 
 
The “commencement date” is the date upon which #sales# for a percentage of #homeownership 
affordable housing units# in a #generating site# or #MIH site# set forth in the #guidelines# have 
been completed, except that, where one or more #homeownership affordable housing units# in 
#preservation affordable housing# or #substantial rehabilitation affordable housing# were 
occupied by #grandfathered tenants# on the #regulatory agreement date#, the #commencement 
date# is the #regulatory agreement date#. 
 
 
Condominium association 
 
A “condominium association” is an organization of condominium #homeowners#, with a form of 
governance specified in the #guidelines#, that manages the common areas and #capital 
elements# of a #generating site# or #MIH site#. 
 
 
Cooperative corporation 
 
A “cooperative corporation” is any corporation organized exclusively for the purpose of 
providing housing accommodations to shareholders who are persons or families entitled, by 
reason of ownership of shares in such corporation, to residential occupancy. 
 
 
Down payment 
 
The “down payment” is a payment that is not secured by any form of debt, made on or before the 
#sale date# by the #eligible buyer# approved by the #administering agent# to purchase a 
#homeownership affordable housing unit#. 
 
 
Eligible buyer 
 
An “eligible buyer” is a #household# that qualifies to buy a specific #homeownership affordable 
housing unit#. Such a #household# shall: 
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(a) except in the case of #succession#: 
 

(1) be, at the time of application for an initial #sale#, a #low income household#, 
#moderate income household#, or #middle income household# or #qualifying 
household# for which, at the #initial price#, the combined cost of #monthly fees#, 
#mortgage payments#, utilities and property taxes that would be paid for a 
#homeownership affordable housing unit# is not more than 35 percent and not 
less than 25 percent of such #household's# income. However, for a #household# 
that resided on a #generating site# or #MIH site# on the date of submission of an 
#affordable housing plan#, #HPD# may waive the requirement that housing costs 
be not less than 25 percent of such #household’s# income;  

 
(2) be, at the time of application for a #resale#, in the case of an #affordable housing 

unit# initially limited to #sale# to a #low income household#, #moderate income 
household#, or #middle income household#, or #qualifying household#, any 
#household# for which, at the #maximum resale price#, the combined cost of 
#monthly fees#, #mortgage payments#, utilities and property taxes that would be 
paid for a #homeownership affordable housing unit# is not more than 35 percent 
and not less than 25 percent of such #household's# income; 

  
(3) have cash or equivalent assets that are at least equal to the required #down 

payment# for such #affordable housing unit#. However, #HPD# may waive this 
requirement for a #household# that resided on a #generating site# or #MIH site# 
on the date of submission of an #affordable housing plan# to #HPD#; and 

 
(4) meet such additional eligibility requirements as may be specified in the 

#guidelines#. 
 
(b)  in the case of #succession#: 
 

(1) be, at the time of application, a #household# for which, at the #maximum resale 
price#, the combined cost of #monthly fees#, #imputed mortgage payments#, 
utilities and property taxes for the subject #homeownership affordable housing 
unit# is not less than 25 percent of such #household's# income; and 

 
(2) meet such additional eligibility requirements as may be specified in the 

#guidelines#. 
 

A #grandfathered tenant# is not an #eligible buyer# unless such #grandfathered tenant# has been 
certified by the #administering agent# to have an annual income at or below the #low income 
limit#, #moderate income limit# or #middle income limit#, as applicable to such 
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#homeownership affordable housing unit# or, for #MIH sites#, meets such qualifications for 
eligibility specified in the #guidelines#. 
 
 
Family member 
 
“Family member” shall have the meaning set forth in the #guidelines#. 
 
 
Homeowner 
 
A “homeowner” is a person or persons who: 
 
(a) owns a condominium #homeownership affordable housing unit# and occupies such 

condominium #homeownership affordable housing unit# in accordance with owner 
occupancy requirements set forth in the #guidelines#; or 

 
(b) owns shares in a #cooperative corporation#, holds a proprietary lease for an 

#homeownership affordable housing unit# owned by such #cooperative corporation# and 
occupies such #homeownership affordable housing unit# in accordance with owner 
occupancy requirements set forth in the #guidelines#. 

 
 
Homeownership 
 
“Homeownership” is a form of tenure for housing, including #dwelling units# occupied by either 
the owner as a separate condominium, a shareholder in a #cooperative corporation# pursuant to 
the terms of a proprietary lease, a #grandfathered tenant# or an authorized sublettor pursuant to 
the #guidelines#. 
 
 
Imputed mortgage payment 
 
An “imputed mortgage payment” is the maximum #mortgage payment# at prevailing interest 
rates for a qualifying #mortgage# that could be paid to purchase a #homeownership affordable 
housing unit# at the #maximum resale price#, calculated in accordance with the #guidelines#. 
 
 
Initial price 
 
The “initial price” is the price at which a #homeownership affordable housing unit# may be 
offered for #sale# for the first time, pursuant to a #regulatory agreement#. 
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Maximum resale price 
 
The “maximum resale price” for a #homeownership affordable housing unit# is the lesser of the 
#appreciated price# or the #appreciation cap# for such #homeownership affordable housing 
unit#. 
 
 
Monthly fees 
 
The “monthly fees” are any payments charged to a #homeowner# by a #cooperative corporation# 
or #condominium association# to provide for the reimbursement of the applicable 
#homeownership affordable housing unit’s# share of the expenses of such #cooperative 
corporation# or #condominium association#, as permitted by the #regulatory agreement#. 
 
 
Mortgage 
 
A “mortgage” is a mortgage loan, or a loan to purchase shares in a #cooperative corporation#, 
that has been approved by the #administering agent# and that has a fixed rate of interest, a term 
of at least 30 years at every #sale# and #resale#, a value not exceeding 90 percent of the #sale# 
price of such #homeownership affordable housing unit# at the time of the initial #sale# or 90 
percent of the #maximum resale price# of such #homeownership affordable housing unit# at any 
time after the initial #sale#, and that is otherwise in compliance with the #guidelines#. 
 
 
Mortgage payment 
 
The “mortgage payment” is any monthly repayment of principal and interest on a #mortgage#. 
 
 
Resale 
 
A “resale” is any transfer of title to a condominium #homeownership affordable housing unit# 
after the first #sale# or any transfer of ownership of the shares in a #cooperative corporation# 
which are appurtenant to an #homeownership affordable housing unit# after the first #sale#. 
 
 
Sale 
 
A “sale” is the first transfer of title to a condominium #homeownership affordable housing unit# 
or the first transfer of ownership of the shares in a #cooperative corporation# which are 
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appurtenant to an #homeownership affordable housing unit# on or after the #regulatory 
agreement date#.  
 
 
Sale date 
 
A “sale date” is the date of the #sale# or #resale# of any #homeownership affordable housing 
unit#. However, for #homeownership affordable housing units# in #preservation affordable 
housing# or #substantial rehabilitation affordable housing# occupied by #grandfathered tenants# 
on the #regulatory agreement date#, the initial #sale date# shall be the #regulatory agreement 
date#.   
 
 
Succession 
 
“Succession” is a #resale# from a #homeowner# to a #family member# of such #homeowner#. 
 
 
23-92 
General Provisions 
 
The Inclusionary Housing Program is established to promote the creation and preservation of 
housing for residents with varied incomes in redeveloping neighborhoods and to enhance 
neighborhood economic diversity and thus to promote the general welfare. The requirements of 
this program are set forth in Section 23-90 (INCLUSIONARY HOUSING), inclusive.  
 
Wherever the provisions of Section 23-90, inclusive, provide that approval is required, #HPD# 
may specify the form of such approval in the #guidelines#. 
 
 
23-93 
Applicability 
 
 
23-931 
Lower income housing plans approved prior to July 29, 2009 
 
Any #lower income housing plan#, as defined by Section 23-93 prior to July 29, 2009, that has 
been approved by #HPD# prior to such date, and results, within one year after such approval, in 
the execution of a restrictive declaration pursuant to Section 23-95, paragraph (e), as such 
Section existed prior to July 29, 2009, shall be governed solely by the regulations in effect prior 
to July 29, 2009, unless a #regulatory agreement# with respect thereto specifically provides to 
the contrary. However, Section 23-9553 (Additional requirements for compensated 
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developments and MIH developments) shall apply to any permits or certificates of occupancy for 
#compensated developments# issued on or after July 29, 2009. 
 
The #floor area ratio# of a #compensated development# may be increased in exchange for 
#lower income housing#, pursuant to a #lower income housing plan#, as both terms were defined 
by Section 23-93 prior to July 29, 2009, provided such #lower income housing# complies with 
all applicable provisions of Section 23-90 (INCLUSIONARY HOUSING) in effect prior to July 
29, 2009, except as provided in this Section. Where such a #compensated development# is 
located in an R10 District outside of #Inclusionary Housing designated areas#, the provisions 
of Section 23-951 (Floor area compensation in R10 Districts other than Inclusionary Housing 
designated areas) paragraph (a) of Section 23-154 (Inclusionary Housing) shall not apply, and 
Section 23-941 (In R10 Districts other than Inclusionary Housing designated areas) as such 
Section existed prior to July 29, 2009, shall apply. 
 
Any #lower income housing plan#, as such term was defined prior to July 29, 2009, that has been 
approved by #HPD# prior to such date, and any legal document related thereto, may be modified 
by #HPD#, to apply the provisions of paragraph (b), (Monthly rent), of Section 23-961 to such 
#lower income housing plan#. 
 
 
23-932 
R10 districts 
 
The Inclusionary Housing Program shall apply in all R10 Districts located in #Inclusionary 
Housing designated areas#, subject to the provisions of paragraph (b) of Section 23-154 
(Inclusionary Housing), and in all R10 districts located in #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing 
areas#, pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (d) of such Section. The Inclusionary Housing 
Program shall apply in all other R10 Districts, subject to the provisions of paragraph (a) of 
Section 23-154 Section 23-951 (Floor area compensation in R10 Districts other than Inclusionary 
Housing designated areas), as applicable.  
 
 
23-933 
Inclusionary Housing designated areas and Mandatory Inclusionary Housing areas 
 
The Inclusionary Housing Program shall apply in #Inclusionary Housing designated areas#, and 
#Mandatory Inclusionary Housing areas#. 
 
The Inclusionary Housing Program shall also apply in special purpose districts when specific 
zoning districts or areas are defined as #Inclusionary Housing designated areas# or #Mandatory 
Inclusionary Housing areas# within the special purpose district. 
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The Inclusionary Housing Program shall also apply as a condition of City Planning Commission 
approval of special permits as set forth in Section 74-32 (Additional Considerations for Special 
Permit Use and Bulk Modifications), in Special Purpose Districts as set forth in Section 23-934 
(Special permit approval in Special Purpose Districts), and in waterfront areas as set forth in 
Section 62-831 (General Provisions).   
 
#Inclusionary Housing designated areas# and #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing areas#, with the 
applicable income mix options for each #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing area#, are listed in 
APPENDIX F of this Resolution.  
 
  
23-934 
Special permit approval in Special Purpose Districts 
 
Where a special purpose district includes a provision to grant modification of #use# or #bulk# by 
special permit of the City Planning Commission, and an application for such special permit 
would allow a significant increase in #residential floor area# where the special #floor area# 
requirements in #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing areas# of paragraph (d) of Section 23-154 
(Inclusionary Housing) are not otherwise applicable, the Commission, in establishing the 
appropriate terms and conditions for the granting of such special permit, shall apply such 
requirements where consistent with the objectives of the Mandatory Inclusionary Housing 
program as set forth in Section 23-92 (General Provisions). However, where the Commission 
finds that such special permit application would facilitate significant public infrastructure or 
public facilities addressing needs that are not created by the proposed #development#, 
#enlargement# or #conversion#, or where the area affected by the special permit is eligible to 
receive transferred development rights pursuant to the Hudson River Park Act, as amended, the 
Commission may modify the requirements of such paragraph (d).    
 
 
23-94 
Methods of Providing Affordable Housing 
 
(a) Except in #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing areas#, #Aaffordable housing# shall be 

either #new construction affordable housing#, #substantial rehabilitation affordable 
housing# or #preservation affordable housing#. In #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing 
areas#, #affordable housing# shall be either #new construction affordable housing# or a 
#conversion# from non-#residential# to #residential use#. Such #conversions# shall 
comply with the requirements of Section 23-90, inclusive, applicable to #new 
construction affordable housing#. 

 
(b) When determining whether #affordable housing# is #new construction affordable 

housing#, #substantial rehabilitation affordable housing# or #preservation affordable 
housing# in order to calculate #floor area compensation#, or when making a 
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determination of which #building# or #building segment# constitutes a #generating site#, 
#HPD# may separately consider each #building# or #building segment# on a #zoning 
lot#. Where any such #building# consists of two or more contiguous sections separated 
by walls or other barriers, #HPD# may consider all relevant facts and circumstances 
when determining whether to consider the sections of such #building# separately or 
collectively, including, but not limited to, whether such sections share systems, utilities, 
entrances, common areas or other common elements and whether such sections have 
separate deeds, ownership, tax lots, certificates of occupancy, independent entrances, 
independent addresses or other evidence of independent functional use. 

 
(c) The amount of #affordable floor area# in any #generating site# or #MIH site# shall be 

determined based upon plans for such #generating site# or #MIH site# which have been 
approved by the Department of Buildings and which indicate thereon the amount of 
#floor area# devoted to #affordable housing# and the amount of #floor area# devoted to 
other #residential uses#. However, for #generating sites# where the Department of 
Buildings does not require #floor area# calculations, the amount of #affordable floor 
area# shall be determined by methods specified in the #guidelines#. 

 
(d) The amount of #low income#, #moderate income# and #middle income floor area# in a 

#generating site#, and the amount of qualifying #floor area# for any #income band# in an 
#MIH site#, shall be determined in by the same  manner method as the calculation of 
#affordable floor area#. 

 
(e) #Affordable housing units# shall be either rental #affordable housing# or 

#homeownership affordable housing#.  
 
(f) An #MIH site# that is part of an #MIH zoning lot# and contains no #dwelling units# 

other than #affordable housing units# shall be either a #building# that: 
 
(1) shares a common #street# entrance with another #building# on the #zoning 

lot# that contains #dwelling units# other than #affordable housing units#; or 
 

(2) is independent, from grade at the #street wall line# to the sky, of any other 
#building# on the #zoning lot# containing #dwelling units# other than 
#affordable housing units#. Such #building# shall have its primary entrance 
on a #street# frontage that has primary entrances for other #residential 
buildings#, except where #HPD# determines that the primary entrance is 
located in a manner that does not stigmatize occupants of #affordable housing 
units#.  

 
 
23-95 
Compensated Zoning Lots and MIH Zoning Lots 
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The #residential floor area ratio# of a #compensated zoning lot# may be increased, and the 
#residential floor area ratio# of an #MIH zoning lot# shall be determined, in accordance with the 
applicable provisions of Section 23-154 (Inclusionary Housing).  
 
 
[THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS 23-951 THROUGH 23-953 HAVE BEEN MOVED TO 
PARAGRAPHS (a) THROUGH (c) OF SECTION 23-154]: 
 
23-951  
Floor area compensation in R10 Districts other than Inclusionary Housing designated 
areas 
 
The #residential floor area ratio# of a #compensated zoning lot# may be increased from 10.0 to a 
maximum of 12.0 at the rate set forth in this Section, if such #compensated zoning lot# provides 
#affordable housing# that is restricted to #low income floor area#. 
 
For each square foot of #floor area# provided for a type of #affordable housing# listed in the 
table in this Section, the #floor area# of the #compensated zoning lot# may be increased by the 
number of square feet set forth in the table, as applicable. Any #generating site# for which 
#public funding# has been received within the 15 years preceding the #regulatory agreement 
date#, or for which #public funding# is committed to be provided subsequent to such date, shall 
be deemed to be provided with #public funding#. 
 

OPTIONS 
 

Without #public funding# #New construction affordable housing# or 
#substantial rehabilitation affordable 

housing# 

3.5 

#Preservation affordable housing# 2.0 
With #public funding# #New construction affordable housing#, 

#substantial rehabilitation affordable 
housing# or #preservation affordable 

housing# 

1.25 

 
23-952 
Floor area compensation in Inclusionary Housing designated areas 
 
The provisions of this Section shall apply in #Inclusionary Housing designated areas# set forth in 
APPENDIX F of this Resolution.  
 
The #residential floor area# of a #zoning lot# may not exceed the base #floor area ratio# set forth 
in the table in this Section, except that such #floor area# may be increased on a #compensated 
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zoning lot# by 1.25 square feet for each square foot of #low income floor area# provided, up to 
the maximum #floor area ratio# specified in the table. However, the amount of #low income 
floor area# required to receive such #floor area compensation# need not exceed 20 percent of the 
total #floor area#, exclusive of ground floor non-#residential floor area#, or any #floor area# 
increase for the provision of a #FRESH food store#, on the #compensated zoning lot#. 
 
      Maximum #Residential Floor Area Ratio# 
 

 
 
District 

 
Base #floor area 

ratio# 

 
Maximum #floor 

area ratio# 
 
R6B 2.00 2.20 

R61  
2.20 

 
2.42 

 
R62 R6A R7-21 

 
2.70 

 
3.60 

R7A R7-22 3.45  
4.60 

R7-3 3.75 5.0 
R7D 4.20 5.60 
 
R7X 

 
3.75 

 
5.00 

 
R8 

 
5.40 

 
7.20 

R9 6.00 8.00 

R9A 6.50 8.50 

R9D 7.5 10.0 

R9X 7.3 9.70 

R10 9.00 12.00 
 
--- 
1 for #zoning lots#, or portions thereof, beyond 100 feet of a #wide street# 

 
2  for #zoning lots#, or portions thereof, within 100 feet of a #wide street# 

 
23-953 
Special floor area compensation provisions in specified areas 
 
(a) Optional provisions for #large-scale general developments# in C4-6 or C5 Districts  
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 Within a #large-scale general development# in a C4-6 or C5 District, the special optional 

regulations as set forth in this paragraph, (a), inclusive, modify the provisions of Section 
23-952 (Floor area compensation in Inclusionary Housing designated areas): 
 
(1)  The #residential floor area# of a #development# or #enlargement# may be increased 

by 0.833 square feet for each one square foot of #moderate income floor area#, or 
by 0.625 square feet for each one square foot of #middle income floor area#, 
provided that for each square foot of such #floor area compensation#, there is one 
square foot of #floor area compensation#, pursuant to Section 23-952;  

 
(2) However, the amount of #affordable housing# required to receive such #floor area 

compensation# need not exceed the amounts specified in this paragraph, (a)(2). If 
#affordable housing# is provided for both #low income# and #moderate income 
households#, the amount of #moderate income floor area# need not exceed 15 
percent of the total #floor area#, exclusive of ground floor non-#residential floor 
area#, on the #zoning lot#, provided that the amount of #low income floor area# is 
at least 10 percent of the total #floor area#, exclusive of ground floor non-
#residential floor area#, on the #zoning lot#. If #affordable housing# is provided 
for both #middle income households# and #low income households#, the amount 
of #middle income floor area# need not exceed 20 percent of the total #floor 
area#, exclusive of ground floor non-#residential floor area#, on the #zoning lot#, 
provided that the amount of #low income floor area# is at least 10 percent of the 
total #floor area#, exclusive of ground floor non-#residential floor area#, on the 
#zoning lot#. 

 
For the purposes of this paragraph, (a), inclusive, #low income floor area# may be 
considered #moderate income floor area# or #middle income floor area#, and #moderate 
income floor area# may be considered #middle income floor area#. 

 
(b) Special provisions for #large-scale general developments# in Community District 1 in the 

Borough of Queens 
 
 Special provisions shall apply to #zoning lots# within a #large-scale general 

development# that contains R6B, R7A and R7-3 Districts within an #Inclusionary 
Housing designated area#, as follows: 

 
(1) For #zoning lots#, or portions thereof, that are located within R6B, R7A or R7-3 

Districts, the base #floor area ratio# set forth in Section 23-952 shall not apply. 
No #residential development# or #enlargement# shall be permitted unless 
#affordable floor area# is provided pursuant to the provisions of this paragraph. 
The amount of #low-income floor area# provided shall equal no less than 10 
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percent of the #floor area# on such #zoning lot#, excluding any ground floor 
#non-residential floor area#, #floor area# within a #school#, or any #floor area# 
increase resulting from the provision of a #FRESH food store# and the amount of 
#moderate-income floor area# provided shall equal no less than 15 percent of the 
#floor area# on such #zoning lot#, excluding any ground floor #non-residential 
floor area#, #floor area# within a #school#, or any #floor area# increase resulting 
from the provision of a #FRESH food store#. For the purposes of this paragraph 
(b)(1), inclusive, #low income floor area# may be considered #moderate income 
floor area#; and 

 
(2) The amount of #affordable floor area# utilizing #public funding# that may count 

toward satisfying the #affordable floor area# required in paragraph (b)(1) of this 
Section shall be determined in accordance with procedures prescribed by the City 
Planning Commission pursuant to the provisions of Section 74-743 (Special 
provisions for bulk modification).   

 
(c) Special provisions for #compensated zoning lots#  
 
 Special provisions shall apply to #compensated zoning lots# located within:  

 
(1) R6, R7-3 and R8 Districts on #waterfront blocks# in #Inclusionary Housing 

designated areas# within Community District 1, Borough of Brooklyn, as set forth 
in Section 62-352; or 

 
(2) the #Special Hudson Yards District#, #Special Clinton District# and #Special 

West Chelsea District#, as set forth in Sections 93-23, 96-21 and 98-26, 
respectively. 

 
 
23-954 23-951 
Height and setback for compensated developments in Inclusionary Housing designated 
areas 
 
In #Inclusionary Housing designated areas#, the #compensated development# shall comply with 
the height and setback regulations of Sections 23-66 or 35-65 (Height and Setback Requirements 
for Quality Housing Buildings)23-633 (Street wall location and height and setback regulations in 
certain districts) or 35-24 (Special Street Wall Location and Height and Setback Regulations in 
Certain Districts), as applicable, except that: 

 
(a) in #Special Mixed Use Districts#, the #compensated development# shall comply with the 

provisions of paragraphs (a) or (b) of Section 123-662 (All buildings in Special Mixed 
Use Districts with R6, R7, R8, R9 and R10 District designations), as applicable. 
However, where the #Residence District# designation is an R6 District without a letter 
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suffix, the #compensated development# shall comply with the height and setback 
regulations of Section 23-66 Section 23-633, regardless of whether the #building# is 
#developed# or #enlarged# pursuant to the Quality Housing Program; 

 
(b) in R10 Districts without a letter suffix, the #compensated development# shall comply 

with the underlying height and setback regulations for such district; and 
 
(c) on #waterfront blocks# and in R7-3 Districts, the #compensated development# shall 

comply with the special regulations applying in the #waterfront area# set forth in Section 
62-30 (SPECIAL BULK REGULATIONS), inclusive. 

 
 
23-952 
Height and setback in Mandatory Inclusionary Housing areas 
 
In #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing areas#, the provisions of Section 23-951 shall apply to 
#MIH developments#, except as modified in this Section. 
 
(a)   In R6, R7 and R8 Districts without a letter suffix, the alternative height and setback 

regulations for certain #Quality Housing buildings# in non-contextual districts as set 
forth in paragraph (c) of Section 23-664 may apply to any #building# on a #zoning lot# 
located within an #MIH area#. Such #zoning lot# need not be located within 150 feet of: 
an open railroad right-of-way in active use; a limited–access expressway, freeway, 
parkway or highway, all of which prohibit direct vehicular access to abutting land; or an 
elevated #street# located on a bridge that prohibits direct vehicular access.   
 

(b) In R9 Districts without a letter suffix, the regulations of Section 23-651 (Tower-on-a-
base) may apply, provided such #MIH development# is on a #zoning lot# that meets the 
requirements set forth in paragraph (a) of Section 23-65 (Tower Regulations).  

 
(c) In R6-R9 Districts without a letter suffix within #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing 

areas#, the height and setback regulations of Section 23-64 (Basic Height and Setback 
Regulations) may apply. In addition, for R9 Districts that do not meet the requirements of 
paragraphs (a) and (c) of Section 23-65 (Tower Regulations), the tower provisions of 
Section 23-652 (Standard tower) may apply, subject to the #lot coverage# provisions of 
Section 23-65. However, when the height and setback and tower regulations specified in 
this paragraph are utilized, the maximum #floor area ratio# on an #MIH zoning lot# shall 
be determined in accordance with the provisions of Section 23-151 (Basic regulations for 
R6 through R9 Districts).   

  
 
23-955 953 
Additional requirements for compensated developments and MIH developments 
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(a) #Compensated development# or #MIH development# building permits 
 

(1) #HPD# may issue a #permit notice# to the Department of Buildings at any time 
on or after the #regulatory agreement date#. The Department of Buildings may 
thereafter issue building permits to a #compensated development# that utilizes 
#floor area compensation#, or an #MIH development#, based on the #affordable 
housing# or contribution to the #affordable housing fund# described in such 
#permit notice#. 

 
(2) If #HPD# does not receive confirmation that the #regulatory agreement# has been 

recorded within 45 days after the later of the #regulatory agreement date# or the 
date upon which #HPD# authorizes the recording of the #regulatory agreement#, 
#HPD# shall suspend or revoke such #permit notice#, notify the Department of 
Buildings of such suspension or revocation and not reinstate such #permit notice# 
or issue any new #permit notice# until #HPD# receives confirmation that the 
#regulatory agreement# has been recorded or any applicable alternate procedure 
has been completed. Upon receipt of notice from #HPD# that a #permit notice# 
has been suspended or revoked, the Department of Buildings shall suspend or 
revoke each building permit issued pursuant to such #permit notice# which is then 
in effect for any #compensated development# or #MIH development#. 

 
(b) #Compensated development# or #MIH development# certificates of occupancy 
 

(1) The Department of Buildings shall not issue a temporary or permanent certificate 
of occupancy for any portion of the #compensated development# that utilizes 
#floor area compensation# or #MIH development# until #HPD# has issued a 
#completion notice# with respect to the #affordable housing# that generates such 
#floor area compensation#, or satisfies the requirements of paragraph (d) of 
Section 23-154 (Inclusionary Housing) or any modification of such provisions by 
special permit of the Board of Standards and Appeals pursuant to Section 73-624 
(Reduction or modification of Mandatory Inclusionary Housing requirements). 
However, where any #story# of a #compensated development# or #MIH 
development# contains one or more #affordable housing units#, the Department 
of Buildings may issue any temporary or permanent certificate of occupancy for 
such #story# if such temporary or permanent certificate of occupancy either 
includes each #affordable housing unit# located in such #story# or only includes 
#dwelling units# or #rooming units# that are #affordable housing units#. Nothing 
in the preceding sentence shall be deemed to prohibit the granting of a temporary 
or permanent certificate of occupancy for a #super's unit#. 

 
(2) #HPD# shall not issue a #completion notice# with respect to any portion of any 

#generating site# or #MIH site# unless: 
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(i) the Department of Buildings has issued temporary or permanent 

certificates of occupancy for all #affordable housing# described in such 
#completion notice# and such certificates of occupancy have not expired, 
been suspended or been revoked; or 

 
(ii) where a #generating site# contains #affordable housing# that had a valid 

certificate of occupancy on the #regulatory agreement date# and no new 
temporary or permanent certificate of occupancy is thereafter required for 
the creation of such #affordable housing#, #HPD# has determined that all 
renovation and repair work required by the applicable #regulatory 
agreement# has been completed and all obligations with respect to the 
creation of such #affordable housing# have been fulfilled in accordance 
with the applicable #regulatory agreement#. 

 
 
23-96 
Requirements for Generating Sites or MIH Sites 
 
#Affordable housing# in a #generating site# or #MIH site# shall meet each of the requirements 
set forth in this Section for the entire #regulatory period#. 
 
(a) Location of #generating site# or #MIH site# and #compensated zoning lot# or #MIH 

zoning lot# 
 
Where a #generating site# or #MIH site# is not located within the #compensated zoning 
lot# for which it generates #floor area compensation# or the #MIH zoning lot#, as 
applicable:  
 
(1)   the #generating site# or #MIH site# and the #compensated zoning lot# or the 

#MIH zoning lot#, as applicable, shall be located within the same Community 
District; or 

 
(2)  the #generating site# or #MIH site# and the #compensated zoning lot# or the 

#MIH zoning lot#, as applicable, shall be located in adjacent community districts 
and within one-half mile of each other, measured from the perimeter of each 
#zoning lot#. 

  
However, special rules for the location of a #generating site# and a #compensated zoning 
lot# apply in Community District 1, Borough of Brooklyn, where the provisions of 
paragraph (a)(2) of this Section shall apply only to adjacent community districts located 
in the Borough of Brooklyn; in the #Special Clinton District#, pursuant to the provisions 
of Section 96-21 (Special Regulations for 42nd Street Perimeter Area); in the #Special 
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Downtown Jamaica District#, pursuant to the provisions of Section 115-211 (Special 
Inclusionary Housing regulations); and in the #Special Southern Hunters Point District#, 
pursuant to the provisions of Section 125-22 (Newtown Creek Subdistrict). 

 
(b) Distribution of #affordable housing units# 
 
 In #new construction affordable housing# or #substantial rehabilitation affordable 

housing#, where one or more of the #dwelling units# or #rooming units# in a #generating 
site#, other than any #super's unit#, are not #affordable housing units#: 

 
(1) the #affordable housing units# shall be distributed on not less than 65 percent of 

the #residential stories# of such #generating site# or, if there are insufficient 
#affordable housing units# to comply with this requirement, the distribution of 
#affordable housing units# shall be as specified in the #guidelines#; and 

 
(2) not more than one-third of the #dwelling units# and #rooming units# on any 

#story# of such #generating site# shall be #affordable housing units#, unless not 
less than one-third of the #dwelling units# and #rooming units# on each 
#residential story# of such #generating site# are #affordable housing units#. 
However, on a #residential story# with fewer than three #dwelling units# or 
#rooming units#, only one #dwelling unit# or #rooming unit# may be an 
#affordable housing unit#, unless not less than one #dwelling unit# or #rooming 
unit# on each floor is an #affordable housing unit#. 

 
 In an #MIH site#, where one or more of the #dwelling units# or #rooming units#, other 

than any #super's unit#, are not #affordable housing units#, the #affordable housing 
units# shall share a common primary entrance with the other #dwelling units# or 
#rooming units#.  

 
 In addition, except where all #affordable housing units# are rental #affordable housing# 

and all other #dwelling units# are #homeownership# housing, any #affordable housing 
units# other than #supportive housing units# or #affordable independent residences for 
seniors# shall be distributed on at least 50 percent of the #residential stories# of such 
#MIH site# or, if there are insufficient #affordable housing units# to comply with this 
requirement, the distribution of #affordable housing units# shall be as specified in the 
#guidelines#. 

 
 However, #HPD# may waive such distribution requirements for any #new construction 

affordable housing# that is participating in a Federal, State or local program where such 
#generating site# or #MIH site# cannot comply with both the regulations of such Federal, 
State or local program and those of this Section. In addition, #HPD# may waive these 
requirements for #substantial rehabilitation affordable housing#, or for #affordable floor 
area# created in an #MIH site# through #enlargement#, as specified in the #guidelines#. 
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(c) Bedroom mix of #affordable housing units# 
 

(1) In #new construction affordable housing# and #substantial rehabilitation 
affordable housing#, where one or more of the #dwelling units# in a #generating 
site# or #MIH site#, other than any #super’s unit#, are not #affordable housing 
units#, either: 

 
(i) the #dwelling units# in the #generating site# or #MIH site# that are 

#affordable housing units# shall contain a bedroom mix at least 
proportional to the bedroom mix of the #dwelling units# in the 
#generating site#, other than any #super’s unit#, that are not #affordable 
housing units#; or 

 
(ii) not less than 50 percent of the #dwelling units# in the #generating site# or 

#MIH site# that are #affordable housing units# shall contain two or more 
bedrooms and not less than 75 percent of the #dwelling units# in the 
#generating site# or #MIH site# that are #affordable housing units# shall 
contain one or more bedrooms. 

 
 However, such bedroom mix requirements shall not apply to #affordable 

independent residences for seniors# in an #MIH site#. #HPD# may also waive 
such distribution bedroom mix requirements for any #new construction affordable 
housing# that either is participating in a Federal, State or local program where 
such #generating site# or #MIH site# cannot comply with both the regulations of 
such Federal, State or local program and those of this Section, or is located on an 
#interior lot# or #through lot# with less than 50 feet of frontage along any 
#street#. In addition, #HPD# may waive these requirements for #substantial 
rehabilitation affordable housing# or #affordable floor area# created in an #MIH 
site# through #enlargement#, as specified in the #guidelines#. 

 
(2) Where all of the #dwelling units# in a #generating site# or #MIH site#, other than 

any #super's unit#, in #new construction affordable housing# and #substantial 
rehabilitation affordable housing# are #affordable housing units#, not less than 50 
percent of such #affordable housing units# shall contain two or more bedrooms 
and not less than 75 percent of such #affordable housing units# shall contain one 
or more bedrooms. However, such bedroom mix requirements shall not apply to 
#affordable independent residences for seniors# in an #MIH site#. #HPD# may 
also waive these requirements for any #affordable housing# that is participating in 
a Federal, State or local program where such #generating site# or #MIH site# 
cannot comply with both the regulations of such Federal, State or local program 
and those of this Section. In addition, #HPD# may waive these requirements for 
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#substantial rehabilitation affordable housing# or #affordable floor area# created 
in an #MIH site# through #enlargement#, as specified in the #guidelines#. 

 
(3) All of the #supportive housing units# in a #generating site# or #MIH site# shall be 

#affordable housing units# and shall contain such configuration as #HPD# shall 
require. 

 
(4) For purposes of this paragraph, (c), inclusive, fractions equal to or greater than 

one-half resulting from any calculation shall be considered to be one #dwelling 
unit#. 

  
(d) Size of #affordable housing units# 
 

(1) In #new construction affordable housing# and #substantial rehabilitation 
affordable housing#, an #affordable housing unit# in a #generating site# shall 
contain not less than: 

 
(i) 400 square feet of #floor area# within the perimeter walls for a zero 

bedroom #dwelling unit#; or 
 
(ii) 575 square feet of #floor area# within the perimeter walls for a one 

bedroom #dwelling unit#; or 
 
(iii) 775 square feet of #floor area# within the perimeter walls for a two 

bedroom #dwelling unit#; or 
 
(iv) 950 square feet of #floor area# within the perimeter walls for a three 

bedroom #dwelling unit#. 
 

For an #MIH site#, #HPD# may specify the method of measuring #floor area# 
within #affordable housing units# in the #guidelines#, compliant with Department 
of Buildings practice; and the average size of #affordable housing units# of a 
particular bedroom count shall be not less than the average size of #dwelling 
units# that are not #affordable housing units# with the same number of bedrooms, 
but need not exceed the minimum size specified above for a #dwelling unit# of a 
particular bedroom count. In addition, these unit size requirements shall not apply 
to #affordable independent residences for seniors# in an #MIH site#.  
 
However, #HPD# may also waive such distribution unit size requirements for any 
#new construction affordable housing# that is participating in a Federal, State or 
local program where such #generating site# cannot comply with both the 
regulations of such Federal, State or local program and those of this Section. In 
addition, #HPD# may waive these requirements for #substantial rehabilitation 
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affordable housing# or #affordable floor area# created in an #MIH site# through 
#enlargement#, as specified in the #guidelines#. 

 
(2) Where all of the #dwelling units# in a #generating site# or #MIH site#, other than 

any #super’s unit#, in #new construction# or #substantial rehabilitation affordable 
housing# are #affordable housing units#, #HPD# may waive such square footage 
requirements for any #affordable housing unit# that is participating in a Federal, 
State or local program where such #generating site# or #MIH site# cannot comply 
with both the regulations of such Federal, State or local program and those of this 
Section. In addition, #HPD# may waive such square footage requirements for 
#substantial rehabilitation affordable housing# or #affordable floor area# created 
in an #MIH site# through #enlargement#, as specified in the #guidelines#. 

 
(3) #Supportive housing units# shall comply with the size requirements specified by 

#HPD#. 
 
(e) #Administering agent# 
 

(1) #HPD# shall approve each #administering agent# and may revoke such approval 
at any time before or during the #regulatory period#.  

 
(2) For #generating sites#, Aan #administering agent# shall be a not-for-profit entity 

and shall not be, or be an affiliate of, an owner or managing agent of the 
#generating site#, unless #HPD# approves such owner, managing agent or 
affiliate to serve as the #administering agent# upon a determination that either: 

 
(i) the #affordable housing# is participating in a Federal, State or local 

program that provides adequate independent means of ensuring 
compliance with the #regulatory agreement#; or  

 
(ii)  the owner and any such managing agent or affiliate are not-for-profit 

entities and there are adequate safeguards to ensure that such entities 
comply with the #regulatory agreement#. 

 
(3) For #MIH sites#, the #administering agent# may be selected as provided for 

#generating sites#, or #HPD# may require that the #administering agent# be 
selected from a list of qualified not-for-profit or public entities as specified in the 
#guidelines#. 

 
(4) For a period of time specified in the #guidelines#, the #administering agent# shall 

maintain all records setting forth the facts that form the basis of any affidavit 
submitted to #HPD#. The #administering agent# shall maintain such records, and 
such other records as #HPD# may require, at the offices of the #administering 
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agent# or at such other location as may be approved by #HPD#. The 
#administering agent# shall make such records, and all facets of the operations of 
the #administering agent#, available for inspection and audit by #HPD# upon 
request. 

 
(f) #Regulatory agreement# 
 

The following provisions shall apply to #generating sites#.  
 

(1) The #regulatory agreement# shall require compliance with and shall incorporate 
by reference the #affordable housing plan# and the applicable provisions of this 
Zoning Resolution and the #guidelines# and shall contain such additional terms 
and conditions as #HPD# deems necessary. 

 
(2) The #regulatory agreement# shall require that #HPD# be provided with 

documentation indicating the amount of #affordable floor area#. For #new 
construction affordable housing# or #substantial rehabilitation affordable 
housing#, such documentation shall include, but shall not be limited to, plans 
meeting the requirements of Section 23-94, paragraph (c).  

 
(3) The #regulatory agreement# shall be recorded against all tax lots comprising the 

portion of the #zoning lot# within which the #generating site# is located and shall 
set forth the obligations, running with such tax lots, of the owner and all 
successors in interest to provide #affordable housing# in accordance with the 
#affordable housing plan# for the entire #regulatory period#. 

 
(4) #Affordable housing# may serve to secure debt with the prior approval of #HPD#. 

Any lien securing such debt shall be subordinated to the #regulatory agreement#. 
 
(5) The #regulatory agreement# may, but shall not be required to, provide that such 

#regulatory agreement# may be terminated prior to the issuance of a temporary or 
permanent certificate of occupancy for any #compensated development# by the 
Department of Buildings. 

 
(6) Where all of the #dwelling units#, #rooming units# or #supportive housing units# 

in a #generating site#, other than any #super's unit#, are #affordable housing 
units#, the #regulatory agreement# shall provide that, following a default and any 
applicable opportunity to cure, #HPD# may, in addition to any other remedies 
provided therein or by applicable law:  
 
(i) appoint a receiver to manage such #generating site#; or  
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(ii) take control of the board of directors of any housing development fund 
company or not-for-profit corporation that owns, controls or operates such 
#generating site#. 

 
(7) Where applicable in accordance with paragraph (b), (Monthly rent), of Section 

23-961, the #regulatory agreement# shall provide that certain obligations shall 
survive the #regulatory period#. 

 
For #MIH sites#, the following provisions shall apply: 
 
(8) The #regulatory agreement# shall require compliance with and shall incorporate 

by reference the #MIH application# and the applicable provisions of this Zoning 
Resolution and the #guidelines# and shall contain such additional terms and 
conditions as #HPD# deems necessary. 

 
(9) The #regulatory agreement# shall require that #HPD# be provided with 

documentation indicating the amount of #affordable floor area#. For #new 
construction affordable housing# such documentation shall include, but shall not 
be limited to, plans meeting the requirements of paragraph (c) of Section 23-94.  

 
(10) The #regulatory agreement# shall be recorded against all tax lots comprising the 

portion of the #zoning lot# within which the #MIH site# is located and shall set 
forth the obligations, running with such tax lots, of the owner and all successors in 
interest to provide #affordable housing# in accordance with the #MIH 
application# for the entire #regulatory period#. 

 
(11) Where applicable in accordance with paragraph (b) (Monthly rent) of Section 23-

961, the #regulatory agreement# shall provide that certain obligations shall 
survive the #regulatory period#. 

 
(g) Housing standards 
 
 Upon the date that #HPD# issues the #completion notice#, the #generating site# or #MIH 

site# shall be entirely free of violations of record issued by any City or State agency 
pursuant to the Multiple Dwelling Law, the Building Code, the Housing Maintenance 
Code and this Zoning Resolution, except as may be otherwise provided in the 
#guidelines# with respect to non-hazardous violations in occupied #affordable housing 
units# of #preservation affordable housing# or #substantial rehabilitation affordable 
housing#. 

 
(h) Insurance 
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 The #affordable housing# in a #generating site# or #MIH site# shall at all times be 
insured against any damage or destruction in an amount not less than the replacement 
value of such #affordable housing#. Any insurance proceeds resulting from damage or 
destruction of all or part of the #generating site# or MIH site# containing such 
#affordable housing# shall be used first to restore any damaged or destroyed #affordable 
housing#, except that #HPD# may provide priority for lenders participating in the 
financing of #affordable housing# that is assisted under City, State or Federal programs. 

 
(i) Duration of obligations 
 
 The obligation to provide and maintain a specified amount of #affordable housing# on a 

#generating site# or #MIH site# shall run with the #zoning lot# containing such 
#generating site# or #MIH site# for not less than the #regulatory period#. If any portion 
of such #affordable housing# is damaged or destroyed, no #floor area# shall be 
#developed#, reconstructed or repaired on such #zoning lot#, and no #development#, 
#enlargement#, extension or change of #use# shall occur on such #zoning lot#, unless  

 
(1) the amount of such #floor area# devoted to #affordable housing# is not less than 

the #floor area# of the #affordable housing# that was damaged or destroyed; or  
 
(2) 100 percent of such #developed#, reconstructed or repaired #floor area# is 

#affordable housing#. 
 
(j) One #generating site# or #MIH site# may satisfy requirements for multiple #compensated 

zoning lots# or #MIH zoning lots#, as applicable. 
 
 Any #generating site# or #MIH site# may contain #affordable housing# that satisfies the 

requirements of Section 23-90, inclusive, for more than one #compensated development# 
or #MIH development#, as applicable, provided that no #affordable floor area# shall be 
counted more than once in determining the amount of #floor area compensation# for such 
#compensated developments# or in satisfying the #floor area# provisions for #zoning 
lots# in paragraph (d) of Section 23-154 (Inclusionary Housing). 

 
(k) #Guidelines# 
 
 #HPD# shall adopt and may modify #guidelines# for the implementation of the 

provisions of Section 23-90, inclusive. 
 
 
23-961 
Additional requirements for rental affordable housing 
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The additional requirements of this Section shall apply to rental #affordable housing# on a 
#generating site# or #MIH site# for the entire #regulatory period#. 
 
(a) Tenant selection 
 

(1) Upon #rent-up# and any subsequent vacancy for the entire #regulatory period#, 
#affordable housing units# shall only be leased to and occupied by #low income 
households#, #moderate income households# and #middle income households#, 
as applicable for #generating sites#, or to #qualifying households#, as applicable, 
for #MIH sites#. No lease or sublease of an #affordable housing unit# shall be 
executed, and no tenant or subtenant shall commence occupancy of an #affordable 
housing unit#, without the prior approval of the #administering agent#. 

 
(2) A tenant may, with the prior approval of the #administering agent#, sublet an 

#affordable housing unit# for not more than a total of two years, including the 
term of the proposed sublease, out of the four-year period preceding the 
termination date of the proposed sublease. The aggregate payments made by any 
sublessee in any calendar month shall not exceed the #monthly rent# that could be 
charged to the sublessor in accordance with the #regulatory agreement#. 

 
(3) A #low income household# or #qualifying household# may rent an #affordable 

housing unit# that is restricted to occupancy by #moderate income# or #middle 
income households# or by #qualifying households# of higher income levels, 
provided that the #administering agent# determines that such #low income 
household# or #qualifying household# is able to utilize rent subsidies pursuant to 
Section 8 of the United States Housing Act of 1937, as amended, to afford the 
applicable #monthly rent#.  

 
(b) Monthly rent 
 

(1) Unless alternative provisions are established in the #regulatory agreement# or 
#guidelines# for #MIH sites#, Tthe #regulatory agreement# shall provide that 
each #affordable housing unit# shall be registered with the Division of Housing 
and Community Renewal at the initial #monthly rent# established by #HPD# 
within 60 days following the #rent-up date# and shall thereafter remain subject to 
#rent stabilization# for the entire #regulatory period# and thereafter until vacancy. 
However, the #regulatory agreement# may permit an alternative date by which 
any #affordable housing units# that are vacant on the #rent-up date# shall be 
registered with the Division of Housing and Community Renewal at the initial 
#monthly rent# established by #HPD#. 
 
(i) However, any #affordable housing unit# of #preservation affordable 

housing# or #substantial rehabilitation affordable housing# that is both 
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occupied by a #grandfathered tenant# and subject to the Emergency 
Housing Rent Control Law on the #regulatory agreement date# shall 
remain subject to the Emergency Housing Rent Control Law until the first 
vacancy following the #regulatory agreement date# and shall thereafter be 
subject to #rent stabilization# as provided herein. 

 
(ii) The #regulatory agreement# shall provide that upon each annual 

registration of an #affordable housing unit# with the Division of Housing 
and Community Renewal, the #legal regulated rent# for such #affordable 
housing unit# shall be registered with the Division of Housing and 
Community Renewal at an amount not exceeding the #maximum monthly 
rent#. However, the #regulatory agreement# shall provide that this 
requirement shall not apply to an #affordable housing unit# occupied by a 
#grandfathered tenant# until the first vacancy after the #regulatory 
agreement date#. 

 
(2) Unless alternative provisions are established in the #regulatory agreement# or 

#guidelines# for #MIH sites#, Tthe #regulatory agreement# shall provide that the 
#monthly rent# charged to the tenant of any #affordable housing unit# at #initial 
occupancy# and in each subsequent renewal lease shall not exceed the lesser of 
the #maximum monthly rent# or the #legal regulated rent#. However, the 
#regulatory agreement# shall provide that these requirements shall not apply to an 
#affordable housing unit# occupied by a #grandfathered tenant#, until the first 
vacancy after the #regulatory agreement date#.  

 
However, for #supportive housing units# or #affordable independent residences 
for seniors# on #MIH sites#, the #monthly rent# may exceed the #maximum 
monthly rent#, provided that it does not exceed the HUD Fair Market Rent for 
such unit, and that the #monthly rent#, less rent subsidies pursuant to Section 8 of 
the United States Housing Act of 1937, does not exceed the lesser of the 
#maximum monthly rent# or the #legal regulated rent#.    

 
(3) Within 60 days following the #rent-up date#, the #administering agent# shall 

submit an affidavit to #HPD# attesting that the #monthly rent# registered and 
charged for each #affordable housing unit# complied with the applicable 
#monthly rent# requirements at the time of #initial occupancy#. 

 
(4) Each year after #rent-up#, in the month specified in the #regulatory agreement# or 

the #guidelines#, the #administering agent# shall submit an affidavit to #HPD# 
attesting that each lease or sublease of an #affordable housing unit# or renewal 
thereof during the preceding year complied with the applicable #monthly rent# 
requirements at the time of execution of the lease or sublease or renewal thereof. 
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(5) For any #affordable housing unit# subject to #rent stabilization#, the 
applicable The #regulatory agreement# shall provide that the lessor of an 
#affordable housing unit# shall not utilize any exemption or exclusion from any 
requirement of #rent stabilization# to which such lessor might otherwise be or 
become entitled with respect to such #affordable housing unit#, including, but not 
limited to, any exemption or exclusion from the rent limits, renewal lease 
requirements, registration requirements, or other provisions of #rent 
stabilization#, due to: 
 
(i)  the vacancy of a unit where the #legal regulated rent# exceeds a prescribed 

maximum amount;  
 
(ii) the fact that tenant income or the #legal regulated rent# exceeds prescribed 

maximum amounts; 
 
(iii)  the nature of the tenant; or 
 
(iv) any other reason. 

 
(6) Unless alternative provisions are established in the #regulatory agreement# or 

#guidelines# for #MIH sites#, Tthe #regulatory agreement# and each lease of an 
#affordable housing unit# shall contractually require the lessor of each 
#affordable housing unit# to grant all tenants the same rights that they would be 
entitled to under #rent stabilization# without regard to whether such #affordable 
housing unit# is statutorily subject to #rent stabilization#. If any court declares 
that #rent stabilization# is statutorily inapplicable to an #affordable housing unit#, 
such contractual rights shall thereafter continue in effect for the remainder of the 
#regulatory period#. 

 
(7) Unless alternative provisions are established in the #regulatory agreement# or 

#guidelines# for #MIH sites#, tThe #regulatory agreement# shall provide that 
each #affordable housing unit# that is occupied by a tenant at the end of the 
#regulatory period# shall thereafter remain subject to #rent stabilization# for not 
less than the period of time that such tenant continues to occupy such #affordable 
housing unit#, except that any occupied #affordable housing unit# that is subject 
to the Emergency Housing Rent Control Law at the end of the #regulatory 
period# shall remain subject to the Emergency Housing Rent Control Law until 
the first vacancy. 

 
(c) Income 
 

(1) Each #affordable housing unit# on a #generating site# shall be leased to and 
occupied by #low income households#, #moderate income households# or 
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#middle income households#, as applicable, for the entire #regulatory period#. 
Each #affordable housing unit# on an #MIH site# shall be leased to and occupied 
by #qualifying households# for the entire #regulatory period#. 

 
 
(2) The #administering agent# shall verify the #household# income of the proposed 

tenant prior to leasing any vacant #affordable housing unit# in order to ensure that 
it is a #low income household#, #moderate income household#, or #middle 
income household#, or #qualifying household#, as applicable. 

 
(3) Within 60 days following the #rent-up date#, the #administering agent# shall 

submit an affidavit to #HPD# attesting that each #household# occupying an 
#affordable housing unit# complied with the applicable income eligibility 
requirements at the time of #initial occupancy#. 

 
(4) Each year after #rent-up#, in the month specified in the #regulatory agreement# or 

the #guidelines#, the #administering agent# shall submit an affidavit to #HPD# 
attesting that each #household# that commenced occupancy of a vacant 
#affordable housing unit# during the preceding year, and each #household# that 
subleased an #affordable housing unit# during the preceding year, complied with 
the applicable income eligibility requirements at the time of #initial occupancy#. 

 
(d) #Affordable housing plan# and #MIH application# 
 
 The following shall apply to #affordable housing plans#: 
 

(1) An #affordable housing plan# shall designate the initial #administering agent#, 
include the agreement with the initial #administering agent#, state how 
#administering agents# may be removed, state how a new #administering agent# 
may be selected upon the removal or other departure of any #administering 
agent#, include the building plans, state the number and bedroom mix of the 
#affordable housing units# to be #developed#, rehabilitated or preserved, indicate 
how tenants will be selected at #rent-up# and upon each subsequent vacancy of an 
#affordable housing unit#, indicate how the #household# income of each 
prospective tenant will be verified prior to such #household#'s #initial 
occupancy# of an #affordable housing unit# and include such additional 
information as #HPD# deems necessary. 

 
(2) An #affordable housing plan# shall demonstrate the feasibility of creating and 

maintaining #affordable housing# in accordance with Section 23-90 
(INCLUSIONARY HOUSING), inclusive, including that: 
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(i) there will be sufficient revenue to provide for adequate maintenance, 
operation and administration of the #affordable housing#; 

 
(ii) #affordable housing units# will be leased to eligible #households# by a 

responsible #administering agent# at #rent-up# and upon each subsequent 
vacancy; and 

 
(iii) tenants will be selected in an equitable manner in accordance with laws 

prohibiting discrimination and all other applicable laws. 
 

(3) A copy of any proposed #affordable housing plan# shall be delivered to the 
affected Community Board, which may review such proposal and submit 
comments to #HPD#. #HPD# shall not approve a proposed #affordable housing 
plan# until the earlier of: 

 
(i) the date that the affected Community Board submits comments regarding 

such proposal to #HPD# or informs #HPD# that such Community Board 
has no comments; or  

 
(ii) 45 days from the date that such proposal was submitted to the affected 

Community Board. 
 

 The following shall apply to #MIH applications#: 
 

(4) An #MIH application# shall designate the initial #administering agent#, where 
applicable, and include the building plans, state the number, bedroom mix and 
#monthly rents# of the #affordable housing units# to be #developed# or 
#converted#, and include such additional information as #HPD# deems necessary 
to ensure the satisfaction of the requirements of Section 23-90, inclusive. 
 

(5) A copy of any #MIH application# shall be delivered, concurrently with its 
submission to #HPD#, to the affected Community Board. 

 
(e)   Special requirements for rental #preservation affordable housing# 
 
 The additional requirements of this paragraph (e), shall apply to rental #preservation 

affordable housing#: 
 

(1) all of the #dwelling units#, #rooming units# and #supportive housing units# in the 
#generating site#, other than any #super's unit#, shall be #affordable housing 
units# that are leased to and occupied by #low income households# for the entire 
#regulatory period#;  
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(2) on the #regulatory agreement date#, the average of the #legal regulated rents# for 
all #affordable housing units# in the #generating site# that are occupied by 
#grandfathered tenants# shall not exceed 30 percent of the #low income limit# 
divided by 12;  

 
(3) on the #regulatory agreement date#, #HPD# shall have determined that the 

condition of the #generating site# is sufficient, or will be sufficient after required 
improvements specified in the #affordable housing plan# and the #regulatory 
agreement#, to ensure that, with normal maintenance and normal scheduled 
replacement of #capital elements#, the #affordable housing units# will provide a 
decent, safe and sanitary living environment for the entire #regulatory period#; 

 
(4) on the #regulatory agreement date#, #HPD# shall have determined either that no 

#capital element# is likely to require replacement within 30 years from the 
#regulatory agreement date# or that, with regard to any #capital element# that is 
likely to require replacement within 30 years from the #regulatory agreement 
date#, a sufficient reserve has been established to fully fund the replacement of 
such #capital element#;  

 
(5) except with the prior approval of #HPD#, #monthly rents# charged for 

#affordable housing units# shall not be increased to reflect the costs of any repair, 
renovation, rehabilitation or improvement performed in connection with 
qualification as a #generating site#, even though such increases may be permitted 
by other laws; and  

 
(6)  such #affordable housing# shall comply with such additional criteria as may be 

specified by #HPD# in the #guidelines#. 
 
(f) Special requirements for rental #substantial rehabilitation affordable housing# 
 
 The additional requirements of this paragraph, (f), shall apply to rental #substantial 

rehabilitation affordable housing#: 
 

(1) such #affordable housing# shall be created through the rehabilitation of a 
#generating site# at a cost per completed #affordable housing unit# that exceeds a 
minimum threshold set by #HPD# in the #guidelines#;  

 
(2) on the #regulatory agreement date#, the average of the #legal regulated rents# for 

all #affordable housing units# in the #generating site# that are occupied by 
#grandfathered tenants# shall not exceed 30 percent of the #low income limit# 
divided by 12; 
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(3) on the #regulatory agreement date#, #HPD# shall have determined that the 
condition of such #generating site# is sufficient, or will be sufficient after 
required improvements specified in the #affordable housing plan# and the 
#regulatory agreement#, to ensure that, with normal maintenance and normal 
scheduled replacement of #capital elements#, the #affordable housing units# will 
provide a decent, safe and sanitary living environment for the entire #regulatory 
period#; 

 
(4) on the #regulatory agreement date#, #HPD# shall have determined either that no 

#capital element# is likely to require replacement within 30 years from the 
#regulatory agreement date# or that, with regard to any #capital element# that is 
likely to require replacement within 30 years from the #regulatory agreement 
date#, a sufficient reserve has been established to fully fund the replacement of 
such #capital element#;  

 
(5) except with the prior approval of #HPD#, #monthly rents# charged for 

#affordable housing units# shall not be increased to reflect the costs of any repair, 
renovation, rehabilitation or improvement performed in connection with 
qualification as a #generating site#, even though such increases may be permitted 
by other laws; and  

 
(6)  such #affordable housing# shall comply with such additional criteria as may be 

specified by #HPD# in the #guidelines#. 
 
 
23-962 
Additional requirements for homeownership affordable housing 
 
The additional requirements of this Section shall apply to #homeownership affordable housing# 
on a #generating site# or #MIH site# for the entire #regulatory period#. 
 
(a) Homeowner selection 
 

(1) Upon #sale#, #homeownership affordable housing units# shall only be occupied 
by #eligible buyers# that are #low income households#, #moderate income 
households#, and #middle income households# or, for #MIH sites#, #qualifying 
households#, as applicable. Upon any subsequent #resale# for the entire 
#regulatory period#, #homeownership affordable housing units# shall be sold to 
and occupied by #eligible buyers# at or below the #maximum resale price# on the 
#sale date#, as applicable. No #homeownership affordable housing unit# shall be 
sold to or occupied by any #household# or any other person without the prior 
approval of the #administering agent#. 
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(2) A #homeowner# may, with the prior approval of the #administering agent#, sublet 
an #homeownership affordable housing unit# to another #low income household#, 
#moderate income household#, #middle income household#, or #eligible buyer# 
or, for #MIH sites#, #qualifying household#, as applicable, for not more than a 
total of two years, including the term of the proposed sublease, out of the four-
year period preceding the termination date of the proposed sublease. The 
aggregate payments made by any sublessee in any calendar month shall not 
exceed the combined cost of #monthly fees#, #mortgage payments#, utilities and 
property taxes paid by the sublessor. 

 
(3) A #homeowner# shall reside in the #homeownership affordable housing unit#, 

except as provided in paragraph (a)(2) of this Section. 
 
(4) The restrictions in this paragraph, (a), on the ownership of #homeownership 

affordable housing units# shall not prevent the exercise of a valid lien by a 
#mortgage# lender, #cooperative corporation#, #condominium association# or 
any other entity authorized by the #regulatory agreement# to take possession of a 
#homeownership affordable housing unit# in the event of default by the 
#homeowner#. However, any #sale# or #resale# by such lien holder shall be to an 
#eligible buyer#, in accordance with this paragraph, (a), and the #guidelines#. 

 
(b) Price 
 

(1) The #initial price# or #maximum resale price# of any #homeownership affordable 
housing unit# shall be set assuming a #mortgage#, as defined in Section 23-913 
(Definitions applying to homeownership generating sites). 

 
(2) The #regulatory agreement# shall establish the #initial price# for each 

#homeownership affordable housing unit#. #HPD# shall set the #initial price# to 
ensure that the combined cost of #monthly fees#, #mortgage payments#, utilities 
and property taxes to be paid directly by the #homeowner# will not exceed 30 
percent of the #low income limit#, #moderate income limit# or #middle income 
limit#, as applicable. For #MIH sites#, #HPD# shall establish the #initial price# 
based on the incomes of #qualifying households# in accordance with the 
#guidelines#. 

 
(3) Prior to any #resale# of a #homeownership affordable housing unit#, the 

#administering agent# shall set the #maximum resale price# for such 
#homeownership affordable housing unit#. 

 
(4) The #administering agent# shall not approve any #resale# unless the selected 

#eligible buyer# provides a #down payment#, as specified in the #guidelines#. 
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(5) A #homeownership affordable housing unit#, or any shares in a #cooperative 
corporation# appurtenant thereto, shall not secure any debt unless such debt is a 
#mortgage# that has been approved by the #administering agent#. 

 
(c) Income 
 

(1) The #administering agent# shall verify the #household# income of a proposed 
#homeowner#, in accordance with the #guidelines#, prior to the #sale date# of 
any #homeownership affordable housing unit# in order to ensure that, upon 
#sale#, it is a #low income household#, #moderate income household#, or 
#middle income household# or, for #MIH sites#, #qualifying household#, as 
applicable, and that upon #resale#, it is to an #eligible buyer#. 

 
(2) The #administering agent# shall meet reporting requirements on each #sale# and 

#resale#, as set forth in the #guidelines#. 
 
(3) Each year after the #commencement date#, in the month specified in the 

#regulatory agreement# or the #guidelines#, the #administering agent# shall 
submit an affidavit to #HPD# attesting that each #resale# of a #homeownership 
affordable housing unit# during the preceding year complied with all applicable 
requirements on the #resale date#. 

 
(d) #Affordable housing plan# and #MIH application# 
 
 The following shall apply to #affordable housing plans#: 
 

(1) An #affordable housing plan# shall include the building plans, state the number 
and bedroom mix of the #homeownership affordable housing units# to be 
#developed#, rehabilitated or preserved, indicate how #homeowners# will be 
selected upon each #sale# or #resale# of a #homeownership affordable housing 
unit#, indicate how the #household# income of #eligible buyers# will be verified 
prior to such #household’s initial occupancy# of a #homeownership affordable 
housing unit# and include such additional information as #HPD# deems 
necessary. 

 
(2) An #affordable housing plan# shall demonstrate the feasibility of creating and 

maintaining #homeownership affordable housing#, including that: 
 

(i) there will be sufficient revenue to provide for adequate maintenance, 
operation and administration of the #affordable housing#; 
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(ii) #affordable housing units# will be sold under the supervision of a 
responsible #administering agent# to #eligible buyers# at each #sale# and 
#resale#; and 

 
(iii) #homeowners# will be selected in an equitable manner in accordance with 

laws prohibiting discrimination and all other applicable laws. 
 
(3) The requirements of Section 23-961, paragraph (d)(3), shall apply.  

 
 The following shall apply to #MIH applications#: 
 

(4) An #MIH application# shall include the building plans; state the number and 
bedroom mix of the #homeownership affordable housing units# to be 
#developed# or #converted#, and the #initial price# of each #homeownership 
affordable housing unit#; and include such additional information as #HPD# 
deems necessary to ensure the satisfaction of the requirements of Section 23-90, 
inclusive. 
 

(5) A copy of any #MIH application# shall be delivered, concurrently with its 
submission to #HPD#, to the affected Community Board. 

  
(e) Housing standards 
 
 The requirements of Section 23-96, paragraph (g), shall apply. In addition, each 

#homeowner# shall be obligated to maintain each #homeownership affordable housing 
unit# in accordance with minimum quality standards set forth in the #guidelines#. Prior to 
any #resale#, #HPD#, or its designee as specified in the #guidelines#, shall inspect the 
#affordable housing unit# and shall either require the #homeowner# to remedy any 
condition that violates such minimum quality standards before the #sale date#, or require 
the retention of a portion of the #resale# proceeds to pay the cost of remedying such 
condition. 

 
(f) Optional provisions for certain #new construction homeownership affordable housing# 
 
 In Community District 3, Borough of Manhattan, #HPD# may modify the requirements 

for #new construction homeownership affordable housing# to facilitate #development# 
on a site that has been disposed of pursuant to Article 16 of the General Municipal Law 
as set forth in this paragraph (f), inclusive. 

 
(1) #HPD# may permit a #household# to occupy a #new construction homeownership 

affordable housing unit# as rental #affordable housing# if: 
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(i) no more than 120 days prior to the #regulatory agreement date#, such 
#household# occupied a #dwelling unit# or #rooming unit# in a 
#building# located on the #zoning lot# of such #new construction 
homeownership affordable housing#, pursuant to a lease or occupancy 
agreement to which one or more members of such #household# was a 
party or pursuant to a statutory tenancy; 

 
(ii) no more than 120 days prior to the #regulatory agreement date#, the 

average rent for all occupied #dwelling units# or #rooming units# in such 
#building# did not exceed 30 percent of the #low income limit# divided by 
12; and 

 
(iii) after the #regulatory agreement date#, such #building# is demolished and 

replaced with #new construction homeownership affordable housing#. 
 

 (2) #HPD# may permit a #household# that is not an #eligible buyer#, but that meets 
the requirements of paragraph (f)(1) of this Section, to purchase a #new 
construction homeownership affordable housing unit# at #sale#, provided that 
such #household# is a #low income household#, #moderate income household# or 
#middle income household#, as applicable. 

 
 Where a #new construction homeownership affordable housing unit# is purchased 

at a nominal price, the #appreciated price# for such #homeownership affordable 
housing unit# shall be the product of the #initial price# of such #homeownership 
affordable housing unit# and the #appreciation index# applicable at #resale# as 
specified in the #guidelines#. 

 
(g)  Special requirements for #homeownership preservation affordable housing# 
 
 The additional requirements in this paragraph, (f)(g), shall apply to #homeownership 

preservation affordable housing#: 
 

(1) on the #regulatory agreement date#, the #generating site# shall be an existing 
#building# containing #residences#;  

 
(2) on the #regulatory agreement date#, the average of the #legal regulated rents#, as 

such term is defined in Section 23-912, for all #homeownership affordable 
housing units# in the #generating site# that are occupied by #grandfathered 
tenants# shall not exceed 30 percent of the #low income limit# divided by 12; 

 
(3) where #grandfathered tenants# continue in residence subsequent to the 

#regulatory agreement date#, any #affordable housing unit# that is occupied by a 
#grandfathered tenant# shall be operated subject to the restrictions of Section 23-
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961 (Additional requirements for rental affordable housing) until such #affordable 
housing unit# is purchased and occupied by an #eligible buyer#; 

 
(4) on the #regulatory agreement date#, #HPD# shall have determined that the 

condition of the #generating site# is sufficient, or will be sufficient after required 
improvements specified in the #affordable housing plan# and the #regulatory 
agreement#, to ensure that, with normal maintenance and normal scheduled 
replacement of #capital elements#, the #affordable housing units# will provide a 
decent, safe and sanitary living environment for the entire #regulatory period#; 

 
(5) on the #regulatory agreement date#, #HPD# shall have determined either that no 

#capital element# is likely to require replacement within 30 years from the 
#regulatory agreement date# or that, with regard to any #capital element# that is 
likely to require replacement within 30 years from the #regulatory agreement 
date#, a sufficient reserve has been established to fully fund the replacement of 
such #capital element#; and 

 
(6) such #affordable housing# shall comply with such additional criteria as may be 

specified by #HPD# in the #guidelines#. 
 
(h) Special requirements for #homeownership substantial rehabilitation affordable housing# 
 
 The additional requirements in this paragraph, (g)(h), shall apply to #homeownership 

substantial rehabilitation affordable housing#: 
 

(1) on the #regulatory agreement date#, the #generating site# or #MIH site# shall be 
an existing #building#; 

 
(2) such #affordable housing# shall be created through the rehabilitation of such 

existing #building# at a cost per completed #homeownership affordable housing 
unit# that exceeds a minimum threshold set by #HPD# in the #guidelines#; 

 
(3) on the #regulatory agreement date#, the average of the #legal regulated rents# for 

all #homeownership affordable housing units# in the #generating site# that are 
occupied by #grandfathered tenants# shall not exceed 30 percent of the #low 
income limit# divided by 12; 

 
(4) where #grandfathered tenants# continue in residence subsequent to the 

#regulatory agreement date#, any #affordable housing unit# that is occupied by a 
#grandfathered tenant# shall be operated subject to the restrictions of Section 23-
961 until such #affordable housing unit# is purchased and occupied by an 
#eligible buyer#; 
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(5) on the #regulatory agreement date#, #HPD# shall have determined that the 
condition of such #generating site# is sufficient, or will be sufficient after 
required improvements specified in the #affordable housing plan# and the 
#regulatory agreement#, to ensure that, with normal maintenance and normal 
scheduled replacement of #capital elements#, the #affordable housing units# will 
provide a decent, safe and sanitary living environment for the entire #regulatory 
period#; 

 
(6) on the #regulatory agreement date#, #HPD# shall have determined either that no 

#capital element# is likely to require replacement within 30 years from the 
#regulatory agreement date# or that, with regard to any #capital element# that is 
likely to require replacement within 30 years from the #regulatory agreement 
date#, a sufficient reserve has been established to fully fund the replacement of 
such #capital element#; and 

 
(7)  such #affordable housing# shall comply with such additional criteria as may be 

specified by #HPD# in the #guidelines#. 
 

 
*    *    * 

 
62-80 
SPECIAL REVIEW PROVISIONS 
 

*    *    * 
 

62-83 
Special Permits by the City Planning Commission 
 
 
62-831 
General Provisions 
 
Where a special permit application would allow a significant increase in #residential floor area# 
and the special #floor area# requirements in #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing areas# of 
paragraph (d) of Section 23-154 (Inclusionary Housing) are not otherwise applicable, the City 
Planning Commission, in establishing the appropriate terms and conditions for the granting of 
such special permit, shall apply such requirements where consistent with the objectives of the 
Mandatory Inclusionary Housing program as set forth in Section 23-92 (General Provisions). 
However, where the Commission finds that such special permit application would facilitate 
significant public infrastructure or public facilities addressing needs that are not created by the 
proposed #development#, #enlargement# or #conversion#, the Commission may modify the 
requirements of such paragraph (d).    
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62-831 832 
Docks for passenger ocean vessels in C6 Districts 
 

*    *    * 
 
62-832 833 
Docks for ferries or water taxis in Residence Districts 
 

*    *    * 
 
62-833 834 
Uses on floating structures 
 

*    *    * 
 
62-834 835 
Developments on piers or platforms 
 

*    *    * 
 
62-835 836 
Public parking facilities on waterfront blocks 
 

*    *    * 
 
62-836 837 
Bulk modifications on waterfront blocks 
 

*    *    * 
 
62-837 838 
Docks for gambling vessels 
 
 

*    *    * 
 
73-624 
Reduction or modification of Mandatory Inclusionary Housing requirements 
 
For a #development#, #enlargement# or #conversion# subject to the provisions of paragraphs 
(d)(3)(i) through (d)(3)(iv) of Section 23-154 (Inclusionary Housing), the Board of Standards 
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and Appeals may, upon determining that a hardship exists that is specifically created by the 
requirements for  #affordable housing#, modify the income levels specified for #qualifying 
households#, reduce the amount of #affordable floor area# required, or reduce the amount of a 
payment into the #affordable housing fund#, provided that:  
  
 
(a) the applicant has applied for any appropriate relief for which such #development#, 

#enlargement# or #conversion# is eligible for any financial hardship or practical 
difficulty not specifically created by the requirements of Section 23-154, paragraphs 
(d)(3)(i) through (d)(3)(iv); 
 

(b) such requirements for #affordable housing# or a contribution to an #affordable housing 
fund# create an unnecessary hardship, with no reasonable possibility that a 
#development#, #enlargement#, or #conversion# on the #zoning lot# in strict compliance 
with the provisions of Section 23-154, paragraphs (d)(3)(i) through (d)(3)(iv), and 
Section 23-90 (Inclusionary Housing), inclusive, will bring a reasonable return, and that a 
modification or reduction of these requirements is therefore necessary to enable the 
owner to realize a reasonable return from such #zoning lot#; and 
 

(c) the unnecessary hardship claimed as a basis for such modification or reduction has not 
been created by the owner or by a predecessor in title. 
 

In determining whether a hardship exists, the Board may consider whether alternative permitted 
#uses# or forms of housing tenure would bring a reasonable return from the #zoning lot#.  
 
The Board may modify #affordable housing# requirements set forth in Section 23-154, 
paragraphs (d)(3)(i) through (d)(3)(iii), to permit appropriate relief as follows:  
 
First, the Board shall determine whether compliance with the requirements of Options 1 or 2, as 
set forth in Section 23-154, paragraphs (d)(3)(i) and (d)(3)(ii), respectively, where not otherwise 
permitted, provides sufficient relief. 
 
If the Board does not so find, the Board shall next determine whether compliance with the 
requirements of the Workforce Option, as set forth in Section 23-154, paragraph (d)(3)(iii), 
where not otherwise permitted, provides sufficient relief. 
 
If the Board does not so find, the Board, in consultation with the Department of Housing 
Preservation and Development, shall determine a modification or reduction of the requirements 
of Section 23-154, paragraph (d)(3)(i) through (d)(3)(iii), that represents the minimum necessary 
modification or reduction to afford relief. 
 
In addition, the Board, in consultation with the Department of Housing Preservation and 
Development, may permit a modification or reduction of the requirements of Section 23-154, 
paragraph (d)(3)(iv) that represents the minimum necessary modification or reduction to afford 
relief. 
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A copy of each application to the Board for a special permit under the provisions of this Section 
shall be provided by the applicant to the Department of Housing Preservation and Development 
concurrently with its submission to the Board.  The Department of Housing Preservation and 
Development may make submission to or appear before the Board on any application made 
pursuant to this Section. 
 
The Board may prescribe such conditions and safeguards as it deems necessary to minimize 
adverse effects upon the surrounding area and the community at large. 
 
 

*    *    * 
 
74-00 
POWERS OF THE CITY PLANNING COMMISSION 
 
 
74-01 
General Provisions 
 

*    *    * 
 
In addition, the Commission, with the concurrence of the Board of Estimate, shall also have the 
power to permit the renewal of an exception or permit issued prior to December 15, 1961, in 
accordance with the provisions of Section 11-41 relating to Exceptions, Variances or Permits 
Previously Authorized. 
 
In all Special Purpose Districts, the provisions of 23-934 (Special permit approval in Special 
Purpose Districts), with respect to special permits that modify #use# or #bulk#, shall apply. In 
the #Special Midtown District#, the powers of the Commission to permit special permit #uses# 
are modified by the provisions of Section 81-13 (Special Permit Use Modifications), and the 
powers of the Commission to permit modification of the #bulk# regulations or grant bonus #floor 
area# for certain amenities are made inapplicable or modified in accordance with the provisions 
of Section 81-062 (Applicability of Chapter 4 of Article VII). 
 

*    *    * 
 
74-30 
SPECIAL PERMIT USES AND BULK MODIFICATIONS 
 
 
74-31 
General Provisions for Special Permit Uses 
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The City Planning Commission shall have the power to permit in the districts indicated, the 
special permit #uses# set forth in this Chapter and to prescribe appropriate conditions and 
safeguards thereon, provided that in each specific case: 
 

*    *    * 
 
74-32 
Additional Considerations for Special Permit Use and Bulk Modifications 
 
Where a special permit application would allow a significant increase in #residential floor area# 
and the special #floor area# requirements in #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing areas# of 
paragraph (d) of Section 23-154 (Inclusionary Housing) are not otherwise applicable, the City 
Planning Commission, in establishing the appropriate terms and conditions for the granting of 
such special permit, shall apply such requirements where consistent with the objectives of the 
Mandatory Inclusionary Housing program as set forth in Section 23-92 (General Provisions). 
However, where the Commission finds that such special permit application would facilitate 
significant public infrastructure or public facilities addressing needs that are not created by the 
proposed #development#, #enlargement# or #conversion#, the Commission may modify the 
requirements of such paragraph (d).  
 
 

*    *    * 
 

The above resolution (N 160051 ZRY), duly adopted by the City Planning Commission on 
February 3, 2016 (Calendar No. 2), is filed with the Office of the Speaker, City Council, and the 
Borough Presidents in accordance with the requirements of Section 197-d of the New York City 
Charter. 

 

CARL WEISBROD, Chairman 
KENNETH J. KNUCKLES, Esq., Vice Chairman 
ALFRED C. CERULLO, III, JOSEPH I. DOUEK, RICHARD W. EADDY, CHERYL 
COHEN EFFRON, HOPE KNIGHT, ANNA HAYES LEVIN, LARISA ORTIZ, 
Commissioners 
 
RAYANN BESSER, IRWIN G. CANTOR, P.E., ORLANDO MARIN, Commissioners 
voting no 
 
MICHELLE R. DE LA UZ, Commissioner, abstaining 
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Community Board #3BK. Meeting 
November 2, 2015 

ULURP, Housing Land Use Committee Report 

 

Zoning for Quality and Affordability Recommendation Summary 

 Require/Amend/Modify Building Height Limitations 

 Require/Amend/Modify Parking Requirements 

 Amend/Modify to Maintain Character of Community  

HEIGHT LIMITATIONS 

Maximum Height Limitation for Quality Housing Buildings- 
Lower the height in 7A (e.g. Bedford Ave) and 7D Districts (e.g. Fulton St) as follows:    

7A Districts -75ft/7 stories and 7D Districts- 85ft/8 stories. 

Modify Height and Setback Regulations for Quality Housing Buildings-Affordable Housing 
Bonus as follows: 
           7A Districts -85ft/8 stories and 7D Districts-105ft/10 stories. 

PARKING 

Required Accessory Off-Street Spaces for Senior Residences: 
 Modify elimination of group parking to reduction of 50%. 

Waiver of Requirements of Small # of spaces in 7A districts: 
 Reduce Waiver from 15 to 5. 
 
Reduction of (market rate unit) Parking Spaces in Transit Zone to Facilitate Affordable Housing 
and Senior Housing: 

Define surrounding area for available parking as up to 1,000 ft. and must be considered 
by BSA as well as proximity to public transportation. 
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Transit Zone: 
 One half mile from the G train is considered within a transit zone, albeit infrequent 
service and typically requiring transfer. This may not be viable. 
 

MAINTAINING CHARACTER 

Affordable Independent Residences for seniors: 
 Require agreement to low income for 30 years.  

Quality Housing Buildings Lot Coverage: 
 Retain 80% building lot coverage instead of 100% coverage. 
 
Affordable Independent residences for Seniors FAR: 
 Adjust the FAR on narrow streets to 4.0, and 4.6 for inclusionary housing.  

Special Provisions for Shallow Lots and Rear Yard Equivalent for quality Housing: 
 This way you provide a degree of relief without the need for a variance. 

Permitted Obstructions in Rear Yards and Equivalents: 
 Regulate rear one-story building enlargements. 

Standard Minimum Distance between Two Buildings on a Single Zoning Lot: 
 Adjust for greater maximum between buildings with certain considerations. 
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To Whom It May Concern: 

At the Wednesday, November 18, 2015 meeting and Public Hearing of Brooklyn Community Board #4 the 

full board voted yes on the Department of City Planning zoning text amendments with the following 

provisions. 

  MANDATORY INCLUSINARY HOUSING TEXT AMENDMENT N 160051 ZRY 

1. Expedite the process of strengthening enforcement provisions because permanent is a long time. 

2. Widen income bands so that the 60% average AMI does include 40% within the same and even 

                          lower so that there is a true average and a wide range within that average not just people earning 

                          80% of AMI. 

 

ZONING FOR QUALITY & AFFORDABILITY TEXT AMENDMENT N160049 ZRY 

Community Board #4 continues to seek a rezoning to better reflect existing building heights combined 

with height limited designated areas for growth to provide for permanent affordable housing 

opportunities.  Community Board #4 gives consideration to some of the benefits and precautions that 

would be necessary to be in place with eventual successful rezoning. 

Affordable Independent Residence for Seniors Being Retained as a Resource 

Community Board 4 is concerned that, but for zoning bonus enables floor area, there would be no 

obligation mechanism to prevent the conversion of affordable independent residences for seniors to 

market rate housing occupancy beyond the terms of its regulatory agreement (minimum of 30 years 

according to zoning definition for affordable housing). This is despite generous additional floor area and 

height, and relaxed parking requirements when compared to market rate housing. Community Board 4 

seeks for the zoning text to deter affordable independent residences for seniors from being converted to 

market-rate housing by providing the City an opportunity to provide operating subsidies to extend the 

regulatory period  

http://www.nyc.gov/brooklyncb4


 

 

Height of Affordable Independent Residences for Seniors in R4 and R5 Zoning Districts 

As Community Board 4 is seeking a rezoning to better reflect existing building heights combined with height-limited 

designated areas for growth. There are some blocks in Bushwick that might be candidates for R4 and/or R5 zoning 

designations.  Community Board 4 is concerned that City Planning is proposing for both affordable independent 

residences for seniors and for long term care facilities to be as tall as six-stories (up to 65 feet) in R4 and R5 districts at a 

distance of 25 feet from the street line, as such height would be permit uncharacteristic height on block with two- to 

three-story homes.   

Community Board 4 seeks to have the height for affordable independent residences for seniors and long term care 

facilities be limited to 4 stories or 45 feet in R4 Districts (1.29 FAR) and 5 stories or 55 feet in R5 Districts (1.95 FAR) so 

that these buildings would be less uncharacteristic with the existing two-to three-stories homes.   

Height of Avenue Buildings Next to Adjacent Side Street Buildings 

As Community Board 4 is seeking a rezoning to better reflect existing building heights combined with height-limited 

designated areas for growth. There are many mid-blocks in Bushwick that might be candidates for row-house R4B, R5B 

and R6B zoning designations.  When these districts are adjacent to R6A and R7A Districts, the height of the Avenue 

building is restricted for the 25 feet next to the row-house districts to 35 feet in R4 and R5 Districts and 50 feet in R6B. 

City Planning is proposing to increase these heights to 75 feet. Community Board 4 is concerned that this modification 

goes totally against the intent of the many neighborhood-wide contextual preservation-based rezoning where the 

community supported increased density in appropriate locations.  

Community Board 4 seeks a rejection of this proposed text modification 

Height for Quality Housing Buildings In Inclusionary Housing Districts Where No Affordable Housing is Being Provided 

Community Board 4 has an Inclusionary Housing Designated Area where the Rheingold Brewery was once located where 

the developer is able to build to a height of 80 feet whether or not the development includes affordable housing.  If the 

buildings were constructed without providing for affordable housing the buildings would have about 15 percent less 

permitted floor area than non-Inclusionary Housing designated areas which permit the same height of 80 feet. 

Community Board 4 believes there is no need for the Rheingold site to accommodate a building 80 feet in height without 

providing for affordable housing less since it would be providing less floor area than similarly zoned non-designated 

areas.  

Community Board seeks to reduce the maximum height of the building to 65 feet (not more than six-stories) in the R6A 

District and to 70 feet (not more than seven-stories) in R7A Districts unless the second floor meets the proposed height 

standard of at least 13 feet above the ground.  If the second floor is sufficiently elevated, the height could be 70 feet in 

R6A and 75 feet in R7A  

Height for Quality Housing Buildings In Voluntary and Mandatory Inclusionary Housing Districts Where Affordable 

Housing is Provided and for Affordable Independent Residences for Seniors 

City Planning is proposing for the R7A zoned areas of the Rheingold rezoning area to permit a height of 100 feet (ten 

stories) with an additional five feet is the second floor is elevated. These heights would also pertain to future mandatory 

R7A upzoning of Bushwick.  Community Board 4 would like to accommodate the affordable housing floor area though is 



concerned that the maximum height and number of stories being proposed is too excessive of an increase to ensure 

accommodation of the Inclusionary Housing designated area permitted floor area. Community Board 4 believes such 

height undermines what the contextual height limits of Rheingold and would result in less community acceptance of 

upzoning.  

Community Board 4 seeks to reduce the increase of the maximum height of the building to 90 feet (not more than nine-

stories) in R7A Districts unless the second floor meets the proposed height standard of at least 13 feet above the ground.  

If the second floor is sufficiently elevated, the height could be 95 feet.  

Corner Lot Coverage for Quality Housing Buildings 

City Planning is proposing to allow residential buildings at corners to coverage the entire lot, in lieu of the existing 80 

percent maximum coverage rule. Community Board 4 is concerned that promoting 100 percent lot coverage provides 

too much flexible which might result in substandard room layouts without containing any windows or with lot line only 

windows that could be blocked one day or having lot line windows adjacent to neighboring back yard. These so called 

offices and dens would not meet light and air standards for living and sleeping rooms. 

Community Board 4 seeks to retain the 80 percent corner lot provision, except for sections of corner lots with lot width 

not exceeding 30 feet which may have 100 percent coverage. 

Shallow lots and Shallow through Lots 

City Planning is proposing to change the definition of what is a shallow lot from 70 feet to 95 feet in depth and 190 feet 

to define a shallow with the intent towards quality design and achieving permitted floor area without the need to obtain 

a Variance from bulk provisions. Community Board 4 is concerned that such change would result in building extensions 

that would altering the character of the collective rear yards of the block. 

Community Board 4 seeks enable more lots to qualify as shallow though less intrusive as proposed by recommending 

increasing the standard of 70 feet to  a new standard of 80 feet and shallow street-to-street lots be defined by 180 feet 

as means to provide a degree of relief without the need for a Variance. 

Required Accessory Off-Street Parking Spaces for Existing Affordable Independent Residences for Seniors 

The proposal would allow existing affordable independent residences for seniors to remove now required group parking 

lots in Community District 4. Community Board 4 is concerned that applying the elimination of parking requirements to 

existing affordable independent residences for seniors does not reflect the utilization residents, employees, frail elderly 

traveling providers, etc.) of these accessory group parking facilities and might result in a quality-of-life impact for the 

residents of surrounding blocks by displacing the existing off-street parking as it would result in added competition for 

on-street parking on surrounding streets.  

Community Board 4 seeks to modify by limiting the as-of-right reduction of the number of parking spaces in such existing 

group parking to fifty percent unless the resulting parking waiver would otherwise permit the elimination of such parking 

requirement. 

ZR 25-261 Waiver of Requirements for Small Number of Spaces for R7A Districts and ZR 25-33 Waiver of Requirements 

for Spaces below Minimum Number for Permitted Non-Residential Uses 

As Community Board 4 is seeking a rezoning to better reflect existing building heights combined with height-limited 

designated areas for growth. Though Community Board 4 is concerned that these higher density zoning districts contain 

a more permissive waiving of any parking requirements for development not exceeding 30 market-rate residences, as 



compared to the current standard of no parking required for ten or less apartments. For community uses, the 

requirement to have parking would jump from 25 or more parking spaces to at least 40 spaces before parking would be 

required.  Community Board 4 believes this would be too many units of market rate housing to not provide parking and 

would negatively affect quality-of-life when it comes to long-time residents retaining the ability to find street parking.  

Community Board 4 seeks to retain for Community Districts 4 the R6 residential waiver of up to five spaces for market-

rate residential development and less than 25 spaces for community facility developments for its R7A Districts. 

Special Permits to Reduce the Number of Parking Spaces  

 Market-rate for developments containing affordable housing (Board of Standards and Appeals) 

 Existing parking spaces for income restricted housing units and for affordable independent residences for 

seniors (BSA) 

 Large scale development (City Planning Commission) 

 

Community Board 4 is concerned that findings do not adequately define a distance to what might be considered the 

surrounding area and do not take into account the availability of parking as an adverse effect  

Community Board 4 seeks to define the surrounding area as up to 1,000 feet and for consideration for the availability of 

parking in the surrounding area and the proximity of public transportation as addition factors in determining the amount 

of parking spaces to reduce or waive. 

After much consideration, the board felt that the aforementioned is a positive move toward the housing needs for our 

community in the future. 

       Respectfully,  

       Nadine Whitted 

       Nadine Whitted 

       District Manager 
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November 27, 2015 
 
 
 
 
Carl Weisbrod 
Chairperson 
City Planning Commission 
120 Broadway, 31st floor 
New York, New York  
 
 
 
Dear Chairperson Weisbrod: 
 
I am writing to advise you that at its November 10, 2015 general meeting Brooklyn Community 
Board 6 resolved by a vote of 21 in favor, 8 against with 2 abstentions to conditionally approve 
of the proposed Zoning for Quality and Affordability (ZQA) text amendment (ULURP No. 
N1600049ZRY). 
 
In a separate action, we also resolved by a vote of 24 in favor, 5 against with 2 abstentions to 
conditionally approve of the proposed Mandatory Inclusionary Housing (MIH) zoning text 
(ULURP No. N160051ZRY). 
 
Our primary basis for supporting these actions is rooted in an acknowledgement that we must do 
more to keep our City affordable for everyone. And while the debate continues on how best to do 
this, and by no means do we feel that these proposed zoning actions present a perfect solution, 
they at least begin to move us from discussion to action. They are a starting point, not an end 
unto themselves. By voicing our support we are also expressing a desire to remain engaged in the 
conversation moving forward. 
 
We hope you will consider and incorporate our conditions to the greatest degree possible. We 
arrived at them through thoughtful and constructive deliberation which involved several 
presentations by the department, an extremely well-attended public hearing sponsored by our 
Land Use committee on October 22, 2015, and many opinions expressed to us by civic groups, 
special interest groups and members of the public. 
 
Zoning for Quality and Affordability (ZQA) text amendment (ULURP No. N1600049ZRY) 
We want to acknowledge that the revision of your original proposal did a lot to move this in what 
we believe was a positive direction. Limiting the allowable height bonus on the ground floors in 
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our district to five feet, from what was originally proposed as a range of five to fifteen feet, was 
more in keeping with the built form of our existing housing stock. The contextual zoning in place 
here, which we lobbied long and hard to get, was done to protect the built form. And it is not 
uncommon for brownstone buildings in our district to be constructed with taller floors at the 
parlor level. Allowing a five foot height bonus at the ground floor is generally in keeping with 
the spirit of our urban design features. 
 
We still reserve some mild concern about how and whether the proposed text amendment could 
undermine elements of our contextual zoning, because the shape of our buildings is such an 
important signature characteristic in many of our neighborhoods, but we find that offering the 
ground floor height bonus—limited to five feet—gives developers more options to build closer 
to our actual built form. The current rezoning imposes restrictions that make it more difficult to 
achieve the building envelopes we actually want to see. 
 
Our condition on the ZQA action relates to the proposed designation of our entire Community 
District as a “Transit Zone.” We generally have favored the City’s taking a more refined 
approach to parking requirements as we find that the existing regulations encourage the creation 
of a surplus of off-street parking spaces which, we believe, can ultimately do more to harm than 
good for a community. To put a finer point on the proposal to include us in the Transit Zone, 
however, we must dispute the underlying assumption that our entire district has equal and 
convenient access to good transit options. We suggest that our Red Hook neighborhood is in fact 
a transit-challenged community. The Department of City Planning has conducted its own studies 
on this basis; so we know we aren’t telling you something you don’t already know. To that end, 
as a condition for our support, we ask that the proposal be modified to exclude Red Hook from 
the Transit Zone designation for our district. 
 
Mandatory Inclusionary Housing (MIH) zoning text (ULURP No. N160051ZRY) 
On the MIH proposal we have several conditions because some of the proposal’s elements left us 
uneasy as currently written. Part of our uneasiness lies in the fact that there are still aspects of 
this proposal which have not as yet been solidified such as the “Payment in Lieu of 
Participation” option described more fully below. We believe some further refinements and 
adjustments are in order and suggest the following for further consideration. 
 
First, we understand the concept behind offering developers a “Payment in Lieu of Participation” 
option and while some people believe that mandatory inclusionary housing should in fact be 
mandatory, on balance we believed that offering such an option does make sense but that there 
needed to be more accuracy and fairness in the value-basis on which such payments would be 
calculated. As currently conceived we understand that payment formulas are still being worked 
out but that developers would likely be assessed based on construction cost differentials. We 
assert that this would be letting the developers off on the cheap and, instead, that such values 
should be based on such factors as the construction costs, present value of projected profits, and 
even the value of any zoning changes which may be an essential part of a developer’s proposal. 
Considering these factors as a basis would, to us, be a much fairer way of assessing payment 
options for developers. 
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Second, the current proposal would allow for the construction of off-site housing to satisfy the 
mandatory inclusionary housing component. Allowing off-site affordable housing development, 
to us, means that developers would then have the option of building rich and poor buildings. 
They could building rich buildings in areas with good public transit options, good school districts 
and access to healthy and nutritious food markets. They could also build poor buildings in areas, 
perhaps even within a stone’s throw of the rich building, that would have lesser transit options, 
lesser performing schools and starved for healthy food. We do not think that developers should 
have the option of constructing off-site affordable housing units. This proposal must seek to 
integrate not aggravate the segregation we are already challenged by in this City. 
 
Lastly, we continue to experience a high degree of skepticism whenever the term affordable is 
used. Affordable, yes, but affordable for whom? Since we are all-too-familiar with how the use 
of the Federal definition of Area Median Income fails to adequately and accurately depict real-
life living conditions in New York City, we are challenging you to come up with a better model, 
a better definition that includes integration and diverse income levels as an overarching goal. 
Lower income residents should not be hurt by this proposal. They must be protected. 
 
 
Thank you for your attention and consideration in this matter. We stand ready to continue this 
conversation and welcome the opportunity for further dialogue. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 / S / 
 
Gary G. Reilly 
Chairperson 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
cc: Hon. Bill de Blasio 
      Hon. Eric Adams 
      Hon. Steve Levin 
      Hon. Carlos Menchaca 
      Hon. Brad Lander 
      Winston Von Engel, Director, DCP/Brooklyn 
      Community Boards Citywide       
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The City of New York 

 COMMUNITY BOARD 17 

      4112 Farragut Road, Brooklyn, NY 11210 

        Tel: (718) 434-3072 Fax: (718) 434-3801 
 

 

                       CB17 Response to Zoning for 

    Quality and Affordability and Mandatory Inclusionary Housing  

 

Community Board 17 is concerned that the proposed standards for single-family detached

home, detached home R1 and R2 Districts, for Long-term care facilities, permitted  

subject to the provisions of a modified ZR 22-42 (Long-Term Care Facilities), does not  

provide for similar standards applicable to R3A, R3X, R4A and R5A detached home  

Districts as a means to restrict the placement of Long-term care facilities in such districts.

Community Board 17 seeks to restrict incompatible use and bulk from detached home  

areas.  
 

CB 17 EXPECTS TO HAVE SOME OF THESE DISTRICTS MAPPED IN THE NEXT 

FEW YEARS AS PART OF ITS REQUEST TO THE DEPARTMENT OF CITY  

PLANNING FOR A REZONING, SO IT WOULD LIKE SUCH PROTECTIONS IN  

PLACE NOW FOR THESE ZONING DISTRICTS. 
 

ZR 12-10 Affordable independent residences for seniors 

 

Community Board 17 is concerned that such use of affordable independent residences for

seniors would be pursuant to a regulatory agreement to occupancy by low income house- 

holds for a minimum of 30 years in lieu of the City having right to impose extended  

duration options.  Community Board 17 seeks to prevent generous additionally floor area 

and relaxed parking requirements from being converted to market-rate housing without  

first giving the City the opportunity to provide operating subsidies. 
 

ZR 22-13 Use Group 3 Community Facilities 

 

Community Board 17 is concerned that the proposed standards for single-family detached

home R1 and R2 Districts, for Long-term care facilities, permitted subject to the  

provisions of a modified ZR 22-42 (Long-Term Care Facilities) according to footnote #1,

does not provide for similar standards applicable to R3A, R3X, R4A and R5A detached  

home Districts as a means to restrict the placement of Long-term care facilities in such  

districts. Community Board 17 seeks to restrict incompatible use and bulk from detached 

home areas. 
 

ZR 22-22 Uses Permitted by Special Permit by the City Planning  

Commission 

 

Community Board 17 is concerned that the requirement to obtain discretionary approval  

for long-term care facilities (except as provided in ZR 22-42 (Long-Term Care Facilities 

is limited to R1 and R2 detached single-family home Districts, while allowing long-term 

care facilities in R3A, R3X, R4A and R5A detached home Districts as-of-right.   

Executive Officers 
 
Barrington Barrett C
hairperson 
 
Lebrun E. Burnett 
First Vice Chair 
 
Rodrick F. Daley 
Second Vice Chair 
 

June Persaud 
Treasurer 
 
Jorge Tait 
Secretary 

Sherif Fraser 
District Manager 
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Community 17 seeks that such use be pursuant to a Special Permit or City Planning Commission Authorization 

as a means to provide standards of findings and Community Board input. 
 

ZR 22-42 City Planning Commission Special Permit for Long-Term Care Facilities 

 

Community Board 17 understands that the proposed lot sizes and distances from residents for locating a long- 

term care facility in R1 and R2 single-family home Districts would be too stringent for R3A, R3X, R4A and R5

A detached home Districts, though is concerned that the Commission findings regarding the use, its scale and  

placement of the building, would not alter the essential character of the neighborhood and of adequate  

buffering from adjacent residences are not part of the proposal for consideration for the locating of long-term  

care facility use for these detached home Districts. Community Board 17 seeks for the City Planning  

Commission to have authority according to either an Authorization or Special Permit to approve the placing of  

long-term care facilities in these detached home districts. 
 

ZR 23-01 Applicability and General Purposes 

 

Community Board 17 is concerned that there are no additional provisions for R3, R4 and R5 Districts where  

such residential development is significantly consistent where R3A, R3X, R4A and R5A detached home and R3

-1 and R4-1 semi-detached Districts are now established as a means to preclude uncharacteristic proposed bulk 

of affordable independent residences for seniors and long-term care facilities on block fronts predominantly  

developed with detached homes. The Board seeks the establishment of provisions consistent with ZR 23-011  

regarding the Quality Housing Program where according to ZR 23-011(c)(3), zoning lots occupied by a single, 

two or three-family detached or semi-detached residence where 70 percent or more of the aggregate length of  

the block fronts in residential use on both sides of the street facing each other are occupied by such residences. 

Community Board 17 believes that such provision would assure that perfectly-sound homes on such blocks are 

not demolished to develop such out-of-context facilities. 
 

 

ZR23-153 Quality Housing Buildings Corner Lot Coverage 

 

Community 17 Board is concerned that the maximum residential lot building coverage for a corner lot would be

100 percent, in lieu of the existing 80 percent provision, without regard to lot width. The Borough Board  

believes that the such design flexible promoted by 100 percent lot coverage could promote substandard room  

layouts/proximity to windows, including so called offices and dens that would not meet light and air standards  

for living and sleeping rooms. Community 17 Board seeks to retain the 80 percent corner lot provision, except  

for sections of corner lots with lot width not exceeding 30 feet which may have 100 percent coverage. 
 

ZR 23-155 Affordable independent residences for seniors Floor Area Ratio 

 

Community Board 17 is concerned that the maximum floor area for R8B remains 4.0 FAR while the equivalent 

residential floor area for R7A was increased to 5.01 for R7A without regard to whether the R7A is mapped on 

wide or narrow streets. Community Board 17 seeks for narrow street frontages to be treated the same by  

retaining 4.0 on both the R7A fronting narrow streets and R8B should be increased to match the R7A 

Inclusionary Zoning FAR standard of 4.6 FAR. 
 

ZR 23-156 Special lot coverage provisions for shallow lots in R6-R10 Districts, ZR 23-52 (b)(2) Special  

Provisions for Shallow Interior Lots, ZR 23-533 Required rear yard equivalent for Quality Housing build

ings and ZR 23-534 Special Provisions for Shallow Through Lots R6-R10 Districts 

 

Community Board 17 is concerned that the changing the definition from 70 feet to 95 feet (Note: Lower Density

Districts would remain at 70 feet) in depth to define a shallow lot and 190 feet to define a shallow through lot is 

too permissive towards achieving City Planning’s intent towards quality design and achieving permitted floor  
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area without the need to obtain a Variance from bulk provisions and would result in overly permissive rear yard 

enlargements altering the character of the collective rear yards of a block. There are sections of Brooklyn blocks

that are not characterize by the standard block width of 200 feet where lots are consistently 80 or 90 feet in  

depth with yard character well-defined that might be compromised by more liberal lot coverage if the existing  

shallow lot standard were increased from 70 feet to 95 feet of depth. The Borough Board seeks for shallow lot  

provisions to be increased from 70 feet to 80 feet and shallow through lots be defined by 180 feet as means to  

provide a degree of relief without the need for a Variance. 
 

ZR 23-44 (b)(9) Permitted Obstructions in Required Yards or Rear Yard Equivalents in R6A and R7A  

Districts 

 

Community Board 17 is concerned that permitting rear one-story building enlargements up to 15 feet in height 

might not be an appropriate intrusion for the character of the collective rear yards where R6A and R7A Districts

are mapped along narrow street widths. Community Board 17 seeks for zoning lots located in an R6A or R7A  

District that fronts along a narrow street to be regulated consistent with R6B, R7B and R8B Districts, where  

such rear yard intrusion would not be applicable according to the proposed text. 
 

ZR 23-631 (f) General Provisions Height and Setback Requirements in R5D Districts and ZR 23-662 Max

imum height of buildings and setback regulations R6-R10 Districts for Quality Housing buildings 

 

Community Board 17 is concerned that the level of adjoining sidewalk is an ill-defined reference term for  

zoning lots with sloped frontages to determine where the determination that the finished floor of the second  

story above grade is measured from as a means to establish a height of at least 13 feet has been provided in  

order to achieve the additional five feet of building height. Community Board 17 seeks to establish open space  

measurement from legal grade of the base plane or some equivalent standard.  

ZR 23-631 (i) General Provisions Height and Setback Requirements in R3-2-R5 Districts Except for R4A, R4B,

R4-1, R5A, R5B, R5D and Special Ocean Parkway Districts 

 

Community Board 17 is concerned as noted on comments above regarding ZR 23-01 that there are no additional

provisions for R3, R4 and R5 Districts where such residential development is significantly consistent where R3

A, R3X, R4A and R5A detached home and R3-1 and R4-1 semi-detached Districts are now established as a  

means to preclude uncharacteristic proposed bulk of affordable independent residences for seniors on block  

fronts predominantly developed with detached and semi- detached homes and that for others blocks the  

proposed building would be equally permitted to  achieve a height of up to 6 stories or 65 feet beyond 25 feet  

from the street line without regard to the permitted floor area ratio being 0.95 FAR in R3-2 Districts, 1.29 FAR 

in R4 Districts and 1.95 FAR in R5 Districts.  Community Board 17 seeks 3 stories or 35 feet in R3-2 Districts, 

4 stories or 45 feet in R4 Districts and 5 stories or 55 feet in R5 Districts for zoning lots on blocks that do not  

meet that characteristics of defining detached or semi-detached homes. 
 

ZR 23-664 (a) Modified height and setback regulations for certain buildings R6-R10 Districts for Quality 

Housing buildings providing affordable housing pursuant to the Inclusionary Housing Program and  

Table 1 Modified Maximum Base Height and Maximum Building Height for Certain Quality Housing  

Buildings 

 

Community Board 17 is concerned that the maximum height and number of stories is proposed to be  

excessively increased in the intent to accommodate the Inclusionary Housing designated area permitted floor  

area ratio (FAR) and as a result undermines community led efforts to impose contextual height limits in areas  

rezoned to promote housing development as part of neighborhood-wide contextual rezoning that included  

contextual preservation-minded rezoning. Community Board 17 seeks to adjust corresponding Table 1 as it  

pertains to Maximum Height of Building with non-qualify ground floor/Maximum Height of Building with  

qualifying ground floor/Maximum Number of Stories as follows: R7A 90/95/9; R7D 110/115/1 
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ZR 23-711(b)(2) Standard Minimum Distance Between Two or More Buildings on a Single Zoning Lot R

3-R10 Districts for Two or more buildings on a single zoning lot 

 

Community Board 17  is concerned that the more minimal standards of the New York State Multiple Dwelling 

Law to require not more than 40 feet between building walls of undefined length of overlap up to 125 feet in  

height does not adequately provide for light and air.  Given the expectation of utilizing excess development  

rights of NYCHA campuses and existing affordable independent residences for seniors, there should be an  

expectation of quality light and air standards as opposed to provisions that allow less than desirable building  

placements. Community  Board 17 seeks a maximum length where distance between buildings up to 125 feet in 

height when at least one wall contains legal windows, should have a maximum length of overlap within the  

standard of 40 feet and then require up to a maximum requirement of 60 feet between such building walls. 
 

ZR 24-013 (a)(2) Special provision for certain community facility uses for buildings containing long-term 

care facilities in R3 through R5 districts except in R3A, R3X, R3-1, R4A, R4B, R4-1, R5A, R5B and R5D 

Districts 

 

Community Board 17 is concerned that the proposed as-of-right allowance of provisions for affordable  

independent residences for seniors to be applicable to long-term care facilities is too wide-spread for these  

zoning districts and could potentially result in out-of-context development of incapable intensity of use. This  

includes not having provisions for R3, R4 and R5 Districts where such residential development is significantly  

consistent where R3A, R3X, R4A and R5A detached home,  R3-1 and R4-1 semi-detached and R4B, R5B and 

R5D attached Districts as a means to preclude uncharacteristic proposed bulk of long-term care facilities on  

block fronts predominantly developed with detached homes and semi-detached homes and along narrow streets 

where such long-term care facilities, which are essentially businesses with a significant employment presence  

seeking placement in low-density residential  areas. The Borough Board seeks the establishment of provisions  

consistent with ZR 23-011 regarding the Quality Housing Program where according to ZR 23-011(c)(3), zoning

lots occupied by a single, two or three-family detached, semi-detached residence and row house districts  

without front yard parking, where 70 percent or more of the aggregate length of the block fronts in residential  

use on both sides of the street facing each other are occupied by such residences. The Borough Board believes  

that such provision would assure that perfectly-sound homes on such blocks are not demolished to develop such

out-of-context facilities. In addition such affordable independent residences for seniors to be applicable to long-

term care facilities floor area and bulk envelop should not be applicable to zonings lots exclusively fronting  

along narrow streets. 
 

ZR 24-164 Special Provisions for Zoning Lots Containing Both Community Facility and Residential Uses 

Location of Open Space Residential Portion R1-R9 

 

Community Board is 17 concerned that the ground floor incentive to allowing building heights to be increased  

by five feet without adjusting the qualifying rear yard height, which is now up to 23 feet above curb level for  

meeting the required residential open space requirement upon the roof of the community facility portion of such

building, might preclude use of the ground floor incentive or the provision of a two stories of community  

facility use extending into the rear yard. Community Board 17 seeks to modify the qualifying community  

facility rooftop residential open space height to 25 feet. 
 

ZR 25-252 Required Accessory Off-Street Parking Spaces for Residences – Modification of Requirements

Where Group Parking Facilities Are Required R1-R10 Districts for Affordable Independent Residences  

for Seniors 

 

Community Board 17 is concerned that applying the elimination of parking requirements to existing affordable  
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independent residences for seniors within the transit zone does not reflect the utilization of such accessory  

group parking facilities and might result in a quality-of-life impact for the residents of surrounding blocks  

displacing existing off-street parking with the resulting added competition for on-street parking on surrounding 

streets, In addition, the Borough Board is concerned that outside the transit zone the proposed rate decrease  

from 35 percent in R3 and R4 Districts and 31.5 percent in R5 Districts to 10 percent is too much of a decline  

given that these locations might induce automobile trips associated with building staffing for such residences in  

combination with the number of senior households that might still own cars when relocating to such affordable  

independent residences for seniors and might have a degree of dependency on such automobiles for trips  

ranging from medical appointments, purchasing food and consumer goods and lifestyle in these less than assess

able neighborhoods outside the transit zone. Community Board 17 seeks to modify by limiting the as-of-right  

reduction of the number of parking spaces in such existing group parking to fifty percent unless the resulting  

parking waiver would facilitate the elimination of such parking requirement, and for group parking facilities out

side the transit zone, that in lieu of ten percent, to limit the reduction of parking requirement to 15 percent in R5

Districts and 20 percent in R3 and R4 Districts. 
 

ZR 25-261 Waiver of Requirements for Small Number of Spaces for R7A Districts and ZR 25-33 Waiver 

of Requirements for Spaces below  Minimum Number for Permitted Non-Residential Uses 

 

Community Board 17 is concerned that the waiving of any parking requirements for development not exceeding

30 residences or where more than 25 parking spaces but not exceeding 40 spaces for community uses is  

excessive for neighborhoods in the outermost sections of Brooklyn where car ownership rates tend to reflect life

styles where quality-of-life depends on the ability to find parking. Community Board 17 seeks to modify the  

residential waiver in certain R7A Districts from 15 spaces to the R6, R7-1 and R7B standard of five spaces and 

the community facility use waiver from 40 spaces to the R6, R7-1 and R7B standard of 25 spaces. 
 

ZR 28-11 Elevated Ground Floor Units R6-R10 Districts 

 

Community Board 17 is concerned that for Quality Housing buildings, excluding up to 100 square feet for each 

foot above curb level up from the definition of zoning floor area is nearly 40 percent more than necessary to  

equate the floor space required to comply with ADA ramp and standards, resulting up approximately up to 150 

sf of free development rights.  The Borough Board seeks to reduce the exemption to 70 feet per foot. 
 

ZR 73-433 Reduction of (market-rate unit) parking spaces in the Transit Zone to facilitate affordable  

housing 

 

Community Board 17 is concerned that finding (c) does not adequately define a distance to what might be  

considered the surrounding area and does not mention finding parking as what might have an undue adverse  

effect and does not contain similar factors as identified in ZR 73-434 Reduction of existing parking spaces for  

income restricted housing units for addition safeguard that might be imposed by the Board of Standards and  

Appeals. Community Board 17 seeks to define the surrounding area as up to 1,000 feet and BSA must consider 

the availability of parking in the surrounding area and the proximity of public transportation. 
 

ZR 73-434 Reduction of existing parking spaces for income restricted housing units and ZR 73-435  

Reduction of existing parking spaces for affordable independent residences for seniors 

 

Community Board 17 is concerned that finding (c) does not mention finding parking as what might have an  

undue adverse effect  and finding (c) and factors to be considered by the BSA does not adequately define a  

distance to what might be considered the surrounding area.  Community Board 17 seeks to define the  

surrounding area as up to 1,000 feet. 
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ZR 73-623 Bulk modifications for Quality Housing buildings on irregular sites 

 

Community Board 17 is concerned that existing site planning building placement, accommodation of parking  

requirements and underbuilding of height that resulted in much underutilization of permitted floor area and not  

listed as practical difficulties according to finding (b) in order to provide the BSA with more latitude when the  

ownership remains the same. 
 

ZR 74-903 (a) (2) and (3) Special Permit for certain community facility uses in R3 to R5 Districts and  

certain Commercial Districts by the City Planning Commission to permit the community facility floor are

a ration and bulk provisions containing long-term care facilities or philanthropic or non-profit  

institutions with sleeping accommodations 

 

Community Board 17 is concerned that the proposed City Planning Commission special permit allowance of  

provisions for affordable independent residences for seniors to be applicable to long-term care facilities is too  

wide-spread for these zoning districts and could potentially result in out-of-context development of incapable  

intensity of use. This includes not having provisions for R3, R4 and R5 Districts where such residential  

development is significantly consistent where R3A, R3X, R4A and R5A detached home and R3-1 and R4-1  

semi-detached Districts as a means to preclude uncharacteristic proposed bulk of long-term care facilities on  

block fronts predominantly developed with detached homes and semi-detached homes and along narrow streets 

where such long-term care facilities, which are essentially businesses with a significant employment presence 

seeking placement in low-density residential  areas. The Borough Board seeks the establishment of provisions  

consistent with ZR 23-011 regarding the Quality Housing Program where according to ZR 23-011(c)(3), zoning

lots occupied by a single, two or three-family detached or semi-detached residence where 70 percent or more of 

the aggregate length of the block fronts in residential use on both sides of the street facing each other are  

occupied by such residence be incorporated into sub-sections (2) and (3). Community Board 17 believes that  

such provision would alleviate out-of-context facilities. 
 

Appendix 1: Transit Zone 

 

Community Board 17 is concerned that For Community District 17, west of East 93rd Street to south of east  

New York Avenue to Utica Avenue and east of Brooklyn Avenue should be removed from the Transit Zone. 
 

R3-2, R4 and R5 District Developed with Primarily Detached and Semi-Detached Homes 

 

Community Board 17 is concerned that many areas zoned R3-2, R4 and R5 are not receiving the same  

protection from the Zoning Resolution as Districts that preclude attached housing, such as bulk and height  

pertaining to affordable independent residences for seniors and to long-term care facilities. Community Board  

17 seeks preliminary analysis of all R3-2, R4 and R5 Districts to determine where Districts such as R3A, R3X, 

R3-1, R4A, R4-1 and R5A are appropriate and then for the Department of City Planning to undertake such 

rezoning as part of City Planning’s Comprehensive rezoning requested by Community Board 17. 
 

Affordability Requirements 

Community Board 17 is concerned that 55 percent of City renter households are rent-burdened. In order to  

ensure that rent burdened households receive the maximum opportunity to secure regulated permanent  

Mandatory Inclusionary Housing Text facilitate housing, the Borough Board seeks to have AMI qualifications  

adjusted to include those who would reduce their rent burden. The Board is concerned that there is no  

obligation to reach households at 40% AMI (or rent-burdened equivalent). The Board seeks a mandated  

set-aside for percentage (determined individually by Community Districts) at 40% AMI for both the 60% and  

80% average AMI options. 
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Location 

Community Board 17 is concerned that unlike the Voluntary Inclusionary Housing program, Mandatory  

Inclusionary Zoning  not provide any opportunity preclude displacement. For those being displaced, lottery  

units do not guarantee lottery selection or even having the proper income to be eligible for such units. The  

Board seeks to expand eligibility to a preservation option so that more tools are available to keep residents  

permanently in their apartments according to rent-regulated protection. 
 

BSA Special Permit 

Community Board 17 is concerned that the findings to be made by the Board of Standards and Appeals… In  

addition, the Board seeks to limit the amount of market rate floor area to the equivalent value of the  

non-bonused Floor Area Ratio of the Voluntary Inclusionary Housing Program (67% of FAR) 

 

 

 

 

Thank you.  
 









 

COMMUNITY BOARD #1 – MANHATTAN 

RESOLUTION 

 

DATE: NOVEMBER 19, 2015 

 

COMMITTEE OF ORIGIN:  PLANNING 

 

BOARD VOTE: 38 In Favor 0 Opposed 0 Abstained 0 Recused 

 

RE: Mandatory Inclusionary Housing 

 

WHEREAS:  The New York City Department of City Planning (DCP) has proposed a zoning 

text amendment entitled Mandatory Inclusionary Housing (MIH); and 

 

WHEREAS:  MIH is a zoning text amendment that can be applied through a zoning map 

change for additional density by a ULURP action or through a special permit 

which creates substantial density, neither of which are likely to occur in 

Community District 1 (CD1) where few areas are appropriate for rezoning to a 

higher density; and 

 

WHEREAS:  MIH is a new proposal to use zoning to require permanently affordable housing 

when future City Planning Commission (CPC) actions encourage substantial new 

housing; and 

 

WHEREAS:  For each rezoning, the CPC and City Council can apply: 

 Option 1: 25% of units set aside as affordable housing for individuals and 

families earning at an average of 60% AMI; 

 Option 2: 30% of units set aside as affordable housing for individuals and 

families earning at an average of 80% AMI; or 

 Option 3: 30% of units set aside as affordable housing for individuals and 

families earning at an average of 120% AMI (without direct subsidy), though 

this option is not available in Manhattan CDs 1-8; and 

 

WHEREAS:  Under MIH, required units would be new, permanently affordable units, and the 

proposed text amendment applies to new developments, enlargements, or 

conversions with more than 10 units; and 

 

WHEREAS:  Affordable units can be located either on-site in the same building as market-rate 

units, spread on at least half of the buildings’ stories with a common street 

entrance and lobby; on-site, in a separate building, completely independent from 

the ground to the sky; or off-site on a different zoning lot located within the same 

community district or within ½ mile; and 

 

WHEREAS:  Other considerations are a “payment-in-lieu” option for buildings between 11 and 

25 units or those under 25,000 square feet, or a reduction or waiver of 

requirements through the Board of Standards and Appeals based on a finding that 

compliance would make development financially infeasible; and 

 



 

WHEREAS:  MIH would be applicable for public and private applications to the CPC that 

encourage substantial new housing, each with its own full public review, such as 

City-initiated rezonings, private applications for zoning map changes, or private 

applications for special permits that create substantial new residential density;  

and 

 

WHEREAS:  CB1 is aware that other community boards and elected officials have expressed 

various questions and concerns regarding the text amendment, including those 

raised in a November 17, 2015 letter addressed to CPC Chair Carl Weisbrod from 

Borough President Gale Brewer and co-signed by several Members of Congress, 

New York State Senators, New York State Assembly Members and New York 

City Council Members; now 

 

THEREFORE 

BE IT 

RESOLVED 

THAT:  CB1 supports the objective and goals of MIH and strongly supports enabling the 

development of permanent city-wide affordable housing; and 

 

BE IT 

FURTHER 

RESOLVED  

THAT:  CB1, however, opposes the MIH text amendment as currently proposed; and 

 

BE IT 

FURTHER 

RESOLVED 

THAT:  CB1 requests the Department of City Planning and City Planning Commission 

seek to resolve the following concerns of CB1, as well as those reported concerns 

of other community districts and various elected officials, regarding the current 

proposal for MIH: 

 

1. CB1 is disappointed by the minimal applicability for this proposal in CD1 and 

requests that DCP continually evaluate new ways to create affordable housing 

in CD1 and city-wide; 

2. In the case that MIH would be applied in CD1, adequate city services and 

infrastructure improvements must be matched in order to accommodate the 

increased residential population; 

3. CB1 firmly believes that long-term protection of affordability is as important 

as new resident’s affordability protections; 

4. An option for housing for individuals and families at 165% of AMI should be 

available for neighborhoods such as those within CD1, in order to 

accommodate for existing middle-income residents who would otherwise 

exceed the maximum and would not be eligible for new housing under the 

proposed program’s current affordability options; 

5. The “workforce option” also should be available in all community districts, 

including CD1; 

6. In the case of “payment-in-lieu” fees, CB1 urges that these funds remain 

permanently available in the appropriate community district, rather than being 

relocated for use outside the district after a certain amount of time; 



 

7. CB1 is concerned that there is no requirement for DCP to return to community 

districts to give an update on the progress of MIH after the program would be 

implemented; 

8. CB1 more generally does not believe a one-size-fits-all approach to 

inclusionary housing is necessarily a proper approach in a city as large and 

diverse as New York City; 

9. CB1 is concerned this program takes away zoning input and decisions from 

each of the community districts including CB1; 

10. This program does not do enough for middle-income residents (e.g., the 

spectrum above 80% AMI) or encourage creation of mixed-income 

neighborhoods; 

11. The current draft of MIH effectively allows for a loophole by allowing a 

waiver to be granted by the Board of Standards and Appeals, again taking 

away community input on local-level zoning decisions; 

12. This program does not fight displacement or secure adequate tenant anti-

harassment protections; 

13. MIH’s on-site, separate building concept would replace “poor doors” with 

“poor buildings”; 

14. The trigger for applicability of MIH should be made replaced with clear, 

objective standards and expanded to a lower threshold for provision of 

affordable housing, because the “substantial new density” threshold is 

subjective and unclear; and 

15. CB1 is concerned with the process in which this proposal was crafted, having 

come to the community boards only after significant input from other interests 

including the real estate industry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



	   	   	  

COMMUNITY BOARD NO. 2, MANHATTAN 

3 WASHINGTON SQUARE VILLAGE 

NEW  YORK,  NY 10012-1899 
w w w . c b 2 m a n h a t t a n . o r g  

P :  212 -979 -2272  F :  212 -254 -5102  E:  info@cb2manhattan.org 
Greenwich Village   v    Little Italy   v    SoHo   v    NoHo   v   Hudson Square   v    Chinatown    v    Gansevoort Market 

 
November 20, 2015 
 
Carl Weisbrod, Director 
City Planning Commission 
22 Reade Street 
New York, NY 10007 
 
Dear Mr. Weisbrod: 
 
At its Full Board meeting on November 20, 2015, CB#2, Manhattan (CB#2-Man.), adopted the 
following resolution: 
 
Mandatory  Inclusionary  Housing  (MIH)  Presentation  by  the  staff  of  Department  of  City  Planning  to  
review  the  impact  on  our  district  of  the  proposed  city  wide  zoning  text  amendment:  Mandatory  
Inclusionary  Housing.  
  
Whereas  

1.    As  a  key  initiative  of  Housing  New  York  (Mayor  DeBlasio'ʹs  housing  plan),  the  Department  of  
City  Planning  is  proposing  a  Mandatory  Inclusionary  Housing  program  that  would  require  a  
share  of  new  housing  to  be  affordable  through  zoning  actions.  

2.    This  proposal  is  for  mandatory  and  permanent  affordable  housing  to  be  a  part  of  every  
application  when  developers  build  in  an  area  zoned  for  MIH.    

3.    This  also  includes  applications,  including  rezonings  and  special  permits,  that  substantially  
increase  floor  area  above  what  is  allowed  by  zoning.    

4.    Under  the  proposal,  the  City  Planning  Commission  and  City  Council  would  apply  one  or  both  
of  the  following  requirements  to  each  MIH  area:  

a.    25%  of  residential  floor  area  must  be  for  affordable  housing  units  for  residents  with  
incomes  averaging  60%  AMI.  
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b.  30%  of  residential  floor  area  must  be  for  affordable  housing  units  for  residents  with  incomes  
averaging  80%  AMI.  

5.    In  addition,  the  City  Planning  Commission  and  City  Council  could  decide  to  apply  an  
additional,  limited  “workforce”  option  (Option  C)  for  markets  where  moderate-‐‑  or  middle-‐‑
income  development  is  marginally  financially  feasible  without  subsidy,  in  which  case  30%  of  
residential  floor  area  must  be  for  affordable  housing  units  for  residents  with  incomes  
averaging  120%  AMI,  but  this  will  not  apply  to  Manhattan  Community  Districts  1-‐‑8.  

              6.    CB2  has  been  disappointed  by  the  tendency  in  the  Hudson  Square  Special  District  for  
developers  to  build  without  inclusionary  units  even  though  we  were  assured  at  the  time  of  the  
rezoning  that  incentives  would  work  to  achieve  the  desired  goals  of  diversity  and  
affordability.  
  

                7.  MIH  would  allow  an  increase  to  the  height  limit  on  Hudson  Square  narrow  streets  including  
for  developments  that  do  not  provide  inclusionary  units,  thereby  allowing  more  development  
without  necessarily  providing  more  affordable  units,  and  increasing  the  impacts  of  the  recent  
Hudson  Square  Rezoning  without  review  of  the  Environmental  Impact  Study.    

  

              8.    MIH  will  also  require  affordable  units  where  residential  floor  area  is  substantially  increased  by    
special  permit  or  other  zoning  action  in  buildings  with  more  than  10  units  or  more  than  12,500  
square  feet  of  floor  area,  with  buildings  smaller  than  the  thresholds  required  to  contribute  to  
an  affordable  housing  subsidy  fund  for  use  within  the  Community  District.  

	  
Therefore,  be  it  resolved  that  CB2,  Man.:  

1.    Supports  this  important  initiative  as  it  pertains  to  residential  development  in  CB2.  

2.    Requests  application  of  the  inclusionary  housing  requirements  to  districts  where  VIH  is  now  
in  place,  especially  in  high  value  areas  such  as  Hudson  Square  where  there  is  no  question  that  
the  requirements  can  be  achieved  without  need  for  subsidies.  

3. Is  concerned  that  insufficient  information  has  been  provided  to  assure  that  the  subsidy  fund  
will  be  administered  in  a  way  that  adds  diversity  and  affordability  in  our  neighborhoods.  
  

4. Requests  availability  of  the  “workforce”  option  (Option  C)  if  developers  provide  additional  
affordable  units  over  a  broad  range  of  AMI  bands;  
  

5. Would  recommend  approval  of  height  increases  on  narrow  streets  in  Hudson  Square  if  they  
applied  only  to  inclusionary  developments,  but  strongly  opposes  increases  that  will  allow  
taller  buildings  even  if  no  affordable  units  are  provided.  

 
Vote:  Unanimous, with 38 Board members in favor. 
 
 
 
 
 



Please advise us of any decision or action taken in response to this resolution. 
 
Sincerely, 

    
Tobi Bergman, Chair     Anita Brandt, Chair 
Community Board #2, Manhattan   Land Use & Business Development Committee 
       Community Board #2, Manhattan 
 
TB/fa 
 
c: Hon. Jerrold L. Nadler, Congressman  
 Hon. Deborah Glick, Assembly Member 
 Hon. Daniel Squadron, NY State Senator 
 Hon. Brad Hoylman, NY State Senator  
 Hon. Gale A. Brewer, Manhattan Borough President 
 Hon. Margaret Chin, Council Member 
 Hon. Corey Johnson, Council Member 
 Hon. Rosie Mendez, Council Member 
 Sylvia Li, Dept. of City Planning 
 
 
 



T H E  C I T Y  O F  N E W  Y O R K  

M A N H A T T A N  C O M M U N I T Y  B O A R D  3  
59  Ea s t  4 th  S t ree t  -  New York ,  NY  10003  

Phone  (212)  533 -5300  -  Fax  ( 212)  533 -3659 

www.cb3manhat tan .org  -  i n fo@cb3manhat tan .org  
 

Gigi Li, Board Chair        Susan Stetzer, District Manager 
 

 
November 30, 2015 

 

Carl Weisbrod 

Director, Department of City Planning 

22 Reade Street – 2N 

New York, NY 10007 

 

Dear Director Weisbrod,  

 

At its November 2015 monthly meeting, Community Board 3 passed the following resolution: 

 

VOTE: Community Board 3 denies approval of the citywide text amendment, Mandatory 

Inclusionary Housing N 160051 ZRY 

 

WHEREAS Community Board 3 supports mandatory inclusionary housing as a concept; and  

 

WHEREAS City Planning proposes a text amendment for Mandatory Inclusionary Housing N 160051 

ZRY which is a plan that would  require through zoning actions a share of new housing to be 

permanently affordable; and 

 

WHEREAS CB 3 has had insufficient time to fully review and assess this proposal; and 

 

WHEREAS, although the proposal is a city-wide initiative, CB 3 is a unique community with a deep 

need for low income affordable housing; and 

 

WHEREAS CB 3 would like to see a higher percentage of affordable housing if it is provided offsite; 

and 

 

WHEREAS the affordable housing should contain a reasonable mix of unit sizes to accommodate 

different household sizes including families (at least 40% of non-market-rate units should be two 

bedrooms or larger); and 

 

WHEREAS the community has been working with the Chinatown Working Group for seven years to 

develop a community-based rezoning that requests 45% to 50% affordable housing for any new 

development; so 

 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED Community Board 3 denies approval of the citywide text 

amendment, Mandatory Inclusionary Zoning N 160051 ZRY UNLESS 

 50% of the units and square footage are permanently affordable at an average AMI of 

40% 

 A higher percentage of affordable housing is required if that affordable housing is 

provided offsite 

 at least 40% of non-market-rate units are two bedrooms or larger. 

 

 

 



Please contact the community board office with any questions.  

 

Sincerely, 

           
Gigi Li, Chair    MyPhuong Chung, Chair                     

Community Board 3   Land Use, Zoning, Public and Private Housing Committee 

 

 

 

Cc:  Andrew Lombardi, Office of Manhattan Borough President Gale Brewer 
 Erica Baptiste, Office of Manhattan Borough President Gale Brewer 

 Sheila Rodriguez, Office of New York City Council Member Rosie Mendez 
 Vincent Fang, Office of New York City Council Member Margaret Chin 

 Joel Kolkmann, New York City Department of City Planning  

 Edith Hsu Chen, New York City Department of City Planning 

 Baaba Halm, New York City Department of Housing and Preservation 
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November 25, 2015 
 
Carl Weisbrod, Chair 
City Planning Commission 
22 Reade Street 
New York, New York 10007 
 
Vicki Been 
Commissioner 
Department of Housing Preservation & Development 
100 Gold Street 10038 
 
 
Re:     Mandatory Inclusionary Housing 
    N160051ZRY (zoning text amendment)   
 
 
Dear Chair Weisbrod and Commissioner Been, 
 
At its full board meeting on November 4th, 2015, Manhattan Community Board 4 (MCB4) 
reviewed the application by the New York City Department of City Planning (the "Applicant") 
for the proposed Citywide Zoning Text Amendment to create a Mandatory Inclusionary Housing 
Program (MIH).  
 
The Board by a vote of 39 in favor, 0 opposed, 0 abstentions and 0 present but not eligible 
recommended to approve with conditions the proposed text amendment. 
 
Background—MCB4 Affordable Housing Preservation & Production 
Manhattan Community Board 4 has been an affordable housing advocate for decades. From the 
1970’s when the City was plagued by disinvestment and abandonment, through gentrification 
and tenant displacement in the 1980’s and 1990’s, and the major rezoning actions and luxury 
rental and condo development of the early 2000’s, MCB4 has always sought flexibility and 
creativity from the City government and the private sector to develop and preserve affordable 
housing. 
 
In 2015, MCB4 developed an Affordable Housing Plan for Manhattan Community District 4, 
with the goal of fostering the development and preservation of 10,966 units of affordable 
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housing. The plan is a living document that guides its efforts to support affordable housing.  
 
MCB4 believes that Economic Integration is the only way to help keep Chelsea, Hudson Yards, 
and Clinton/Hell’s Kitchen the thriving neighborhoods they are today. The Board will work to 
ensure that any changes to Zoning Regulation establish the requirements, standards, and support 
necessary for developing the housing that is crucial to maintaining our diversity.  
 
Application 
The application is for a proposed city-wide text amendment that would apply to any new 
residential development, enlargement or conversion that requires rezoning. At the point of such a 
rezoning action, MIH will be mapped over the rezoned underlying zoning. (It will not apply to 
any development not subject to these actions.) In the proposed Zoning text amendment, The City 
of New York would make the provision of permanently affordable housing a requirement in any 
development that falls under these parameters.  
 
Elements of the Application 
 
Applicability 

• The zoning text amendment would apply to any new residential development, 
enlargement, or conversion that requires a rezoning. 

• The requirement will also apply to neighborhoods that undergo large-scale rezonings. 
 
Income bands 

• The City Planning Commission, along with the City Council will have the discretion to 
apply one of three affordable housing options to a development. 

• Option One requires developers to provide at least 25% of their total residential floor 
area to households at an average of 60% of the Area Median Income (AMI).  

• Option Two requires developers to provide at least 30% of their total residential floor 
area to households at an average of 80% AMI.  

• Option Three, called the Workforce Option, requires developers to provide at least 30% 
of the residential floor area as housing for households of an average 120% AMI.  

• All options mandate that no affordable unit exceed 130% AMI.  
 
Affordable Housing Fund 

• For developments that are between 10 and 25 units, or 12,500 to 25,000 square feet, the 
developer must make a payment to an affordable housing fund (in lieu of constructing 
affordable apartments). 

• The payment will be calculated by multiplying the number of affordable units required of 
the development by a factor that is based on the cost of providing an affordable unit in 
the particular community where the market rate development will be constructed.  

• The funds will be used for construction, rehabilitation, preservation and other affordable 
housing purposes as defined by HPD guidelines.  

• The funds will be used for projects within the same community district or within a half 
mile radius of the market rate development. 

• If the payment cannot be spent within the number of years set forth in HPD guidelines, 
the funds would become available for use in a broader area. 
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Economic Integration--Affordable Housing Apartment Distribution Within a Building   
• Affordable Apartment distribution will be decreased from 65% of the floors of building 

to 50% of the floor 
• Affordable Apartment distribution (at the decreased 50%) will not apply to condominium 

and co-op developments when affordable units are rentals  
• Equal apartment distribution will not be required for senior or supportive housing units, 

given the need for social service program requirements 
 
Economic Integration--Equality in Apartment Finishes and Appliances--for Market Rate 
and Affordable Housing Residents 
 

• MIH is silent on this matter and contains no proposed zoning text. 
 
Economic Integration--Equal Access to Building Amenities--for Market Rate and 
Affordable Housing Residents 
 

• MIH is silent on this matter and contains no proposed zoning text. 
 
Location of Affordable Units 

• Units can be located in the same building as the development, in a separate building on 
the same zoning lot as the market rate development, or on a separate zoning lot within the 
same community district or within a half mile of the market rate development.  

• Units that are built as part of off-site developments not on the same zoning lot will not be 
eligible for a 421-a real estate tax abatement.  

 
Unit Sizes—Changes in Standards 

• The minimum unit sizes would be as follows: 400 square feet of floor area for a zero-
bedroom unit; 575 square feet of floor area for a one-bedroom unit; 775 square feet of 
floor area for a two-bedroom unit; 950 square feet of floor area for a three-bedroom unit. 

• When the average floor area of an apartment of a particular apartment size (studio, one-
bedroom, etc.)  is smaller than the minimum unit size requirement, the smaller floor area 
standard would apply. 

• The bedroom mix of the affordable units will have to either match the market rate units or 
have at least 50% of units that are two bedrooms or more, with 75% or more being one 
bedroom or more. 

 
Public Review and Comment by Community Boards 
 

• MIH removes the required 45-day public comment and review period for Community 
Boards. This zoning provision has been in the Voluntary Inclusionary Housing program 
since 1987. 

 
BSA Special Permit 

• There will be a hardship exemption under which developers can go before the Board of 
Standards and Appeals to modify their affordable housing requirements. 
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Additional Programs 
• Developments may be able to meet their affordable housing requirements if they offer a 

homeownership option, similar to the one currently available under the Voluntary 
Inclusionary Housing program 

• There would be no preservation option, whereby bonus floor area can be used to meet 
affordable housing requirements  

• Developers whose affordable units are supportive housing could locate those units in a 
building separate from the market rate units  

• A tenant who has lived in a site that is to be demolished for an MIH development may 
live in one of the affordable units provided by the development, even if their household 
income exceeds the qualifications set by the program.  

 
Regulatory Agreement 

• The regulatory agreement between the developer and HPD would contain an MIH 
application, which would be a standardized form that would be required for all MIH sites 
that would specify compliance with the MIH guidelines  

• The developer must submit a copy of the MIH application to the local Community Board  
• HPD will provide a list of pre-qualified monitoring agents who can oversee compliance 

with the MIH regulatory agreement.  
 
HPD/MIH Program Guidelines 

• Distribution requirements can be changed in situations where a development has too few 
units to meet the requirements.  

• The method used by which HPD measures the square footage of affordable units will be 
changed so that it conforms to the method used by the Department of Buildings. 

 
 
MCB4 Proposed Actions and Recommendations 
 
Applicability 
 
MCB4 supports the applicability of the proposed text amendment, which will entail any new 
residential development, enlargement, or any conversion that requires a rezoning.  
 
Affordable Housing Income Band--Proposed Options 
 
MCB4 supports: 
 

• Option One, under which developers are required to provide at least 25% of their total 
residential floor area to households at an average of 60% AMI.   

• Option Two, under which developers are required to provide at least 30% of their total 
residential floor area to households at an average of 80% AMI. 

 
MCB4 supports with conditions: 
 

• Option Three, the Workforce Option, under which developers are required to provide at 
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least 30% of the residential floor area as housing for households of an average 120% 
AMI (with no households earning more than 130% AMI). 

 
This option is currently proposed to be excluded in CD’s 1-8 in Manhattan.  
 
 
MCB4 requests the Workforce Option be available in MCB4. Manhattan and its Westside have 
been historically and should continue to be economically integrated communities. The 
Workforce Option targets households (from 1 to 4 persons) with annual household incomes 
ranging from $36,300 to $112,190. This income group includes firefighters, civil servants, and 
persons working in service, health and hospitality industries. 
 
Since 2006 in MCB4, the Voluntary Inclusionary Housing Program (VIH) has produced 
2,571 units of affordable housing, of which 93.7% are 60% AMI or below1. The rest of the 
units are as follows:  
 

AMI Number 
of Units 

Percent of 
Total Units 

Income Range  
(for 1 – 4 persons) 

40% 187 7.3% $24,200-$34,520 
50% 1,574 61.2% $30,250 - $43,150 
60% 647 25.2% $36,300 - $51,780 
80% 64 2.5% $48,350-$69,050 
100% 27 1.1% $60,500 - $86,300 
130% 27 1.1% $78,650-$112,200 
165% 47 1.8% $99,850-$142,400 

>165% 8 0.3% $99,900 and above 
Total: 2,571   

 
Affordable housing in MCD4 should be available to a range of incomes to include all New 
Yorkers. Economic Integration should be the goal, not economic segregation. Manhattan 
should not be economically stratified for the very wealthy and lowest income only. Therefore the 
Workforce Option, which permits a broader range of incomes, must be available in MCB4. 
 
Given the strong real estate market in Manhattan, it is financially feasible for a market rate 
development to support a greater percentage of affordable housing. Therefore MCB4 
recommends that the Workforce Option requirement for Manhattan be 30% or more2.   
 
Further MCB4 request that, in projects with multiple affordability bands, no gaps in 
affordability are permitted, such affordability gaps restrict access to broad range of  New 
Yorkers.  
 
Local Affordable Housing Fund-- Payment in Lieu Contributions for Developments less 
than 12,500 square feet 
                                                 
1 See Appendix attached (list of VIH buildings forthcoming) 
2 Given the new 421A requirement for 25% affordability @ 80%  AMI or below, for projects using this option and 
421A, the Workforce  Component will be effectively an 5% increment of such housing 
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For developments that are between 10 and 25 units, or 12,500 to 25,000 square feet, the 
developer can make a payment to an affordable housing fund (in lieu of construction affordable 
apartments). 
 
MCB4 supports contribution to a Local Affordable Housing Fund provided that: 
 

• The Contribution Standard should be based on current actual costs for 
constructing housing in that Community District 

• Proposed zoning text must include an annual review of the contribution formula 
and standard.  

• Use of the Local Affordable Housing Fund should be determined by HPD in 
consultation with the local Community Board and Councilmember and Borough 
President.  

 
 
Economic Integration-- Affordable Housing Apartment Distribution within a Building   
 
The proposed MIH zoning proposes: 

• Allowing Supportive or Senior Housing to be clustered in a portion of a building 
• Decreasing the  requirement for distribution of the affordable housing from 65%  to 50% 

of the floors in a building 
• Waiving the requirement for distribution of the affordable housing in Condo buildings 

with affordable rental units 
 
MCB4 supports: 
 

• Allowing Supportive or Senior Housing to be clustered in a portion of a building. Such 
housing often has specific social services or programmatic needs (such as activity rooms, 
health care facilities and/or social service offices). Therefore the need to cluster such 
affordable units benefits the residents of those apartments and required to better meet 
their needs. 

 
MCB4 cannot support: 
 

• Decreasing the requirement for distribution of the affordable housing from 65%  to 
50% of the floors of a building 

 
Since 2007, MCB4 has reviewed 26 Inclusionary Housing applications, containing 3,516 
affordable units. In its direct experience in reviewing Inclusionary Housing applications in the 
Voluntary Inclusionary Housing Program (VIH), MCB4 has requested, and developers have 
agreed, to affordable apartment distribution 67% to 100% of the floors. 
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Inclusionary Housing in MCB4—Inclusionary Apartment Distribution within Buildings 
    

Project Address Year Required 
Distribution 

Distribution 
Agreement 

Caledonia 450 West 17th Street 2006 65%  65% 
TF Cornerstone 455 West 37th Street 2007 65%  65% 
Clinton Housing 505 West 51st Street 2007 100% 100% 
Douglaston Development 316 11th Avenue 2007 65% 65%  
Emerald Green 310-328 West 38th Street 2007 65% 100% 
River Place II 600 West 42nd Street 2007 65%  65% 
Atlantic Development 303 10th Avenue 2008 65%  65% 
TF Cornerstone 505 West 37th Street 2008 65%  65% 
Avalon Bay 525 West 28th Street 2009 65% 100% 
Tower 37 LLC 350 West 37th Street 2009 65% 73% 
Crystal Green 330 West 39th Street 2010 65% 72% 
Gotham West 550 West 45th Street 2011 65% 80% 
Mercedes House 770 11th Avenue 2011 65% 100% 
Lalezarian 515 West 28th Street 2012 65% 80% 
Related Companies 500 West 30th Street 2012 65% 85% 
Arker Companies Development   424 West 55th Street 2013 100% 100% 
DHA Capital 546 West 44th Street 2013 65% 71% 
Extell Development  551 10th Avenue 2013 65% 80% 
Moinian 605 West 42nd Street 2013 65% 67% 
Iliad Development 509 West 38th Street 2014 65% 84% 
Elad 505 West 43rd  2014 65%  60%1 
Manhattan West 401 West 31st Street  2014 65% 69% 
Taconic/Ritterman 525 West 52nd Street 2014 65% 83% 
TF Cornerstone 606 West 57th Street  2014 65% 85% 
Site 7 540 West 53rd  2014 100% 100% 
Lalezarian 515 West 36th Street 2015 65% 79% 
      Average 83.4% 

1 –number of inclusionary units too low to meet 65% distribution requirement 
 
The development community is properly focused on maximizing return on investment. More 
Market Rate units on higher floor bring higher per square foot rents or higher per square foot 
purchase prices.  
 
The City of New York, through it Department of Housing Preservation and Development and 
City Planning Commission, should focus on maximizing social investment. The MIH proposal 
should foster not only affordable housing but also Economic Integration, truly integrating all 
income groups within a building. 
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The higher floors and increased floor area will only exist due to the proposed Mandatory 
Inclusionary Zoning. Higher income New Yorkers’ apartments should not sit on the 
shoulders of Lower Income households. 
 
MCB4 requests the affordable housing distribution requirement be increased from 50% to 
80% of all floors within a building. 
 
Segregating and or relegating affordable units to lower floors creates, not a Poor Door, but 
a Poor Floor. 
 
MCB4 cannot support: 
 

• Waiving the requirement for distribution of the affordable housing in Condo or Co-op 
buildings with affordable rental units 

 
In the VIH Program, affordable units are required to be integrated on 65% of the floors of the 
development. 
 
In its MIH presentation to MCB4, HPD stated the reason for waiving the requirement for 
Economic Integration for Co-ops and Condos which contain affordable housing rental units was 
that they presented difficulties in management and operation. 
 
MCB4 rejects this rationale as unfounded in longstanding real estate practice and operation. 
Since the 1960’s, thousands of buildings throughout the City of New York have been converted 
from rental housing to home ownership in the form of Coops or Condominiums. In nearly every 
instance, rent stabilized or rent controlled renters have continued to live side by side with new 
owners (either prior tenants or new buyers). The majority of such buildings has been and 
continues to be successfully managed by the private sector. Managing a mixed building of 
market rate condos or coops and affordable rental housing is the same circumstance. 
 
MCB4 requests that the affordable housing distribution remain as a requirement for Co-op 
and Condominiums buildings and the distribution requirement be 80% of all floors within a 
building.  
 
Segregating affordable units onto lower floors creates, not a Poor Door, but a Poor Floor, 
and in the case of Coops or Condos, creates the impression that the City of New York 
values homeowners over renters. 
 
Furthermore, MCB4 is both surprised and distressed that this proposal is silent with regards to 
access to amenities, finishes, and appliances for affordable units. These issues must be addressed 
in order to ensure that the residents of these affordable units do not become the victims of 
stigmatization. The need to set standard requirements for affordable units has become clear to 
MCB4, which in its years of evaluating applications, has seen an overwhelming number of 
developers who have sought to create separate standards for affordable units. This has been the 
key issue in the Community Board’s reviews of these applications.  
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Economic Integration--Equality in Apartment Finishes and Appliances--for Market Rate 
and Affordable Housing Residents 
Economic Integration demands equality in apartment finishes (flooring, tile, countertops, 
plumbing and lighting fixtures) and appliances. Such finishes should be the same in all market 
rate and affordable units. The goal of Economic Integration is ensuring that tenants or owners in 
the same building live in the same standard of housing. Creating a separate but not equal 
apartment finish standards leads to stigmatization. 
 
All residents should be in the same housing; some apartments just rent or sell for less. The 
quality of the apartments should not be secondary; the affordable housing residents must not be 
treated as second class citizens. Their lower income housing creates the financial benefit of the 
additional height and or bulk directly resultant from MIH, and in turn increases the return for the 
investment of the private sector. Additionally, MCB4 recommends that this standard also apply 
to the current Voluntary Inclusionary Housing Program (VIH).  MCB4, in its n review of 26 VIH 
applications has achieved the following: 
 
Inclusionary Housing in MCB4—Equality in Apartment Finishes 

Project Address 
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Caledonia 450 West 17th Street (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
TF Cornerstone 455 West 37th Street (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
Clinton Housing 505 West 51st Street S S S S S S S S S 
Douglaston 316 11th Avenue (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
Emerald Green 310-328 West 38th Street S S S S S S S S S 
River Place II 600 West 42nd Street (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
Atlantic Development 303 10th Avenue (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
TF Cornerstone 505 West 37th Street (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
Avalon Bay 525 West 28th Street S S S S S S S S S 
Tower 37 LLC 350 W. 37th Street (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
Crystal Green 330 West 39th Street S S S S S S S S S 
Gotham West 550 West 45th Street (2)         
Mercedes House 770 11th Avenue S S S S S S S S S 
Lalezarian 515 West 28th Street (3)        S 
Related Companies 500 West 30th Street (1) (1) S (1) (1) (1) S S S 
Arker Companies 424 West 55th Street (4)         
DHA Capital 546 West 44th Street D D D (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) S 
Extell Development 551 10th Avenue D S S S S (1) (1) D S 
Moinian 605 West 42nd Street S D S D S S (1) (1) S 
Iliad Development 509 West 38th Street (5)        S 
Elad 505 West 43rd S S S S S S S S S 
Manhattan West 401 West 31st Street S D S D S S (1) (1) S 
Taconic/Ritterman 525 West 52nd Street S S S S S S S S (1) 
TF Cornerstone 606 West 57th Street D D S D (1) (1) (1) (1) S 
Site 7 540 West 53rd S S S S S S S S S 
Lalezarian 515 West 36th Street S S (1) S (1) (1) (1) S S 

S – Same; D – Different 
(1)  Information not available  
(2) "Same as the finishes in the moderate- and middle-income units"  
(3) Quality not less than hardwood, porcelain, stone or ceramic 
(4) Oak strip wood flooring, ceramic tile, and wood cabinets          
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 Given its record in achieving a better degree of Equality of Apartment Finishes and Appliances, 
MCB4 requests the proposed MIH Zoning Text be amended to include requirements for MIH 
developments for the same level of Apartment Finishes for Market Rate and Affordable 
Apartments. Such Equality in Apartment Finishes and Appliances should also be met if 
Affordable Apartments are built off site. 3 
 
MCB4 also requests post-construction compliance inspections be made by HPD to ensure that 
Apartment Finishes and Appliances are equal for Market Rate and Affordable Apartments. 
 
Additionally, MCB4 would like to point out that in many new multifamily developments use a 
fan blower to supply heat to a unit. Fan blowers use electrical power, and in some cases have 
created a cost burden on affordable housing tenants, forcing them to choose between heat and an 
unaffordable electric bill. MCB4 has received multiple complaints from Inclusionary Housing 
tenants are unable to meet utility costs to keep heat running in winter. MCB4 requests HPD to 
take the utility cost of fan blowers in account in its calculation of utility allowances for 
affordable housing tenants.  
 
Economic Integration--Equal Access to Building Amenities--for Market Rate and 
Affordable Housing Residents 
Economic Integration also demands equal access to building wide amenities such as: 
 

• children’s playrooms and outdoor playrooms 
• outdoor patios 
• roof decks 
• party rooms and kitchens 
• libraries and game lounges 
• storage lockers 
• screening rooms 
• bike rooms 
• gyms 

  
Access to such building wide amenities (except in the case of gyms which require a separate paid 
membership) should be equally accessible to all market rate and affordable apartment residents. 
The goal of Economic Integration is ensuring that tenants or owners in the same building are able 
to enjoy and mix socially in the building-wide amenities. Restricting or limiting use of 
building-wide amenities creates two classes of residents through the Zoning Resolution and 
bakes in income inequality leading to stigmatization. 
 
 
MCB4 in review of 26 VIH applications has achieved the following: 
 
 

                                                 
3 Affordable developments built with monies from the Affordable Housing Fund will have no direct nexus with the 
market rate project contributing to the Fund, therefore this requirement would not apply to units using these funds. 
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Inclusionary Housing in MCB4—Equal Access to Building Amenities 

 
(1)  Information not available 
(2) “Affordable rates” 
(3) "All of these amenity spaces will either be free and open to all residents of the building or will be 
available to the low-income tenants of the building" 
(4) “Free or reduced fee” 
 
Given the record in achieving a better degree of Equal Access to Building Wide Amenities, 
MCB4 requests the proposed MIH Zoning Text be amended to include requirements for MIH 
developments to provide Equal Access to Building Wide Amenities for Market Rate and 
Affordable Apartments. 4 

                                                 
4 For gym facilities, open to all tenants, discounted rates affordable to Inclusionary tenants  would apply. However, 
for gyms that require a separate paid membership This requirement would not apply. 
  

Project Roof deck Gym Amenity 
Lounge 

Bike 
Parking Playroom 

Caledonia (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
TF Cornerstone (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
Clinton Housing Yes (1) Yes (1) (1) 
Douglaston Development (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
Emerald Green (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
River Place II (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
Atlantic Development (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
TF Cornerstone (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
Avalon Bay (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) 
Tower 37 LLC (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
Crystal Green (1) Yes Yes (1) (1) 
Gotham West (1) Yes Yes (1) Yes 
Mercedes House (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
Lalezarian Yes Discounted (1) (1) (1) 
Related Companies Yes Discounted (1) (1) (1) 
Arker Companies  (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
DHA Capital Yes Discounted Yes Fee (1) 
Extell Development Discounted Discounted Discounted Discounted Discounted 
Moinian Discounted Discounted Discounted Discounted Discounted 
Iliad Development Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Elad Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Manhattan West (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 
Taconic/Ritterman (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) 
TF Cornerstone Yes Yes Yes (1) (1) 
Site 7 Yes Yes (1) (1) Yes 
Lalezarian Yes Lower fee Yes Yes (1) 
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Location of Affordable Units 
MCB4 supports with conditions establishing options that allow developers to place affordable 
housing units in the same development as the market rate units, in a separate building on the 
same zoning lot as the market rate development, on a separate zoning lot within the same 
Community District, or within a half mile of the market rate development only for Supportive 
or Senior Housing. Additionally, eliminating affordable units built on off-site developments 
from the 421-a program ensures that developers will not receive unwarranted financial benefits.  
 
Unit Sizes—Changes in Standards 
MCB4 supports the proposed unit size minimums, and the built-in flexibility that would allow 
developments with market-rate units that are of smaller size to provide corresponding 
affordable units that are also equal in size. Additionally, maintaining equality in bedroom mix 
is important. The requirement that at least 50% of units be two bedrooms or more (with at least 
75% being one bedroom or more) will make these affordable units open to a wider range of 
households in our community.  
 
Public Review and Comment by Community Boards 
MCB4 requests proposed MIH zoning text be amended to retain the VIH provisions5 for the 
45 day public comment and review by Community Boards  
 
MCB4 has reviewed 26 Inclusionary Housing Plans since 2007, the greatest number of any in the 
any Community District in the city. That review process is integral for public information and 
ensuring developer compliance. Maintaining the 45 day Community Board Public Comment 
Period for MIH applications as it exists in VIH ensures the public and local Community Board 
can provide meaningful comment. MCB4’s work in Inclusionary Housing review has provided 
significant improvements in economic integration with improved affordable housing distribution, 
equality in apartment finishes, and equal access to building wide amenities for affordable 
housing tenants. 
 
Reducing the requirement to notification, with no 45 day public review and comment 
period, reduces transparency for neighborhoods and their Community Boards, promoting 
development at the cost of public involvement. 
 
BSA Special Permit 
MCB4 supports having a procedure in place for developers who face unusual challenges to 
meeting the affordable housing requirements. The Board expects that such requirements will be 
justifiably modified to give developers allowances while still holding them responsible to the 
affordable housing goals of the proposed amendment.  
 
Additional Programs 
MCB4 supports the consideration of other programs with regards to affordable units provided 
under MIH. Such consideration allows multiple programs, like the homeownership option, 
and MIH requirements to work in harmony. The community Board also supports eliminating 
the preservation option and enabling supportive housing units, whose residents have a range 
of special needs, to be placed in a separate building from the contributing development. 
                                                 
5 New York City Zoning Resolution – Inclusionary Housing Section 23-961, d (3) 
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Furthermore, MCB4 is in agreement with the support of grandfathered tenants in the 
proposed amendment. Protecting existing tenants through grandfathering is key to protecting the 
long-term resident and character of our community.  
 
Regulatory Agreements 
 
MCB4 supports including a standardized application as part of the MIH process, as well as 
the monitoring of the affordable units to ensure that developers comply with the MIH 
regulatory agreement.  
 
HPD/MIH Program Guidelines 
MCB4 supports the flexibility that the proposed text would provide for developments with too 
few units to meet distribution requirements. Furthermore, it applauds the proposal to 
standardize square footage calculations across both HPD and DOB.  
 
MIH Requirements Waiver for Infrastructure or Transit Improvements  
 
MCB4 cannot support waiver of MIH requirements for infrastructure or transit improvements  
Until 1990 the CSD contained zoning text for density bonus options—either the provision of 
public open space or affordable housing. While the open space option was used by the 
development community, the affordable housing option was never used. After the deletion of the 
open space option in 1990, Inclusionary Housing began to be built or preserved in the CSD. 
When less costly or simpler bonus options exist, simpler than the provision of affordable 
housing, the development community will choose the economic path of least resistance, and 
essentially buy out one time capital improvements, as opposed to the initial capital investment 
coupled with long social investment that affordable housing requires. 
 
Other considerations 
Increased funding is needed for DOB/HPD enforcement to penalize owners who neglect 
affordable housing. Stronger regulations for buildings with occupied units undergoing 
renovations or re-construction are needed. In September 2015, the City Council introduced a 
series of local laws that place greater scrutiny on owners who repeatedly approach tenants with 
buyout offers and labels such actions as harassment of tenants. Currently, the City Council is 
considering a bill that would also classify illegal apartment conversions as harassment. In order 
to be properly enforced, the City will need funding to HPD and DOB to provide adequate staff 
capacity to respond to these abuses. 
 
Conclusion 
The proposed MIH zoning text is a serious effort to extend the provision of Inclusionary Housing 
to rezoned areas throughout the entire City of New York. However, it contains serious flaws. As 
with the ZQA proposed zoning, it is a one-size-fits-all approach for a complex city made up of 
diverse neighborhoods and districts, each with different and fine-grained needs. MIH makes the 
assumption that all communities’ affordable housing needs are the same. 

The need for lowest income housing in parts of Bedford Stuyvesant or Mott Haven is matched by 
the needs for moderate and middle income housing on the Upper West Side or Clinton/Hell’s 
Kitchen. These needs are not competing but complementary. The city is simply not one 
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demographic group, neighborhoods must be able to ensure MIH serves the long term residents of 
each neighborhood, not some abstract citywide ideal.  

MCB4 finds it especially disturbing that DCP and HPD believe only Manhattan below 110th  
Street on the West side and 96th Street on the East side, in Community Boards 1 through 8, is not 
an appropriate area for Workforce Housing, for families and individuals earning between 
$76,440 and $93,240. Manhattan has always had the City’s greatest income inequality—we have 
5th Avenue and Double 5th (that is 10th Avenue), sprawling apartments with Central Park views 
and walk ups with Lincoln Tunnel traffic views. But Manhattan has tens of thousands of 
moderate income residents who deserve increased opportunities to remain in their neighborhoods 
as was accomplished by the Mitchell Lama rental and cooperative programs in the 1960’s. MIH 
should not create greater income inequality in affordable housing. 

While many of elements of MIH address and improve on deficiencies in procedure and policy in 
VIH, the lack of focus on Economic Integration is most disturbing. MIH not only lessens 
affordable apartment distribution requirements from 65% of the floors to 50% but eliminates the 
requirement entirely for coops and condos. Further is silent on Equality in Apartment Finishes 
and Appliances--for Market Rate and Affordable Housing Residents and Equal Access to 
Building Amenities. Such a citywide proposal must acknowledge the Economic Integration is a 
central value to creating healthy mixed income communities. Poor doors are not only physical, 
but a state of mind. As long as zoning text and program regulation, permit two classed of 
apartments, there will be two classes of tenants. The point of Inclusionary Housing is to 
include, not exclude onto lower floor, with cheaper floors and countertops and limited or 
no access to building amenities. The statement of how the City values Inclusionary Housing 
is made by its actions, MIH’s reduction of Economic Integration or silence on Apartment 
Finishes and Access to Amenities speaks volumes by such an omission. 

MCB4 looks forward to continuing discussions with both the Department of City Planning and 
the Department of Housing Preservation and Development in order to ensure that the proposed 
Mandatory Inclusionary Housing program adequately addresses the needs of Manhattan 
Community District 4.  

Sincerely,  
 
 
 
 
Christine Berthet 
Board Chair 

 

 
    Jean-Daniel Noland, Co-Chair  
   Clinton/Hell’s Kitchen Land Use Committee  

  
 
  
Betty Mackintosh, Co-Chair     Lee Compton, Co-Chair 
Chelsea Land Use Committee     Chelsea Land Use Committee 
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       [Signed  11/25/2015] 
Joe Restuccia, Co-Chair     Barbara Davis, Co-Chair                                             
Housing, Health & Human Services Committee Housing, Health and Human Services Committee 
  
 
cc:   J. Nadler, U.S. Congress 

B. Hoylman, State Senator 
A. Espaillat, State Senator 
D. Gottfried, State Assemblymember 
L. Rosenthal, State Assemblymember 
C. Johnson, City Councilmember   
H. Rosenthal, City Councilmember 
V. Been, HPD 
L. Carroll, HPD 
D. Hernandez, HPD 
E. Hsu-Chen, DCP 

 F. Ruchala, DCP 
 K. Grebowiec-Hall, DCP  
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Manhattan Community Board Five 

 

 

 

 
 

November 13, 2015 

 

Hon. Carl Weisbrod 

Chair of the City Planning Commission 

22 Reade Street 

New York, NY 10007 

 

 

Re:  Resolution on the Mandatory Inclusionary Housing Text Amendment. 

     

Dear Chair Weisbrod: 

At the monthly meeting of Community Board Five on Thursday, November 12, 2015, the Board 

passed the following resolution with a vote of 30 in favor, 0 opposed, 2 abstaining: 

WHEREAS, The Department of City Planning proposes to add a new section to the Zoning Resoution to 

establish a framework for Mandatory Inclusionary Zoning; and 

WHEREAS, Production of affordable housing would be a condition of residential development when 

developers build in an area zoned for Mandatory Inclusionary Housing, whether rezoned as part of a city 

neighborhood plan or a private rezoning application; and 

WHEREAS,  There would be no expiration to the affordability requirement of apartments generated through 

Mandatory Inclusionary Housing, making these new units a long-term, stable reservoir of affordable housing; 

and 

WHEREAS, DCP has proposed two options for affordability requirements available in the Manhattan Core; 

and  

WHEREAS, Option One would require that 25% of residential floor area must be for affordable housing 

units for residents with incomes averaging 60% AMI ($46,620 per year for a family of three), and  

WHEREAS, Option Two would require that 30% of residential floor area must be for affordable housing 

units for residents with incomes averaging 80% AMI ($62,150 per year for a family of three); and 

WHEREAS, While the proposed MIH contemplates an additional "Workforce Option" where 30% of 

residential floor area must provide affordable housing units for residents with incomes averaging no more 

than 120% AMI ($93,240 per year for a family of three), this option does not permanently ensure the 

presence of units for low- or moderate-income households in a new development; and 

Vikki Barbero, Chair                                    450 Seventh Avenue, Suite 2109                  Wally Rubin, District Manager 
New York, NY  10123-2199 

212.465.0907 f-212.465.1628 
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WHEREAS, The 2010-2012 American Community Survey 3-Year Estimates show that 43.6% of renters in 

our Public Use Microdata Area (comprising Community Boards 4 and 5) pay 30% or more of their household 

income on rent and therefore are considered to be "rent burdened;" and 

WHEREAS, According to data from Zumper, rents in Manhattan Community District neighborhoods of 

NoMad, the Flatiron District, Koreatown, the Garment District, and the Theater District all are among the 

priciest NYC neighborhoods with median asking rents for a One-Bedroom exceeding $3,500 per month; and 

WHEREAS, The 2010-2012 American Community Survey 3-Year Estimates show that 55.5 percent of the 

households in our Public Use Microdata Area have incomes of less than $100,000 per year; and 

WHEREAS, The 2010 Census shows that while 22.8% of the population in our city is Black Non-Hispanic 

and 28.6% of our city is of Hispanic origin, only 4.1% of our community district's population is Black 

Nonhispanic and only 7.7 is of Hispanic origin; 

WHEREAS, Given the high rent burden in Manhattan Community District 5, very high asking rents for 

market rate apartments, and a demographic profile that includes far fewer Black or Hispanic households than 

the city as a whole, we believe it would serve an important public interest for furthering affordable housing 

goals and goals of neighborhood integration for the MIH text to include an "Option Four" that has a 50% 

affordable set aside for a range of incomes (from low-income to middle-income) where units serve 

households with an average income of 75% AMI; and 

WHEREAS, The Bay Area Economic Market and Financial Study on Mandatory Inclusionary 

Housing prepared for the New York City Housing Development Corporation shows, on Table 21 and Table 

22, that in "Very Strong" markets like those in Manhattan Community District 5, a 50% affordable set aside 

where household income averages 75% of AMI ($58,275 per year for a family of three) is more than 

economically feasible for both rental development benefiting from a 421-a tax exemption (though not even 

using 4% LIHTC and Tax-Exempt Bond Financing) and condominium development; and 

WHEREAS, While it is critical that many of the new units in development facilitated through an increase in 

permitted residential floor area serve low-income households (i.e. 40% AMI and 60% AMI), a sizable 

number of units in a new building could, under our proposed "Option Four," be set aside to serve households 

with income at 100% AMI or more ($77,700 per year for a family of three); and 

WHEREAS, While it is critical that many of the new units in development facilitated through an increase in 

permitted residential floor area serve low-income households (e.g. at 40% and 60% of AMI), a sizable 

number of units in a new building could under our proposed "Option Four" be set aside to serve households 

with income at 100% of AMI or more ($77,700 per year for a family of three); and 

WHEREAS, While the special permit under proposed 73-624 may appear similar to the variance under 72-

41, it would be far easier for a developer to obtain because there is no uniqueness finding; and 

WHEREAS, Because the economic hardship finding under 73-624 is nearly identical to finding (b) under the 

72-41 variance, we are gravely concerned that the Board of Standards and Appeals would be bound through 

precedent to grant relief due to the BSA's use of the "capitalization of income method" to project value from a 

subject site and BSA's acceptance of methodology establishing the value of a developable square foot on a 

subject site based on potentially highly speculative nearby vacant land purchases; and 

WHEREAS, Instead, there should be a mechanism through which a developer, who believes a project is not 

economically feasible, goes to the NYC Department of Housing Preservation & Development and can seek a 

time-limited subsidy to make a project viable while maintaining affordability requirements; and 

WHEREAS, We believe that the existing 72-41 variance provides an adequate safety valve to seek permanent 

relief from compliance with zoning; and 

WHEREAS, While the option to place affordable units off-site and in the same community district may 

appear to result in the same public benefit as having units on-site, the permanent cross-subsidy for on-site 
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units vs. the likelihood that 100% affordable off-site projects will seek future public subsidy make off-site 

units more expensive and risky for taxpayers without affording any increased benefit in the amount of 

affordable housing or quality of housing; and  

WHEREAS, It is critical that tenants of affordable units not be excluded from building amenity space 

(e.g. children's playroom or common roof area) through prohibitively high fees; therefore be it 

RESOLVED, that Manhattan CB5 recommends denial of the Mandatory Inclusionary Housing zoning text 

amendment unless the following conditions are met: 

1) The MIH text is amended to include an "Option Four" where 50% of residential floor area would be 

set aside for households with income averaging 75% of AMI but that require that some of portion of 

those units serve lower income households (i.e. 40% AMI and 60% AMI) and some portion serve 

middle income households (i.e. 100% AMI or more); and 

2) The MIH text is amended so that the special permit to waive or modify the affordability requirement 

is replaced by a process in which the NYC Department of Housing Preservation & Development 

reviews developer pro formas and can provide time-limited subsidy to make a development feasible; 

and  

3) The MIH text is amended to prohibit an "off-site" option because there is no ongoing obligation for a 

"market-rate" project to provide long-term support for an off-site affordable project making it likely 

that an off-site project will seek public subsidy in the future which is costly to taxpayers; and 

4) The MIH text is amended to require that HPD only approve an Affordable Housing Plan where there 

is a guarantee that tenants of affordable units will have affordable access to all building amenities. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this matter. 

 

Sincerely, 

       

Vikki Barbero     Eric Stern     

Chair      Chair, Land Use, Housing and Zoning Committee  
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VIA E-MAILL: cweisbrod@planning.nyc.gov  
 
November 19, 2015 
 
Mr. Carl Weisbrod 
Chairman  
Dept. of City Planning 
22 Reade Street  
New York, NY 10007 
 
 
RE: DCP ULURP Applic.  N160049ZRY Zoning for Quality and Affordability and Mandatory 

Inclusionary Housing Text Amendment  
 
 
Dear Chairman Weisbrod: 
 
At the November 18th Full Board meeting of Community Board 6 the Board adopted the following 
resolution: 
 
Whereas, the Mayor has proposed a plan entitled Housing New York which is a ten-year plan for the 
construction of 80,000 new units of affordable housing and the preservation of 120,000 existing units of 
affordable housing; and  
 
Whereas, the range of initiatives the Mayor has set forth includes two city-wide zoning text amendment 
proposals known as Zoning for Quality and Affordability (ZQA) and Mandatory Inclusionary Housing 
(MIH); and  
 
Whereas, the ZQA text amendment will: 
-Increase available floor area for developments that include affordable senior housing 
-Remove parking requirements for affordable housing developments 
-Modify height and setback restrictions in contextual districts;  
-Make provisions of permanent affordable housing a requirement for any development involving new 
construction, enlargement or conversion that requires a rezoning; and 
 
Whereas, the ZQA text amendment allows developers to construct affordable senior citizen apartments 
as small as 250 square feet for its residents across the City of New York; and 
 
Whereas, the ZQA text amendment increases the density, floor area, height and dwelling unit count of 
affordable senior housing across the City of New York, which will significantly diminish air, light, open 
space and living space; and 
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Whereas, the MIH text amendment offers the following options by way of rezoning or special permits:  
1. 25% affordable housing at 60% AMI 
2. 30% affordable housing at 80% AMI 
3. Option 1 or 2 and 30% affordable housing at average of 120% AMI in Manhattan CB 9-12 only 
(workforce option); and 
 
Whereas, the MIH text amendment allows real estate developers to propose a building or building 
segment containing either residential affordable floor area or a supportive housing project, which 
generates floor area compensation generating sites which contain affordable housing units and allows real 
estate developers utilizing (“generating sites”) to seek public funding; and 
 
Whereas, the MIH text amendment requires distribution of affordable housing units in new construction 
affordable housing or substantial rehabilitation affordable housing in a specific, equitable manner; and  
 
Whereas, the MIH text amendment generally states that any affordable housing units other than 
supportive housing units or affordable independent residences for seniors shall be distributed in a 
specific, equitable manner; and 
 
Whereas, in Mandatory Inclusionary Housing areas the “affordable housing fund” is a fund administered 
by HPD, all contributions to which shall be used for development, acquisition, rehabilitation, or 
preservation of affordable housing, or other affordable housing purposes as set forth in the guidelines; 
and 
 
Whereas, a development, enlargement, or conversion from non-residential to residential use that 
increases the number of dwelling units by no more than 25, and increases residential floor area on the 
zoning lot by less than 25,000 square feet, may satisfy the requirements of this Section by making a 
contribution to the affordable housing fund. The amount of such contribution shall be related to the cost 
of constructing an equivalent amount of affordable floor area, as set forth in the guidelines; and 
  
Whereas, the current administration has stated a goal of creating 200,000 units of affordable housing, but 
has, to date, offered no planning process to study the impacts of this increase in density; and, 
  
Whereas, increasing the permissible height of a building by as much as 40 feet may have an undesirable 
impact on light and air on the street; and, 
 
Whereas, without studying the impacts of the new bulk provision that would arise from the proposed 
zoning text amendments, we are dealing with an infinite number of potential issues;  
 
Now, therefore, be it 
 
Resolved, that Community Board Six does not support the text amendments as currently drafted, 
since they fail to address too many vital steps in planning and process, thus potentially 
undermining their desired results; and  
 
Resolved, that Community Board Six requests that in all requirements for MIH sites proposed in 
the text amendment to also apply to “generating sites” to ensure that developers be required to 
create affordable housing within the community district where the development project is 
located; and be it further  
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Resolved, that Community Board Six requests that requirements for MIH sites also apply to 
“generating sites” to ensure that developments built on the same site or within the same building 
of the development project share a common lobby, entrances, amenities, and any other common 
facilities between market rate and affordable units, so that these units remain indistinguishable, 
one from the other; and be it further  
 
Resolved, that Community Board Six requests that developers should not be eligible to apply for 
the 421-a program if they are participating in the generating site or MIH site program; and be it 
further  
 
Resolved, that Community Board Six requests that affordable senior housing and care facilities 
benefits under Zoning for Quality and Affordability should be made permanent; and be it further  
 
Resolved, that Community Board Six requests the workforce option under Mandatory 
Inclusionary Housing Sites be available to Community District Six as well as Community 
Districts 1 through 8; and be it further resolved  
 
Resolved, that Community Board Six requests the workforce option be increased to an AMI 
average above 130%; and be it further  
 
Resolved, that Community Board Six requests that the hardship relief application become more 
restrictive and that the agency overseeing the application review process be independent of HPD 
to ensure accountability and transparency; and be it further  
 
Resolved, that Community Board Six requests that developers be required to relocate tenants 
currently living in buildings targeted for development into the new development project upon 
completion at affordable housing rates, without the requirement of adhering to the affordable 
housing income requirements; and be it further  
 
Resolved, that Community Board Six requests that the text amendment includes specific 
considerations to set aside affordable housing units within generating sites or MIH sites for 
current and former members of the armed forces (“Veterans”) and such units should be no less 
than 2% of the total number of units in the development; and be it further  
 
Resolved, that Community Board Six requests  HPD to be transparent as to the allocation of 
funds from the ‘affordable housing fund’  by developers taking advantage of the less than 25 
units/less than 25,000 feet residential floor area requirements; and, be it further  
 
Resolved, that Community Board Six requests that zoning lot mergers include a height limit 
under ZQA; and, be it further  
 
Resolved, that Community Board Six requests that the rear yard provisions be maintained and 
not permitted to be reduced under ZQA so that the public and occupants can continue to 
experience as much open space as possible; and, be it further  
 
Resolved, that Community Board Six requests an additional 90 days to review the proposed 
changes to the zoning text amendment to fully study the impacts of the proposed revisions in our 
community district; and, be it further  
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Resolved, that Community Board Six requests that the City of New York implement a planning 
process to study the impact of the proposed city-wide goal of 200,000 units of affordable 
housing to determine how many market-rate units are projected to be produced; where these 
units are likely to be built; and what their impact will be on school seats, open space, public 
transit, traffic, and existing infrastructure. 
 
 
VOTE:   33 in Favor    0 Opposed     3 Abstention     0 Not Entitled 
 
 
 
Yours truly, 

 
Dan Miner 
District Manager 
 
 
Cc: Hon. Bill de Blasio 
       Hon. Gale Brewer 
       Hon. Melissa Mark-Viverito 
       Hon. Dan Garodnick 
       Hon. Ben Kallos 
       Hon. Rosie Mendez 
       All 58 Community Boards 
       Rajesh Nayar 
       Terrence O’Neal 
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RESOLUTION 

 
 
Date: November 4, 2015 
Committees of Origin: Land Use and Housing 
Re: Mandatory Inclusionary Housing (MIH) text amendment.  
Full Board Vote: 35 In Favor  0 Against  0 Abstentions  0 Present  
Joint Committees: 8-3-0-0. 
 
We want to state unequivocally that we endorse the concept of MIH, but cannot approve the proposal as presented 
without several important changes that are required for it to have a successful roll-out and meet its objectives.  
Community Board 7/Manhattan opposes MIH unless certain changes outlined below are incorporated and the 
issues addressed are appropriately incorporated in a revised proposal.  
 
Triggering MIH – The proposed text of the zoning amendment does not create any Mandatory Inclusionary 
Housing, nor does it set forth the conditions under any particular type of Mandatory Inclusionary Housing would 
be required to be adopted for any site or district in our City. DCP has stated that it intends to implement MIH in 
connection with any significant rezoning and any private application for a special permit which creates an 
opportunity for additional housing. However, this dictum will not have the force of law, and leaves too many of 
the particulars of what type of Inclusionary housing and what type of building will provide it to the results of 
negotiations and discussions that would precede any opportunity for public review. If implemented limiting MIH 
to a district in which upzoning is enacted or special permits requested, but no other districts, the proposal would 
exacerbate the current condition that allows massive new as-of-right construction that would completely avoid 
any need to participate in MIH. In any event, as a minimum, the conditions triggering MIH and the specifics of 
how it would be implemented should be spelled out in a binding legal document. 
 
Offsite vs. Onsite – The current proposal allows for affordable units to be built either: onsite, in a truly separate 
building on the same lot, or offsite in the CB district or within ½ mile of the site. One of the most important 
benefits of MIH is to maintain economic diversity in our neighborhoods and in individual buildings, and thus we 
want to encourage developers to exercise the onsite option. If offsite housing, which is less desirable in terms of 
economic integration and which is likely to be less expensive to build than onsite housing, is to be an option, 
developers who exercise the offsite option must be required to produce additional affordable housing in exchange 
for this less desirable option than they would if they were to provide the affordable housing on-site.  The off-site 
option must be further amended to provide reliable assurances that the off-site building would be adequately 
funded both as to day-to-day operations and on-going maintenance and repairs.   
 
The poor door solution: The proposed MIH zoning amendment prohibits the use of separate entrances in a single 
building for market rate and affordable units, but substitutes the option of providing two buildings on the same 
zoning lot, one for each class of occupants. This option is, if anything, more demeaning than the so-called poor 
door option, and should be deleted as an option. It is one thing to permit a developer to build affordable housing 
on a separate zoning lot; it is quite another thing to permit segregation of units on the same zoning lot. 
 
Workforce Option – MCBs 1-8 are excluded from the workforce option of 30% affordable at 120% AMI. CB7 
believes in producing affordable units for all segments of society and see the fostering of middle-class housing as 
part of the optimal mix of units in our neighborhood, which see new market-rate housing catering only to the most 
affluent. CB7 would want the option available to use the 120% AMI level. However, this would require the 
corresponding increase in the percentage of affordable housing produced. Possibly, something like 35% 
affordable at 120% AMI for CBs 1-8.  
 
BSA Safety Valve – We support the concept of a safety valve being included in MIH to account for scenarios 
where the program places a true hardship on a developer. However, we strongly oppose any role for the Board of 
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Standards and Appeals in this process. BSA has adopted an arbitrary and unrealistic method of computing return 
on investment in connection with ZR 72-21 which employs formulas and computations in the place of actual costs 
and income that are unrelated to the developer's true experience, resulting in conclusions as to the developer's 
expected profits that fail to comport with the reality on the ground or common sense. In addition, BSA has not 
historically adjudicated cases involving affordable housing. We would recommend HPD or another City agency 
with the mandate and expertise to prioritize affordable housing be the venue for the adjudication of any hardship 
applications. 
 
"In lieu of" Fund – CB7 is open to the option of using this fund to accommodate small buildings where MIH 
may be problematic. However, the MIH text does not provide sufficient explanation for how this fund will work. 
A much more detailed description of this fund is required before we could possibly support it. A small sampling 
of unanswered questions include: How is the expense determined? What mechanism controls the changing 
expense over time? What mechanisms ensure that the money will be expended efficiently and timely?  Will HPD 
have adequate access to adequate staff and experts to ensure that the fund is applied as required?  In addition, 
adequate protections must be erected to deliver on a commitment that the affordable housing built or preserved 
through the fund is located proximate to the site generating the payment. 
 
Preservation of Existing Affordable Housing/421a Provisions – One of our chief concerns was that a building 
which currently or in the recent past included rent regulated units or units subject to other affordable housing 
restrictions could be torn down for a larger building with only the minimum Inclusionary units under MIH, 
representing a net loss of affordable units. DCP contends that all MIH buildings would also be subject to 421-a, 
which has provisions to ensure that the number of affordable units on a lot are not lost. Since 421-a periodically 
must be reauthorized by the State legislature, and may not now or in a future iteration apply to every MIH project, 
it is essential that MIH include on its own an incontrovertible requirement that at least the highest number of rent-
regulated units with at least the same floor area as was in the demolished building over the five years preceding 
the demolition be replaced as affordable units in any new or replacement building, and that none of those units be 
counted to satisfy the MIH requirements. This requirement must be embodied in the text of MIH. 
 
Stifling Negotiation – We have concern that despite MIH’s intention to establish a floor for affordability in a 
building, we may in effect be establishing a ceiling that will stifle negotiation between developers and the 
Community Boards, Borough Presidents, City Council Members, City Planning representatives and others 
involved in the public review that must precede any decision on how MIH would be implemented in any given 
situation. While affordable housing is our priority, we owe it to our current and future neighbors and constituents 
to ensure that providing much-needed units of affordable housing does not result in further overloading our 
schools, subways, parks, and roads. MIH will make buildings as-of-right that previously would have required 
careful negotiation which we fear will impact our ability to manage the development of our district going forward. 
The proposal must be amended to ensure that a full public review process is required and that approval of any 
application would not be as-of-right if the developer agreed to provide the minimum Inclusionary housing as 
called for in the proposal.  
 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT Community Board 7/Manhattan opposes the Mandatory 
Inclusionary Housing program unless the seven changes spelled out in this resolution are addressed.  
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November 25, 2015 

 

Carl Weisbrod, Chair 

City Planning Commission 

22 Read Street 

New York, NY 10007 

 

Re: Zoning for Quality and Affordability (ZQA) N 160049 ZRY and Mandatory Inclusionary Housing (MIH) N 

160051 ZRY Text Amendments 

 

Dear Chair Weisbrod: 

 

I write to you on behalf of Manhattan Community Board 8 in regards to the proposed citywide text amendments 

currently under public review known as Zoning for Quality and Affordability (“ZQA”) and Mandatory 

Inclusionary Housing (“MIH”).  I previously wrote to you, in a letter dated April 29, 2015, to highlight the 

concerns that Community Board 8 had with the text amendments.  The following represents the continuing 

concerns of Community Board 8 as expressed at our Land Use Committee meeting held on November 10, 2015.  

 

1) ZONING FOR QUALITY AND AFFORDABILITY    

 

 Exemption from the “Sliver” Law  

  

Allowing buildings with affordable housing or senior housing to be exempt from the Sliver Law - ZR 

23-692 will lead to irreparable damage to the character and streetscape of the Upper East Side and other 

affected residential neighborhoods.  It will also lead to the loss of affordable housing that these narrow 

buildings now contain. 

 

The increases in the height limit for a building less than 45 feet wide under ZQA are as follows: 

 

R10 and R10A districts, the increase in height is from 100 feet to 235 feet.  

R9X districts (Lexington Avenue), the increase is from 75 feet to 205 feet. 

R8B districts, the increase is from 60 feet to 75 feet. 

Special Madison Avenue Preservation District, the increase is from 80 feet to 210 feet. 

Special Park Improvement District, the increase is from 100 feet to 210 feet. 

 

Under ZQA there is no incentive to build affordable or senior housing on sites more than 45 feet wide. 

Exempting sites from the Sliver Law creates an incentive to demolish the narrow buildings, most of 

which currently contain affordable housing.  The gains in market-rate housing for a building less than 45 

feet wide under ZQA illustrate this point:   

 

R10 and R10A districts, the increase in market-rate housing is from 100 feet to 188 feet.  

R9X districts (Lexington Avenue), the increase is from 75 feet to 164 feet. 

R8B districts, there is no change from 60 feet. 

 

 



Special Madison Avenue Preservation District, the increase is from 80 feet to 168 feet. 

Special Park Improvement District, the increase is from 100 feet to 168 feet. 

 

We must protect the applicability of the Sliver Law as a tool to protect neighborhood context. 

 

 Contextual Zones 

 

ZQA and bulk changes should not apply to Contextual Zones.  The height limits in Contextual Zones are 

already generous and exceed the height of buildings whose configurations they are intended to replicate. 

Prewar apartment buildings upon which R10A is modeled average 160 to 180 feet in height.  In R10A 

districts, the limit is 210 feet.  ZQA proposes to add 5 to 25 feet, which will bring new buildings out of 

context with their neighborhoods.  Encroachment in the rear yards should not be allowed, as it would 

negatively affect the enjoyment of the remaining open space amenity known as the “historic donut”. 

 

 R9X (Lexington Avenue) 

 

If Lexington Avenue were only one foot narrower, it would qualify as a “narrow street”.  ZQA proposes 

to increase the building height by 15-45 feet.  The current height limit is 160 feet, which is the maximum 

of what is appropriate on such a narrow avenue.  The proposed 205 feet would seriously impact the 

character of Lexington Avenue.   

 

The ZQA and bulk changes must maintain the building height difference and proportion between wide 

and narrow streets.  Buildings on narrow streets that are the same height as or taller than buildings on the 

avenues negatively affect light and air to the side walk and surrounding buildings.  

 

 Affordable Housing Net Loss and Net Increase 

 

The current system of giving bonuses for building affordable housing can be self-defeating because the 

amount of affordable housing already existing on the development site is not taken into consideration.  

This leads to, and has led to in the past, a net loss of affordable housing.  A bonus should be awarded for 

a net increase in affordable housing. 

 

There is an affordable housing crisis in Community Board 8 that outpaces the rest of the city.  

Based on property tax bills, between 2007 and 2014, Community Board 8 experienced a net loss 

of 26% of affordable units; compared to 6% in New York City overall.  70% of those units were 

located east of Third Avenue, highlighting the particular threat to affordable housing in the 

neighborhoods of Lenox Hill and Yorkville.  The area located east of Third Avenue is not 

protected by Historic Districts in the way that the area located west of Third Avenue is.  

Therefore, the incentive to leverage ZQA will be concentrated east of Third Avenue.  Since ZQA 

does not require a net positive gain of affordable units it will lead to a net loss of units as 

buildings are torn down and replaced with buildings housing larger apartments, totaling fewer 

units resulting in the construction of fewer affordable units. 

 

 Senior Housing and Inclusionary Housing 

 

The Upper East Side needs a range of permanent affordable senior housing and continuum of 

care facilities to meet the growing aging population.  Senior housing is not permanent, yet the 

height and FAR increases are permanent.  There is a need to clarify the range of housing planned, 

number of units, issue of hardship regarding the Bureau of Standards and Appeals, affordability,  

 



expansion of FAR in districts R3-R10, as of right development for nursing homes and senior 

facilities and mixed use housing with the general population.  The R10 Voluntary Inclusionary 

Housing programs are not fixed but they are being used as the qualifying programs for additional 

height.          

 

 Shadows 

 

The DEIS for ZQA states that a shadow study shows a potential result in significant adverse 

shadow impacts to our most precious resources; historic architecture and open space.  The zones 

that will be most sensitive to development based on ZQA maps are the avenues and major cross 

streets which is where our historic resources and parks are located.  

 

 197-a and c Plans 

 

Development of 197-a and 197-c Plans should be accompanied by an urban design element to 

provide a 3-demensional urban design context to any proposed zoning changes.  Zoning changes 

should be based upon these plans.   

 

2) MANDATORY INCLUSIONARY HOUSING 

 

It appears that this proposal could lead to cases of unfortunate spot zoning at the request of a developer.  

There are possible sites within Community Board 8 that could be eligible for MIH.  The City will have 

the discretion to apply one of three affordable housing options.  None of these options would meet our 

AMI standards.  All options mandate that no affordable unit exceed 130% AMI.  If the program needs to 

be universal, then the AMI options are not broad enough or deep enough to fit all neighborhood needs. 

 

We are concerned with the payment-in-lieu option and the fund regarding threshold criteria, time frame 

for use in the community, management, transparency, oversight and the funds being spent in areas 

outside of the district.  And the preservation and rehabilitation of units should be included as an option 

for fund use. 

 

On-site separate buildings provisions may be creating poor floors and or poor buildings.  There should 

be a requirement for equal access, equal amenities and finishes.         

          

3) Conclusion 

 

Based on the board’s discussion and analysis of both proposals conducted at three Zoning and 

Development Committee meetings and at our Land Use Committee Meeting, Manhattan Community 

Board 8 does not support either text amendment as currently drafted. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

James G. Clynes     
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215 West 125th Street, 4th Floor—New York, NY 10027 
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HENRIETTA LYLE 

Chairperson 
 

ANDREW LASSALLE 
District Manager 

 

November 6, 2015 

 

Mr. Carl Weisbrod 

Commissioner 

New York City Department of City Planning 

22 Reade Street  

New York, NY 10007 

 

Re: Proposed zoning text amendments: “Mandatory Inclusionary Zoning” and “Zoning for Quality 

and Affordability”.  

 

Dear Chair Weisbrod: 

 

Harlem residents are deeply concerned about the lack of affordable housing in our neighborhood and across 

the city.  Enabling more affordable housing is an urgent priority for Manhattan Community Board 10 and 

we are glad that this is the stated goal of the administration in proposing the MIH and ZQA zoning text 

amendments. 

 

However we are concerned that the Department of City Planning has not reached out to this Board while 

crafting the MIH and ZQA proposals, and that the public review process is unduly rushed.  We have not 

been given the necessary time, tools or resources to fully grasp all the nuances of these highly technical and 

complex proposals.  We regret this and cannot in good conscience take a vote to support or oppose the MIH 

and ZQA zoning text amendments. 

  

Our dissatisfaction with the process has not stopped us from hearing a number of concerns with the MIH 

and ZQA proposals, and we would do a disservice to the Community that we represent if we did not raise 

them.  We urge to take note of these concerns and to amend the MIH and ZQA proposals in response. 

 

Concerns with MIH 
 

● Requiring 25% or 30% of the units to be affordable is a step in the right direction, but it is too small. 

At minimum developments benefitting from rezoning should be required to provide 50% of the units 

as affordable. 
 

● Affordable units should be targeted to very low-income and low-income households.  This is what 

Harlem needs most desperately. 
 

● MIH should also include opportunities for homeownership. 

● If the affordable units are built off-site, the construction schedules should be required to ensure that 

affordable units are completed before or at the same time as the market-rate units. 



 

● Units built off-site should be in the Community District or within a half mile in the same borough. 

Currently the half mile allowance could place the affordable units in the Bronx, which would defeat the 

purpose of having a community board preference in the application process for affordable housing. 
  

● Eliminate the payment in lieu option for small buildings and require 50% of the units to be affordable. 
 

● Require 50% affordability in small buildings, regardless of the number of units. 
 

● Ensure that permanent affordability requirements are properly recorded, monitored, and that there are 

adequate enforcement mechanisms. 
 

● Require a plan for the continued investment into permanently affordable housing. As buildings age, 

their capital needs will increase. If there is no plan to shore up buildings, they will deteriorate the way 

that public housing has deteriorated. We are concerned about the effect this will have on residents and 

the potential for rescinding the affordability requirements in order to attract private investment. 

 

Concerns with ZQA 
 

● There should be additional incentives for senior affordable housing relative to “regular” affordable 

housing. If the incentive for the two is to waive the mandatory parking requirements, developers will 

never build senior housing. 
 

● Parking waivers for senior and affordable developments are permanent, so the housing that this 

facilitates should also be required to be affordable and senior housing in perpetuity.  Parking waivers 

are an invaluable incentive which, once awarded, cannot be taken away. We want to prevent scenarios 

where parking is waived to promote senior or affordable housing but after a few years the housing 

becomes market-rate.  

 

We hope that these concerns will be taken into consideration in a meaningful way, and we look forward to 

working proactively with the Department of City Planning in the future to find solutions to the housing 

needs of Harlem and of our city. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Henrietta Lyle       Brian Benjamin 

Chairperson       Chair of Land Use 

Manhattan Community Board 10    Manhattan Community Board 10 

 

 

 

Barbara J. Nelson 

Chair of Housing 

Manhattan Community Board 10 

 

Cc: Gale Brewer, Manhattan Borough President 

Inez Dickens, Council Member 
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RESOLUTION 

 
Date: November 23, 2015 
Committee of Origin: Executive 
Full Board Vote: 29 In Favor, 1 Opposed, 2 Absentions, 0 Present/Not Voting 
 
 
Resolution on proposed Mandatory Inclusionary Housing Plan 

WHEREAS, the development of new and the preservation of existing affordable housing is one 
of the foremost concerns for East Harlem and New York City (“NYC”) at-large; 

WHEREAS, the cost of living in NYC has been increasing, the demand for housing has 
outpaced the supply of housing and the growth and desire for luxury development has posed 
immense hardships for many NYC—and specifically East Harlem—residents who desperately 
wish to remain members of their community; 

WHEREAS, Community Board 11 of Manhattan (“CB11”), on behalf of the East Harlem 
community, has persistently advocated to local, state and federal officials that affordable housing 
must be both expanded and preserved; 

WHEREAS, CB11 outlined and recommended a mandatory inclusionary housing program in 
2013 in conjunction with its Park Avenue rezoning recommendations; 

WHEREAS, governmental and political leaders desire to address the lack of affordable housing 
by promoting increased development of affordable housing units through changes to the NYC 
Zoning Resolution as well as through other initiatives that comprise “Housing New York,” NYC 
Mayor Bill de Blasio’s housing plan;  

WHEREAS, the NYC Department of City Planning (“DCP”) has designed and proposed the 
implementation of a Mandatory Inclusionary Housing program (“MIH”) that will make 
affordable housing a mandatory component of new residential development as well as to 
guarantee the permanency of affordable housing; 

WHEREAS, CB11 has consulted with various stakeholders, including representatives of DCP 
and other NYC agencies, and has evaluated the proposal in consultation with members of the 
public, including residents, neighbors and friends of East Harlem; 

WHEREAS, a public hearing on this matter was held on November 9, 2015, where CB11 heard 
from other members of the public and their views of MIH; 

 

 
    
Diane Collier 
Chair 
 

Angel D. Mescain 
District Manager 
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WHEREAS, CB11 has recognized the historic import of MIH and the benefits it offers to the 
East Harlem community but has also identified a number of deficiencies in MIH that, if 
addressed and corrected, would substantially improve MIH and further benefit the East Harlem 
community; 

THEREFORE BE IT 

RESOLVED, MIH’s proposed option to increasing new, permanently affordable units by 
permitting developers to provide the requisite affordable units in different zoning lots but in the 
same Community District or within ½ mile of the project must not be implemented as it 
exacerbates socioeconomic segregation and is clearly contrary to the MIH’s planning goal of 
fostering economically diverse communities; 

FURTHER RESOLVED, MIH’s proposed “on-site, separate building” option to increasing 
new, permanently affordable units by permitting developers to provide the requisite affordable 
units on the same zoning lot but in a separate building must not be implemented as it exacerbates 
socioeconomic segregation. Additionally, no waivers should be provided to allow for “poor 
doors” or any type of separate entrances or buildings that could be interpreted as stigmatizing to 
residents; 

FURTHER RESOLVED, MIH’s proposed “payment-in-lieu option” must only be used within 
the Community District so as to guarantee that any payment made is used within a closer 
geographic proximity to the development site for which such payment is being made, in order to 
reduce the likelihood that such affordable units are disparately located and isolated from the 
market-rate developments. Additionally, allocations from the payment-in-lieu fund must be 
overseen by the Community Board and directed towards housing affordability measures 
including new construction, rehabilitation, or preservation of existing affordable housing. The 
vague “or other affordable housing purposes” clause must be removed from the MIH text; 

FURTHER RESOLVED, MIH’s minimum level of affordable housing production and the 
affordability of those units do not meet the need of the East Harlem community. MIH should 
require new MIH buildings to follow a 50/30/20 Mixed-Income Program, where 50% of the units 
would be market rate, 30% of the units would be for moderate incomes and 20% of the units 
would be for low and very low incomes, based on the Neighborhood Median Income of 
Community District 11. Implementation of this type of Mixed-Income Program would 
significantly increase the amount of affordable housing produced and also reach to lower levels 
of Area Median Income that better reflect the East Harlem community.  

FURTHER RESOLVED, that CB11, on behalf of the East Harlem community and upon 
extensive consideration of MIH’s potential effects on East Harlem, does not support or express 
approval of MIH, unless the articulated concerns in the foregoing resolutions are met. 

 



















































 
Queens Community Board 13 

219-41 Jamaica Avenue 
Queens Village, NY 11428 
Telephone: (718) 464-9700 

www.QCB13.Org 
 

Melinda Katz   Bryan J. Block 
Borough President                                                                                                      Chairman 
 
Vicky Morales   Mark McMillan  
Director of                          District Manager  
Community Boards 
 
 
December 2, 2015 
 
Stephen Everett 
Department of City Planning 
120 Broadway, 31st Floor 
New York, NY 10271 
 
 
Dear Mr. Everett: 
 
On October 26, 2015, Queens Community Board 13 at its monthly General Meeting voted on 
two zoning text amendments. 
 
After a detailed presentation by Debra Carney of the Department of City Planning, the two 
items, Mandatory Inclusive Zoning, and Zoning for Quality and Affordability, were discussed and 
subsequently voted on.  
 
Queens Community Board 13 voted against both text amendments by a vote of 32-7.  
 
If you need any additional information, please call me at 718.464.9700. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Mark McMillan 
District Manager 
Queens Community Board 13 
 

http://www.qcb13.org/














 

 

 
 

 
DANA T. MAGEE 
CHAIR 

 
DEBRA A. DERRICO 
DISTRICT MANAGER 

 
 

THE CITY OF NEW YORK 

Community Board 2 
BOROUGH OF STATEN ISLAND 

 

 

 
 

 
460 BRIELLE AVENUE 

STATEN ISLAND, NEW YORK 10314 

718-317-3235 

FAX: 718-317-3251 

 

 

December 10, 2015 

 

Honorable Carl Weisbrod, Chair 

City Planning Commission 

120 Broadway, Floor 31 

New York, New York 10007 

 

Re:  Mandatory Inclusionary Housing  

       ULURP Number N160051ZRY 

         

Dear Chair Weisbrod, 

 

I am writing to inform you that at its December 9, 2015 monthly Full Board meeting, Community Board 2 

unanimously resolved by a vote of 25 in favor of rejecting the proposed Mandatory Inclusionary Housing 

Text Amendment, ULURP Number N160051ZRY. There was no opposition to the rejection and no abstentions. 

 

WHEREAS, the Mandatory Inclusionary Housing Program would substantially increase density, and have a negative 

impact on already overtaxed infrastructure;    

and, Staten Islanders are already overburdened with poor transportation in a borough lacking viable transportation 

options.  This program will add to the challenges we are faced with as a result of over-development in this borough. 

We, the members of Community Board reject the Mandatory Inclusionary Housing Program. 

BE IT RESOLVED that, we, the members of Community Board 2 reject the Mandatory Inclusionary Housing 

Program proposed by the Mayor and the New York City Department of City Planning. 

 
Sincerely, 

 

 

Dana T. Magee       Frank G. Marchiano 

Chair        Chair, Land Use  
 

Copy to:  Honorable Bill de Blasio  

                Honorable James S. Oddo  

                Honorable Steven Matteo  

                Honorable Joseph Borelli  

                Len Garcia-Duran, Director of DCP/Staten Island 

                New York City Speaker Melissa Mark-Viverito 

 

 

















































































































































 

 
December 11, 2015  
 
Carl Weisbrod, Chair 
City Planning Commission 
22 Reade Street 
New York, NY 10007 
 
Re: N 160051 ZRY – Mandatory Inclusionary Housing Text Amendment  
 
Dear Chair Weisbrod: 
 
I  write  in  regard  to  the  Department  of  City  Planning’s  (DCP) application for an amendment of 
the  Zoning  Resolution  (“ZR”)  of  the  City  of  New  York  to  modify  articles  and  related  provisions  
concerning Sections 12-10, 23-10, 23-90, 62-80, 73-62, 74-00 and 74-40 in order to create a 
Mandatory Inclusionary Housing Program. The text amendment was put forth as part of the 
Mayor’s  Housing  Plan  in  order  to  address  the  current  affordable  housing  crisis  and  to promote 
integrated communities and neighborhoods. The program would apply to specific future 
developments located in either a neighborhood rezoning approved through the Uniform Land 
Use Review Procedure (ULURP) or pursuant to a ULURP-approved special permit that increases 
residential density and in turn require that a share of new housing be permanently affordable.  
 
Affordable housing that serves a wide range of needs is an important goal. I believe all 
significant residential development in Manhattan should require some affordable housing, and 
have sought to accomplish this in projects I have reviewed as a City Councilmember and now as 
Manhattan Borough President.  In recent years, I watched as residential development has become 
more and more opulent, with larger units and grander amenities. More and more frequently, 
these developments are built for those who do not intend to reside in them.  This type of 
development forces up real estate prices and housing costs for everyone in the community and 
may often result in indirect displacement and a loss in neighborhood continuity. And this is a 
trend that is happening throughout Manhattan.  For these reasons we need a mandatory 
affordable housing program in the city.  
 
The need for increased affordable housing in new developments where rezoning of a 
neighborhood will allow for creation of significant new residential density is self-evident.  
However, in an already dense borough, I have misgivings about allowing the principal way of 
achieving affordable housing to be tied to significant upzonings, especially without explicit ties 
to anti-harassment provisions or a tenant protection plan.  This pits proponents of significant 
density against advocates of affordable housing and fans concerns that the incentives to build are 
spurring gentrification and therefore raising rents.   
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My biggest concern about the program as currently proposed is that the affordable housing 
requirement may not justify the additional density that may be realized by developers.  I 
understand the arguments behind a uniform, consistent, mandatory program that requires 
affordable housing where significant new residential density is introduced.  My preference is that 
affordable housing not be tied to new residential density but rather to all residential development.  
Many developments – indeed the largest ones -- are as-of-right, oftentimes resulting from the 
merger of zoning lots, which allow development rights to be combined and result in enormous 
towers.  Some development is made possible through applications for special permits that may 
allow residential use in zoning districts where residential use is not currently allowed.  As I 
began to see these special permit applications come more regularly through ULURP my office 
began commenting on the need to require affordable housing where new residential use is being 
introduced into a neighborhood.  
 
I also have concerns about the implementation of this program as proposed in the text 
amendment. These concerns center on the question of when the provisions requiring affordable 
housing in the case of special permits are triggered, protections against harassment for rent 
stabilized tenants, and transparency and assurances that money in the fund from Manhattan 
projects gets spent in the Manhattan community district that generated those monies. Also, I have 
heard from many of the Manhattan community boards that the affordable housing income bands 
are inadequate and should allow for more housing at both the lowest and more moderate income 
levels. 
 
However, I am very supportive of the provisions in the current proposal that would require 
private applicants for special permits (for residential conversion or construction) to provide 
affordable housing because this is a major step toward requiring individual residential projects to 
help meet this significant need.  Since there can be difficulties with applying this type of solution 
to all residential construction, it is even more essential that before any program is finally 
approved, the City Planning Commission (CPC) and the City Council ensure that the percentages 
of affordable housing required by the program are as high as possible.   
 
In addition, the administration has demonstrated a willingness to work towards significant 
changes that I and the Manhattan community boards are seeking. Moreover, the administration 
has committed to work with me on improving the quality and quantity of affordable housing 
units created by the R10 and Voluntary Inclusionary Housing Programs applicable in so much of 
Manhattan.  For these reasons I support the MIH text amendment, but only if the conditions 
outlined in this recommendation are satisfied. 
 
As part of my consideration, I took into account the Manhattan Borough Board resolution 
recommending disapproval with conditions issued on November 30, 2015,  all of the Manhattan 
Community Board resolutions, the testimony received and heard at the Manhattan Borough 
President’s  Public  Hearing  on  this  matter  on  November  16,  2015,  the  letters  submitted  by  
Manhattan elected officials on March 25, 2015 and November 17, 2015, and all relevant 
materials provided by the Department of City Planning pursuant to Section 201 of the New York 
City Charter as related to the text amendment N 160051 ZRY. In addition, this recommendation 
is based upon the letter dated the same date as this recommendation from the Chair of the City 
Planning Commission and Commissioner of HPD outlining our discussions on MIH and their 
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commitments to my office attached hereto as Appendix II. For more information on the 
background behind my consideration, please see Appendix I to this letter. 
 
 
BOROUGH PRESIDENT RECOMMENDATION 
We need a mandatory affordable housing program, and I said so in a letter that I sent to HPD and 
DCP on August 1, 2014 following discussions on a development in Riverside Center that 
managed to take advantage of a number of the existing loopholes in the current voluntary 
program. Although a significant part of this program will be tied to neighborhood upzonings, the 
proposed MIH program also uses special permits to capture affordable housing from developers 
introducing residential units into non-residential districts.  A mandatory housing program such as 
the one currently proposed with the improvements outlined below, together with an 
administration commitment to an improved Voluntary Inclusionary Housing Program, will aid 
the city in achieving its housing goals and should address any existing concerns with the 
voluntary programs: 
 

1) Improvements to Voluntary and R10 Programs: Significantly, the administration 
has committed to work with me on amendments to the R10 and Voluntary Inclusionary 
Housing Programs applicable in so much of Manhattan which could result in more and 
better affordable housing through these programs.  Indeed, HPD has already commenced 
a review of the offsite option in the voluntary program. I am confident these changes will 
result in a greater amount of affordable housing achieved through these programs as well 
as the elimination of problematic and stigmatizing outcomes such as developments with 
“poor  doors.” 
 
2) When MIH will be required: Over the last two years this Office has expressed 
concern that special permits have allowed the introduction of new residential units into 
certain neighborhoods by developers without a requirement for affordable housing. The 
current proposal states that affordable housing requirements are not applicable to 
residential developments of fewer than ten units or 12,500 square feet. Were this 
minimum threshold to be maintained, some of the loft buildings in the SoHo/NoHo area 
which have been converted in recent years to residential use might not be subject to the 
requirements contained in this proposal.1 Therefore, DCP and HPD have agreed to review 
the square footage threshold for application of MIH to special permits in certain 
neighborhoods in Manhattan. 
 
3) Fund for affordable units remaining in communities: In addition, while this Office 
has called for consideration of a fund for affordable housing to be seeded by developers 
of small projects, this alternative was called for only if an actual requirement for onsite 
affordable housing could not be accomplished.  I continue to believe onsite affordable 

                                                      
1 Borough President Recommendation, 37 Great Jones Street, ULURP application No. C 140114 
ZSM (Borough President recommended approval but residential floor area was 12,038 square 
feet; BSA Application 318-13-BZ, 74 Grand Street, May 6, 2014  (residential floor area of 
10,807 square feet); BSA Application 77-13-BZ, 45 Great Jones Street, October 29, 2013 
(residential floor area 11,697 square feet).     
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housing is preferable but understand that in some instances this may not be practicable or 
even legally feasible. (e.g. the minimum unit size in SoHo and NoHo is 1,200 square feet 
when converting to residential floor area per the condition 74-712(a)(1)(iii) of the special 
permit allowing such conversion).  However, this Office and many of Manhattan's 
Community Boards have serious concerns over the operation of such a fund.  In the 
current text there are virtually no requirements over the use of such funds and its 
operation is left to be defined in a set of guidelines not yet written.  Manhattan 
Community Boards -- especially those in communities where housing prices are highest -
- rightfully will not support a system in which funds are generated by multiple special 
permit applications which have a cumulative effect of introducing significant amounts of 
market rate housing into their communities, only to see these funds spent in other 
communities. So HPD and DCP have agreed to requirements to keep these funds tied to 
the community district for a minimum of ten years, and only to allow them to be used 
outside of the district after consultation with the Community Board and Manhattan 
Borough President. At no point would the money leave the borough.  These requirements 
will be coupled with annual reporting on monies in the fund and the uses to which they 
are being put, broken down by community district. 
 
4) Displacement and anti-harassment provisions:  Communities are looking to the 
City to explain how it will work to fight displacement in communities where MIH is 
applied after increasing the development potential of a community by rezoning the area 
to allow for more residential density. This increase creates soft sites and ratchets up the 
existing development pressure. Anti-tenant harassment protections exist in the Special 
Clinton District and similar provisions must be considered as part of a larger anti-
displacement strategy. If programs outside the scope of zoning requirements can 
sufficiently empower tenants and protect them from potential harassment, the 
administration must demonstrate the efficacy of these tools to deter harassment before it 
begins. Otherwise, anti-tenant harassment protections similar to those in Clinton/Hell’s  
Kitchen should be included in MIH or promised in future neighborhood upzonings.  
Additionally, I believe that future study should be done to see how density increases can 
be tied to local hiring provisions, good jobs and acceptable labor standards to act against 
displacement and strengthen existing communities.  These measures would provide a 
pathway for some who live in the rezoned communities to work and proposer where they 
reside. 
 
5) BSA waiver of program requirements:   The provision of the proposed text that 
would allow the Board of Standards and Appeals (BSA) to modify the requirements of 
the MIH program upon certain findings, including that the requirements for the 
percentage of affordable housing or income levels create an unnecessary hardship for the 
developer keeping him or her from making a reasonable return is very concerning to me 
as it was to the Borough Board.  Community Boards have an unpleasant history of seeing 
hard fought zoning provisions avoided on hardship claims that are sometimes debatable.   
DCP has committed to revise the text for BSA modification of the requirements to ensure 
limited availability of waivers, provide more structure for review of such requests and 
require consultation with HPD before a waiver can be granted. 
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6) Affordable unit location: The next issue of concern is the baseline quality of the 
affordable units -- specifically their locations within projects and their comparability to 
market rate units.  The requirement that where affordable units and market rate units are 
found in the same building, access must be by way of a common entrance is laudable.  It 
will eliminate the stigmatization of affordable housing residents being forced to enter the 
building through a "poor door" allowed under the Voluntary Inclusionary housing 
program and criticized by this Office and many Manhattan Community Boards.  But 
requirements that affordable units in mixed market rate and affordable housing buildings 
need only be distributed over half of the floors could lead to "poor floors."  The 
Voluntary program requires affordable units to be distributed over at least 65 percent of 
the floors and in some instances Manhattan Community Boards have achieved even 
greater integration of units.  Sixty-five to 75 percent unit distribution is what the 
administration should strive to achieve with their Mandatory Inclusionary Housing 
Program. 
 
7) Location in separate buildings: My priority is that New York City and the Borough 
of Manhattan be comprised of diverse communities. The MIH program will best foster 
the goal of inclusive housing if the affordable units are ultimately integrated in the same 
building with the market rate units and not in a separate building next door. Admittedly 
there are impediments to integrated buildings that are currently outside the control of the 
City and State. Project financing is an oft-cited example of one of those impediments and 
it may be that without the onsite-adjacent building provisions, a project may be more 
likely to secure a BSA hardship variance and escape the MIH program entirely.  But if 
the goal is inclusive development and communities, then the on-site, mixed building 
should be given priority and the use of the off-site or adjacent building used only as a 
relief valve under set circumstances or if the gain is higher in the number of affordable 
units. Both the onsite-adjacent buildings option and any offsite option should not be 
allowed to occur without additional consideration by HPD and the community as to the 
reasons why an integrated project is not feasible. HPD should not be able to sign off on 
the  project’s  MIH  requirements before the end of the review period. The alternative to 
this review could be an option to increase in the number of affordable units in the 
adjacent building. 
 
8) Off-site provisions: It is important to point out that 421-a incentives2 are not available 
to projects that build affordable units offsite. Yet, developers may choose to forgo the tax 
exemption benefits of 421-a while still complying with the requirements of MIH. Despite 
the widely held notion that development is not feasible in Manhattan without the property 
tax exemption, developers have chosen to abstain from participating in 421-a while 
enjoying FAR bonuses from older inclusionary housing programs. It seems that 
separating out the affordable units from the market rate units is an incentive in itself, 
equal to or greater than incentives offered by 421-a. Therefore I believe we should seek 
either a higher percentage of units or a deeper affordability when a developer utilizes that 
option, or seriously consider what would be the appropriate criteria for allowing that 
option to be exercised, such as community review. 
 

                                                      
2 421-a refers to New York State Real Property Tax Law §421-a. 
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The offsite provision pits property submarkets against one another by allowing 
developers to earn their floor area bonus by building the affordable units in the most 
inexpensive property market that they can justify in the inclusionary housing rules (same 
Community District or within a half mile as the project receiving the bonus) while using 
the bonus area in the area with the highest value. This multiplier is clearly an incentive on 
its own. The MIH program does not attempt to separate out projects using the offsite 
provision from the rules from projects that qualify for 421-a benefits by building all of 
the units onsite. Offsite projects should not be hamstrung by the State program when it 
does not contemplate that type of development in its development standards. Additional 
MIH affordability options should be available for offsite projects in addition to the two 
that are available throughout the borough and the Workforce Option that is only available 
in Community Districts 9 through 12. Additional options should reflect AMI bands that 
target families of very limited means or middle class families that are often left out of 
affordable housing programs in Manhattan below 96th Street. 
 
Again we have made significant progress on this issue. The administration has committed 
to looking at the percentage requirement for offsite affordable housing in the Voluntary 
Inclusionary Program. Assuming a favorable review, I am confident that this would also 
result in an increase in the offsite requirements in MIH. This would recognize the fact 
that if there is a significant economic need on the part of the developer to use this less 
favored option, then the developer must provide more to the affected community in 
return. 
  
9) Quality of affordable units: An additional concern is the continued quality of 
conditions in the affordable apartment units within a mandatory inclusionary project. 
Only by requiring an identical or substantially similar level of apartment appliances and 
finishes for market rate and affordable units, can we ensure that the affordable units will 
remain in good condition over the long run and not deteriorate more rapidly than the 
market rate units. The City must ensure that the warranty of habitability is maintained at 
the highest level from the first tenancy, and throughout the life of the building. Quality 
finishes that are made to last will show that this new affordable housing program 
recognizes the importance of maintaining a high quality standard of living for all tenants, 
a value that has regrettably been overlooked in the past.  
 
10) Community Board input: Additionally, I have repeatedly asked HPD (most recently 
in a letter sent on February 10, 2015) to adjust the agency rules for referring affordable 
housing plans to Community Boards to ensure true input under the voluntary programs. 
These plans are sent by developers, but typically not with sufficient time for a 
Community Board to review the application, and with little or no guidance from HPD 
about what specifically can be weighed in on. I believe that this process could be 
strengthened by adjusting HPD policies, but this could also be included as part of an 
affordable housing text amendment. Since this referral process is mandated by the 
zoning, the text could be altered to provide more time for Community Board review, to 
clarify what elements of the plan should be presented to communities, and to make 
consistent the process for referral. That same level of clarity and consistency is important 
for Mandatory Inclusionary housing application referrals, and the intent of that referral 
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should be made clearer in the zoning text so as to better inform eventual agency 
guidelines. 
 
11) Income bands: Clearly the Department of City Planning used great care to create 
AMI options that mirror those available in the New York State 421-a program. There is 
an argument that housing developers will look to take advantage of the State program to 
exempt  their  project  from  property  taxes  and  thus  the  City’s  zoning  resolution should not 
preempt those opportunities by mandating a certain mix of AMI bands that would 
preclude  the  project’s  participation  in  421-a.  This  explains  why  the  “Workforce  Option”  
is not available in Community Districts 1 through 8 as the 421-a program prohibits the 
use of a 120% AMI average below 96th Street in Manhattan. Unfortunately, both the State 
and City restrictions do not reflect the diversity of needs that change from neighborhood 
to neighborhood in terms of the depth of affordability the mandatory units must achieve.  

 
But the MIH proposal does not go far enough in working around the limitations of 421a 
and I feel that there are significant opportunities to diversify the menu of affordability 
options presented in the current version. The three options that dictate the weighted-
average AMI bands in MIH do not reflect the diversity of need in Manhattan. The 
common refrain that echoed in the Community Boards, the borough-wide hearing and 
Manhattan Borough Board was that the options do not address the needs that exist. In 
communities where those with the lowest incomes are the most at-risk for displacement, 
the lowest average AMI band is 60%. The 120% AMI Workforce Option is limited to 
uptown community districts, where the need for apartments at less than the lowest 60% 
AMI option is greatest. In community districts 1 through 8, where the Workforce Option 
is not available, members of the community question if there is any room left for middle 
class families that often make too much for most affordable housing programs, yet still 
are unable to afford market rents. 

 
I appreciate the administration’s need for a program that has universal applicability and a 
citywide impact. However, the limited scope of affordability options prevents the program from 
responding to the economic differences in various neighborhoods.  Fortunately, the 
administration has committed to work to tailor strategies to meet needs of different 
neighborhoods.  I strongly urge the administration and City Council to provide additional options 
for affordable housing at the lowest income ranges as well as those in moderate/middle income 
bands.  
 
A number of issues remain unresolved, and while I am encouraged by the commitments made by 
the administration to revise and improve these plans, additional work must be done especially to 
ensure adequate AMI bands and the provision of the greatest percentage of affordable housing in 
all circumstances.  This would allow the program to respond to neighborhood needs across the 
city.  I would also encourage the City Planning Commission and City Council to take their full 
review timeframe and carefully consider the recommendations from the individual Community 
Boards, Borough Boards, and Borough Presidents to ensure this city gets the best mandatory 
program it deserves and needs. 
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Thank you for your consideration of my recommendation and efforts in ongoing discussion on 
this important topic. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Gale A. Brewer 
Manhattan Borough President 
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APPENDIX I. Background 
 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
The Department of City Planning referred out on September 21, 2015 a citywide text amendment 
known as MIH (N 160050 ZRY) that would amend the ZR to create a Mandatory Inclusionary 
Housing program that would require, through future zoning actions, a share of new housing to be 
permanently affordable. Such requirement would either be triggered through a neighborhood 
rezoning  study  that  increases  residential  density,  or  through  special  permits  subject  to  the  city’s  
Uniform Land Use Review Procedure (ULURP). 
 
Background 
Housing New York Overview 
On May 5th, 2014 New York City Mayor de Blasio unveiled his administration’s   strategy   for  
achieving his campaign goals of building or preserving 200,000 housing units over the next 10 
years.   Entitled   ‘Housing   New   York:   A   Five-Borough,   Ten   Year   Plan’,   the   document   is   a  
roadmap for the Department of City Planning and the Department of Housing Preservation and 
Development.  
 
The plan calls for New York to become a denser city where economic diversity is a cornerstone 
of housing development. Together with development, the plan calls for the protection of existing 
affordable units against harassment as the city looks to make changes to the Zoning Resolution 
to increase the production of permanently affordable units by bringing down the cost of 
development while tying the creation or funding of affordable housing to increases in residential 
development potential. 
 
Past Calls for Mandatory Inclusionary Housing 
Before the beginning of the current administration, there was already a great deal of interest in 
improving the Voluntary Inclusionary Housing program that was instituted un conjunction with a 
number of rezonings during the Bloomberg administration. Various organizations called for a 
form of inclusionary zoning that did not rely on developers choosing to take the 33% bonus in 
floor area that came from setting aside 20% of the units as permanently affordable. Most notably, 
Manhattan Community Board 11 called for a Mandatory Inclusionary Housing Program and for 
the implementation to coincide with a rezoning strategy that they elaborated upon in their 
January, 2013 report. 
 
In addition, this Office has repeatedly called for requirements that developers introducing market 
rate housing into neighborhoods through special permit be required to provide affordable 
housing and requirements that more affordable housing be required under the current Voluntary 
Inclusionary Housing Programs in which developers can opt to provide affordable housing in 
return for a density bonus in mapped district and R10 districts. Over a year ago in a ULURP 
application for a special permit for a use change to residential use at 102 Greene Street, this 
Office  stated  that,  “the Manhattan Borough President would like to work with the Department of 
City Planning and CB2 to explore options for affordable and artist housing in smaller projects, 
especially if new residential units are added or existing JLWQA units are proposed for 
elimination.”3  A few months later where a new luxury residential development was proposed to 
                                                      
3 Manhattan Borough President Recommendation, 102 Greene Street, C 140353 ZSM. 
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be built by special permit in an area zoned for light manufacturing in the Ladies Mile Historic 
District, this Office recommended disapproval and stated that if residential use were to be 
allowed, the area should be rezoned in a manner that required affordable housing.4  The 
developer subsequently agreed to provide four units of affordable housing.     
 
Proposed Text Changes  
The text amendment adds a new section, 23-154, to the New York City Zoning Resolution 
(“ZR”),  entitled  “Inclusionary  Housing.”  That  section  contains  special  floor  area  provisions  for  
zoning lots in Mandatory Inclusionary Housing areas which   provide   that      “no   #residential  
development#, #enlargement#, or #conversion# from non-#residential# to #residential use# shall 
be permitted unless #affordable housing#... is provided or a contribution is made to the 
#affordable   housing   fund#....”      However, this general requirement is subject to reduction or 
modification by special permit of the BSA pursuant to §73-624 of the proposed text (discussed in 
the final paragraph of this section on proposed text changes).  
 
The MIH Program would be applicable in “Mandatory  Inclusionary  Housing  Areas”  and  in  the  
case  of   applications   for   special  permits  allowing   for   “a   significant   increase   in   residential   floor  
area,”  could  be  applied  by  the  City  Planning  Commission  where  application  of  the  MIH  Program  
would be consistent with its goals. However, according to one of the final provisions contained 
in §23-154,  the  MIH  program  would  not  apply  to  “[a]  single  #development#,  #enlargement#,  or  
#conversion# from non-#residential# to #residential use# of not more than 10 #dwelling units# 
and not more than 12,500 square feet of #residential floor area# on a #zoning lot# that existed on 
the  date  of  establishment  of  the  applicable  #Mandatory  Inclusionary  Housing  area#.” 
 
Paragraphs (d)(3)(i) through (d)(3)(iv) of §23-154 set forth the options for the provision of 
affordable housing.  A developer building in a Mandatory Inclusionary Housing Area must do 
one of the following: (1) make at least 25 percent of the residential floor area affordable to 
income bands the weighted average of which do not exceed 60 percent of the Area Median 
Income  (“AMI”);;  (2)  make  at  least  30  percent  of  the  residential  floor  area  affordable  to  income  
bands the weighted average of which do not exceed 80 percent of AMI; or (3) employ a 
“workforce  option”  as  an alternative to options one and two in which at least 30 percent of the 
residential floor area is affordable to income bands that do not exceed 120 percent of AMI.  This 
“workforce  option”  would  not  be  permitted  in  Manhattan  south  of  96th  Street,  nor  would it be 
permitted if the development were receiving City subsidies. 
 
Section 23-154(d)(3)(iv) of the proposed text allows residential developments that increase the 
number of units by no more than 25 and increase residential floor area by less than 25,000 square 
feet   to  pay   into   an   “affordable  housing   fund”   instead  of  building   the  affordable  housing.     The  
fund would be administered by the Department of Housing Preservation and Development 
(“HPD”)   and   all   contributions   would   have   to   “be   used   for   development, acquisition, 
rehabilitation, or preservation of affordable housing, or other affordable housing purposes as set 
forth  in  the  guidelines”  promulgated  by  HPD (§23-011).  The amount required to be paid into the 
fund  would   be   “related   to   the   cost   of   constructing an equivalent amount of #affordable floor 
area#,   as   set   forth   in   the”  HPD  guidelines (§23-154(d)(iv)).     The  definition  of   the   “affordable  
housing  fund”  would  require  that  contributions  into  the  fund  be  “reserved,  for  a  minimum  period  
                                                      
4 Manhattan Borough President Recommendation, C 140404 ZSM and C 140405 ZSM, 39 West 23rd Street 
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of time as set forth   in   the  #guidelines#,  for  use  in  the  same  Community  District…,  or  within  a  
half-mile  of  such  #MIH  development#  in  an  adjacent  Community  District”  and  allows  HPD  to  
create additional provisions regarding the use of the funds in the guidelines (§23-911). 
 
In  “Special  permit  approval  in  Special  Purpose  Districts”  contained  in  §23-934, a new paragraph 
allows CPC to modify the requirements of MIH if a proposed #development#, #enlargement# or 
#conversion# facilitates significant public infrastructure or public facilities addressing needs that 
were not created by the proposed development itself. 
 
In   the   “Methods   for  Providing  Affordable  Housing”   contained   in  §23-94, a new paragraph (f) 
would be added that would require that if there is a Mandatory Inclusionary Housing site on a 
zoning lot that contains only affordable units, that that structure must either: (1) share a street 
entrance with any other building on the zoning lot that contains market rate residential units, (2) 
be a fully separate building from grade to the sky with its primary entrance on a street containing 
primary entrances for other residential buildings unless HPD approves another entrance after 
determining that such other entrance would not be stigmatizing. 
 
Section 23-96 which contains the requirements for generating sites under the Voluntary 
Inclusionary Program requiring affordable units to be distributed over 65 percent of the floors in 
buildings that contain both affordable and market rate units would be amended. The amendment 
would contain requirements that in a new construction MIH building that contained market rate 
and affordable residences, the affordable units would have to be distributed over 50 percent of 
the residential floors.  However, this requirement would not apply where the affordable units 
were all rentals and the market rate units were all condominiums (§23-96(b)). 
 
The bedroom mix of affordable units under the Mandatory Inclusionary Housing Program would 
be the same as that under the current Voluntary Inclusionary Housing Program with 
affordable/market rate buildings required to provide either a similar percentage of multiple 
bedroom apartments (one-bedroom or greater and 2 bedroom or greater) or contain at least 50 
percent 2 bedroom or greater units and 75 percent one bedroom or greater. Buildings containing 
only affordable units would have to comply with the 50 percent two or more bedrooms and 75 
percent one or more bedrooms requirement. The size requirements for studios, one bedrooms and 
two bedrooms would be generally consistent with those for the Voluntary Inclusionary Housing 
Program (§23-96(c)). 
 
The proposed MIH Program contains regulatory provisions similar to those found in the current 
Voluntary Inclusionary Housing Program, including that the affordable units be subject to a 
regulatory agreement, that the regulatory agreement be recorded and run with the property and 
that an administrator for the affordable housing which is a not-for-profit, unaffiliated with the 
developer be approved by HPD (§23-96).  In addition, the provisions concerning rent of rental 
affordable units, sales price and resale of home ownership affordable units and income eligibility 
applicable to the Voluntary Inclusionary Program are made applicable to the Mandatory 
Inclusionary Housing Program.  However, in the case of rental affordable housing units the 
rental provisions contained in the Voluntary Inclusionary Housing Program are made applicable 
to the Mandatory program “[u]nless   alternative   provisions   are   established   in   the   #regulatory  
agreement#  or  #guidelines#  for  #MIH  sites#.” (§23-961(b)).  
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Affordable   housing   units   in   the   program   are   restricted   to   “qualifying   households,”   which   are  
defined   as   “a #low income household#, #moderate income household#, or #middle income 
household# with an income not exceeding the applicable #income band# as specified in the 
special #floor area# provisions for #zoning lots# in #MIH areas# in paragraph (d) of Section 23-
154 (Inclusionary Housing).” (§23-911).  
 
The text amendment would add provisions requiring the MIH Application to contain the initial 
administering agent, the building plans, the number, bedroom mix and monthly rents or initial 
price as applicable of the affordable units and any other information HPD requires.  The 
application would have to be delivered to the community board at the time of its initial 
submission to HPD (§§23-961 and 23-962).   
 
Finally, the proposed text amendment would add a new section, §73-624,  entitled  “Reduction  or  
modification   of  mandatory   inclusionary   housing   requirements.”    This section would allow the 
Board of Standards and Appeals to modify the requirements of the MIH program upon finding 
that the requirements for the percentage of affordable housing or income levels (1) create an 
unnecessary hardship whereupon the developer would be unable to make a reasonable return; (2) 
the hardship was not created by the developer or a predecessor owner of the property; and the 
modification of the MIH Program requirements are the minimum necessary to afford relief.            
 
 
ANTICIPATED IMPACTS 
On September 18, 2015, the Department of City Planning issued a Negative Declaration for the 
Environmental Assessment Study (EAS) for the Mandatory Inclusionary Housing text 
amendment (CEQR No. 16DCP02BY). Upon completion of the department review of the EAS 
for the MIH program, the agency determined that the proposed action would have no significant 
effect on the quality of the environment as the text amendment would have no impact until 
mapped or implemented through subsequent discretionary actions of the City Planning 
Commission. 
 
 
COMMUNITY BOARD COMMENTS 
At its Full Board meeting on November 19, 2015, Community Board (CB) 1 voted to oppose the 
text amendment as currently proposed. The Board stated a need for affordable housing for 
middle-income families, the workforce option in all districts, and the PIL option remaining 
permanently in the CB. The Board also raised issues and concerns with the proposal process, 
clarity on the objective standards of the proposal, concept of poor buildings on the same lot, BSA 
variance, possible displacement and need for tenant anti-harassment protections.  
 
At its Full Board meeting on November 20, 2015, CB2 voted in support with conditions for the 
text amendment. The Board supports increased density for affordable housing and recommends 
applying MIH to VIH designated areas, allow developers to use workforce option in the district 
if they include more affordable housing across wider AMI bands, and request more information 
and oversight over the payment in lieu fund.   
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At its Full Board meeting on November 24, 2015, CB3 voted to deny the proposal unless certain 
conditions were met. The Board expressed a need for low income affordable housing and 
requested new developments include 50% affordable units with40% of units 2-bedroom or larger 
and more affordable housing should be constructed if built off-site.  
 
At its Full Board meeting on November 4, 2015, CB4 voted to support the proposal with 
conditions. The Board requests the affordable housing unit distribution requirement be increased 
to 80% of all floors of a building including co-operative and condominium buildings, equality in 
apartment finishes and accessibility to amenities. In terms of the PIL option, the Board suggests 
the contribution standard be based on the current actual costs to construct in the CB, an annual 
review of the contribution formula and standard, and that HPD consult with the local CB and 
council member on the use of the funds. The Board suggests applying the workforce option in 
CB 4, increasing the workforce option in Manhattan to 30% or more of the residential floor area, 
and implementing the VIH 45 day CB public comment period for applications. 
 
At its Full Board meeting on November 12, 2015, CB5 voted to reject the proposal with 
conditions. The Board requested the  text  is  amended  to  include  an  “Option  4”  to  set  aside  50%  of  
affordable units at 75% AMI, off-site affordable housing option is removed and suggested that in 
the BSA variance process where an applicant claims economic hardship, a developer can seek a 
time-limited subsidy from HPD to make a development economically feasible. 
 
At its Full Board meeting on November 18, 2015, CB6 rejected the proposal as written and 
requested an additional 90 days to review the proposal. The Board suggested affordable housing 
developed on the same site or within the same building should be completely integrated with the 
access to amenities and finishes. The Board also recommends the workforce option AMI 
increased  to  130%  and  applied  to  all  CB’s, increased transparency for the PIL option, 2% of 
affordable units set aside for veterans and greater oversight of BSA variances. 
 
At its Full Board meeting on November 4, 2015, CB7 rejected the proposal as written. CB7 
proposed a public review process for MIH developments and requested additional information 
regarding the mechanics of the PIL option. The Board requested applicants develop more 
affordable housing if constructing offsite, the workforce option  be  available  in  all  CB’s  and  
further, if a building is demolished that contains rent regulated units, the new building should 
reconstruct those in addition to the required affordable units.  
 
In a letter dated November 25, 2015, CB8 stated they do not support the text amendment as 
written. The Board stated this text amendment will encourage spot zoning, the AMI levels are 
not reflective of all NYC community needs and requested affordable housing tenants have equal 
access to amenities and the same finishes. 
 
At its Full Board meeting on November 19, 2015, CB9 voted to disapprove the MIH text 
amendment as written. The Board is supportive of affordable homeownership opportunities 
through the proposal, and requested community input when MIH is applied, and more time to 
review the proposal. 
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On November 6, 2015 the Land Use and Housing Committees (which is constituted as a 
committee of the whole) of CB10 agreed to submit a letter voicing its concerns – first that the 
public review process was unduly rushed – as well as concerns regarding offsite affordable 
housing possibly being constructed across the Harlem River in the Bronx and the PIL option for 
smaller buildings. The Board suggests suggested smaller buildings and rezoned areas provide 
50% affordable units for low and very low-income residents.  The Board also requested more 
oversight of the permanent affordable units in terms of maintenance and enforcement. 
 
At its Full Board meeting on November 23, 2015, CB 11 voted to not support nor approve the 
text amendment but stated that with substantial improvements, the proposal could benefit the 
East Harlem community. The Board opposed the option to develop affordable units off site and 
to develop separate buildings on the same zoning lot. The Board letterstated the PIL option must 
be overseen by the CB for new construction and preservation of affordable housing and proposed 
new developments are 50% market rate, 30% moderate income, and 20% low and very low for 
CB 11.   
 
At its Full Board meeting on November 24, 2015, CB 12 voted to deny the proposal unless 
certain concerns are addressed. CB 12 expressed concern that the construction of taller buildings 
will not result in better architectural design. The Board requested 50% community preference of 
units developed under the proposal and the apartments should be included in the rent 
stabilization system. The Board raised concern that this proposal could decrease affordability and 
change the neighborhood character. 
 
 
BOROUGH BOARD COMMENTS 
The Manhattan Borough Board met on a number of dates to consider the proposal known as 
MIH. The Manhattan Borough Board received its first briefing on the proposal on October 15, 
2015. On November 19, 2015, as part of the chair report, Borough Board members discussed 
both the ZQA and MIH proposals. As not all Manhattan community boards had voted at that 
time, the decision was made to call a special meeting for a vote. On Monday, November 30, 
2015, the Manhattan Borough Board passed, with 12 in favor, 0 opposed, and 4 abstaining, a 
resolution recommending disapproval of MIH unless the following conditions are satisfied: 
 

1. The Administration recognizes and responds to the need for anti-harassment 
protection for residential tenants. Such protection is a necessary step to prevent the 
accelerated loss of stabilized units in areas where increased development potential 
incentivizes redevelopment of the existing housing stock; 

2. The proposal is amended to provide greater clarity regarding on site, separate 
buildings and off-site provisions to ensure equal access to amenities and a higher 
standard of affordability when providing units off-site; and    

3. The menu of AMI options should include a wider menu of options to cater to 
community preference when a project is otherwise ineligible for 421a benefits or 
when MIH is mapped to a development site through a special permit.  

a. Expanded options should include the Workforce option and an extremely low 
AMI band option that captures lower average income levels. The overall 
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percentage of affordable units for the entire project should be adjusted up or 
down according to the cross subsidy required. 

b. Projects that take advantage of the offsite provision should be required to 
build at deeper levels of affordability unless they acquire a special permit 
allowing them to build using the standard menu option. 

c. Establish an option that would allow for increased affordable housing units in 
stronger real estate markets, adjusted up according to the cross subsidy 
provided. 

4. Ensuring that the requirements for affordable housing are sufficient given benefits, 
incentives, and options provided to developers and multiple incentives result in 
additive benefits; and an elimination of the offsite option or, in the alternative, a 
requirement for significantly more affordable housing within the community district 
if the offsite option is employed;  

5. The text should establish minimum thresholds for consideration, as is done elsewhere in 
the text, for applicability triggers for the program;  

6. Payment-in-lieu (PIL) threshold should be lowered and the text clarified to reflect, 
especially given the larger new construction unit sizes in our communities, that the 
threshold is the lesser of the square footage or unit count; 

7. The zoning text should set a new standard for housing development monies by enshrining 
specific frameworks for governance, baselines, transparency, and strategy for use of the 
PIL funds, thus eliminating the possibility that future administrations may have different 
priorities and can unilaterally change the nature of such funds; 

8. The fund is allowed to be used for preservation and rehabilitation of units, and therefore 
there should be no sunset clause that allows those funds to be used elsewhere;  
Furthermore, the text should also elaborate that HPD will report on the strategy and usage 
of each fund to the relevant Community Board and elected officials. All funds generated 
through the PIL option must supplement, not replace, other city capital dollars for 
affordable housing; 

9. Text is amended to encapsulate a community referral process that establishes how much 
time the Community Board has to review the documents, and an acknowledgement that 
those concerns will be taken under advisement and that HPD will not act before their 
review timeframe is completed; 

10. The Board of Standards and Appeals (BSA) loophole must be tightened so that it will 
only be used in the presence of real hardship and not as the path of least resistance for 
developers who do not wish to build affordable housing.  This could be achieved by 
adding  specificity  as  to  what  might  be  considered  “unique  conditions”  under  which  
developers could seek BSA approval;  

11. Increase the affordable unit distribution threshold in the Mandatory program from 
50% to 65% to come up to the minimum threshold currently in the Inclusionary 
Housing program; 

12.  Ensure a reasonable mix of unit sizes; and  
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13.  Create a central plan, including recordkeeping, for monitoring or oversight over 
affordable units including their re-lease. 

The Borough Board resolution also stated that the Department of City Planning and the 
administration should respond to and address the individual concerns and conditions of the 
Manhattan Community Boards issued in response to the referral of the text amendment, as 
should the City Council in the case of any concerns and conditions that remain at the time of City 
Council action. In addition, it recommended all agencies should provide information and seek 
feedback from community boards as the implementation of the text amendment progresses. 
 
The Manhattan Borough Board considered all of the Manhattan community board resolutions 
and letters in its deliberations and discussions, the testimony received and heard at the Manhattan 
Borough  President’s  Public  Hearing  on  this  matter  on  November 16, 2015, the letter submitted 
by Manhattan elected officials on November 17, 2015, and all relevant materials provided by the 
Department of City Planning pursuant to Section 201 of the New York City Charter as related to 
the text amendment N 160051 ZRY. 
 
 
BOROUGH PRESIDENT HEARING 
On Monday, November 16, 2015 the Manhattan Borough President held a public hearing on the 
subject of the affordable housing text amendments – Zoning for Quality and Affordability (ZQA) 
and Mandatory Inclusionary Housing (MIH) Program – in order to inform the recommendation 
herein. Well over 250 persons attended the hearing and 55 speakers testified regarding the text 
amendments. The Manhattan Borough President Recommendation letter, dated December 10, 
2015, submitted in regard to the ZQA application (N 160049 ZRY) discusses in more detail the 
comments concerning that proposal. 
  
Of the 55 speakers who came to testify at the hearing, 26 speakers testified in opposition to the 
MIH proposal, and 9 speakers testified in favor. Those who spoke in opposition to the proposal 
included citywide organizations such as CAAAV Organizing Asian Communities, Community 
Voices Heard, League of Women Voters, Metropolitan Council on Housing (Met Council), the 
New York Landmarks Conservancy and Local 79 along with prominent neighborhood groups 
such as the Good Old Lower East Side (GOLES). For a full list of organizations that testified or 
submitted comments to the Manhattan Borough President, please see Table 1 on page 17. 
  
Those who spoke in favor of this proposal included the American Institute of Architects New 
York Chapter (AIANY), Association for Neighborhood and Housing Development (ANHD), and 
the Municipal Art Society (MAS). Members of Manhattan Community Board 4 also came to 
speak; however, while they wholeheartedly support the goal of a mandatory program, their 
comments were more in line with those who spoke in opposition, citing the timidity of the 
referral text in achieving the true depth of affordability and equity they have negotiated on a 
project  by  project  basis  over  the  last  decade  in  Hudson  Yards,  Chelsea,  and  Hell’s  Kitchen.    
 
Those who spoke in favor and against all touched upon similar themes;. Substantively, all cited 
the need for affordable housing in New York City and how critical setting the appropriate AMI 
(area median income) options was for a successful program. Those who spoke in opposition 
called for the elimination of the workforce, or 120% AMI average option, and stated that a lower 
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AMI option would be more appropriate for the neighborhoods most in need. Those who spoke in 
favor cited the need for a broader range of options for flexibility to match the individual 
neighborhoods, and recommended changes to include one at a lower AMI such as 40 or 30 
percent, and expanding the eligible areas for the workforce option to citywide. 
 
Over and over again residents spoke to the need for a protection plan for those already living in 
the neighborhoods to be targeted for the Mandatory program. The current text includes no anti-
harassment provisions, and speakers stated their fears and concerns that these programs would 
only help new residents and do nothing to help them or their families. This comment also often 
came up in relation to the AMI options, as many felt that the 60% AMI option would never get to 
the level of affordability needed in neighborhoods such as Inwood, where the average income is 
closer to 48% AMI, or East Harlem, where the average income is closer to 37% AMI. 
 
Those who spoke in favor and in opposition also spoke to the need for transparency and 
reporting in the operations of the “payment in lieu” fund. Other consistent themes related to 
equity and stigmatization issues, such as the need to increase the distribution of units, ensure 
equal access to amenities, and whether an affordable building adjacent to a market rate one was 
any  worse  or  better  than  the  existing  “poor  door”  in  the  current  voluntary  program.  Testimony  
also touched upon the issue of union jobs, living wage, and construction safety impacts. 
  
Additional concerns were raised by those opposed to the text regarding the public review process 
for the text amendments, including availability of information, environment review analysis, and 
timeframe for review, when the review timeframe for other equally complex citywide text 
amendments were extended when folks voiced the need for additional time. Furthermore, many 
who spoke on ZQA stated they could not contribute to the conversation on MIH at this time with 
the reason that they perceived the information in the text was lacking or incomplete.  
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Table 1: Organizations who submitted testimony or comments regarding Mandatory 
Inclusionary Housing to the Office of the Manhattan Borough President.  
 
Organization Name 
American Institute for Architects (AIA) New York 
Association for Neighborhood Housing and Development 
(ANHD) 
Bowery Alliance of Neighbors 
Committee Against Anti-Asian Violence (CAAAV)  
Coalition for Livable West  

Community Voices Heard (CVH)/ Local 79 
Friends of Lamartine Place Historic District 
Friends of the South Street Seaport 
FRIENDS of the Upper East Side Historic Districts 

Good Old Lower East Side (GOLES) 
Greenwich Village Society for Historic Preservation 
(GVSHP) 
Harlem Keepers of the Flame 
Landmarks West! 

League of Women Voters 
Municipal Art Society 
Metropolitan Council on Housing 
New York Landmarks Conservancy 
New Yorkers for a Human Scaled City 
NY Hispanics in Real Estate and Construction 
Perry Street Crusaders 
PPR Family Members of Evicted Elders 

Riverside Neighborhood Association 
Save Chelsea 
Society for Architecture 

Turtle Bay Association 
Tribeca Trust 

West Chelsea Block Association 
West End Preservation Society 
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APPENDIX II. DCP/HPD Commitment Letter 



 
City of New York 

 
DEPARTMENT OF      DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING 
HOUSING PRESERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT  120 BROADWAY 31ST FLOOR 
100 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10038   NEW YORK, NY 10271 
nyc.gov/hpd       nyc.gov/dcp 
 

December 10, 2015 

Honorable Gale A. Brewer 
Office of the President 
Borough of Manhattan 
1 Center Street, 19th Floor 
New York, NY 10007 
 
 
Dear Borough President Brewer: 
 
Attached to this letter is a list of items we agree on reflecting recent discussions between the 
DCP, HPD and you with respect to the consideration of the Zoning for Quality and 
Affordability and Mandatory Inclusionary Housing text amendments. We are confident that we 
can continue to work together to achieve the goals stated in these items.  The cooperation and 
input that we have received from you, Elected Officials and Community Board members thus 
far has been extremely valuable.  We look forward to working further with you, and the entire 
Borough, as public review progresses.   
 
After both of these proposals go through public review, the Department of City Planning and 
the Department of Housing Preservation and Development plan to investigate ways in which 
the current voluntary Inclusionary Housing Program can be updated to reflect your concerns. 
We look forward to advancing this priority together. We appreciate your continued 
engagement on refining the Inclusionary Housing Policy for the Borough of Manhattan, and 
sincerely look forward to our forthcoming progress. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 

 
Vicki Been  
Commissioner  

 
        Carl Weisbrod 
        Chairman     



 
 
 
   

Commitments 
x Begin reexamination of voluntary IH program including R10 and designated areas 

with look at stigmatization issues (two door) and percentage of affordable units, 
upon approval of these text amendments. 

x AMI language 
x Distant off site language 
x Special Permit Approach 
x HPD language on standards for preservation/rehab work 
x Monitoring of Inclusionary 
x HPD description of the submission process and timing of when package goes to 

CB 
x Revised language for BSA Special Permit 
x Clarity that MIH applies for enlargements 23-154(d) 
x Payment in Lieu fund language 
x HPD language on anti-displacement 

 
AMI Language 

In Manhattan MIH will be applied to new neighborhood rezonings and special 
permit applications.  In response to concerns from the BP and other stakeholders that IH 
options with average AMIs are not responsive to local needs, DCP will work with HPD 
to tailor a housing strategy for these neighborhoods with the BP and other stakeholders to 
address local housing needs. Such neighborhood needs would include analysis of the 
existing housing stock, income levels and census data. 
 
Distant Off Site 

The Borough President and other stakeholders have raised concerns about 
whether there should be a higher percentage of affordable housing required if an option 
for affordable housing on a separate zoning lot is provided.  DCP and HPD are currently 
undertaking a review of utilization of the offsite option in the current programs in 
anticipation of working with the Borough President on improving the voluntary 
inclusionary program, which will inform policy on offsite proportion in inclusionary. 
 
Special Permit Approach 

We agree to consider how MIH would apply to special permits in light of the 
continuing stream of applications seeking to increase residential capacity in certain 
Manhattan neighborhoods 

 
Preservation Standards 

For any preservation projects funded out of the In-Lieu fees collected through the 
Mandatory Inclusionary Housing program, the following standards shall apply: 
All projects must comply with HPD's Standard Specification as detailed 
at: http://www1.nyc.gov/site/hpd/developers/specifications-rehabilitation/master-guide-
specifications-for-rehabilitation-projects.page as the specifications relate to the project's 
HPD-approved scope of work. These Standard Specifications are used as a minimum 



 
 

baseline guide for architects, engineers, and contractors who are performing work on 
HPD-assisted rehabilitation projects. 
 

Depending on the scope of the project, an architect must execute a statement to 
HPD stating that in the architect’s professional opinion, if the project is constructed in 
accordance with the HPD-approved plans, the completed building(s) in the project will be 
in compliance with the construction and design requirements contained in Chapter 11 of 
the New York City Building Code and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 
U.S.C.794) and implementing regulations at 24 CFR Part 8. 

 
Projects must complete a Green Physical Needs Assessment (GPNA) that 

integrates energy and water audit protocols into a full roof-to-basement assessment of 
physical needs to ensure that the holistic needs of a property are addressed.  Project 
sponsors must work with a Qualified Technical Assistance Provider as issued by HPD 
and HDC. The GPNA program has been established to help the City achieve its 
sustainability, energy and water efficiency goals as set forth in both Housing New 
York and One City: Built to Last. GPNA will integrate cost-effective measures into 
moderate rehabilitation projects financed by the City. 
 
Substantial Rehab Projects 

Projects which include all three of the following items within their scope of work 
are considered a Substantial Rehab Project: 

 
x Replace heating system; 
x Work in 75% of units including work within the kitchen and/or bathroom; and 
x Work on the building envelope, such as replacement and/or addition of insulation, 

replacement of windows, replacement and/or addition of roof insulation, new 
roof, or substantial roof repair. 
 
All substantial rehab projects, as determined by HPD, must achieve Green 

Communities Certification. (The Green Communities Criteria and Certification portal is 
available at www.greencommunitiesonline.org.) 
 
Monitoring Inclusionary Housing 

HPD currently monitors all inclusionary housing units generated through the 
Voluntary Inclusionary Housing program and will continue to do so. Existing systems 
and capacity are being expanded in response to growing demands generated from the 
Housing New York Plan, including new units resulting from the MIH program.  In 
addition, the regulatory agreements are recorded on ACRIS – recorded on the property.  
In response to existing asset management concerns regarding re-leasing, the HPD Asset 
Management and Legal teams are developing new stronger and clearer policies that will 
also affect inclusionary housing units, including measures for monitoring the re-leasing 
of units. 
 
HPD description of the submission process and timing of when package goes to CB 
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We intend for a copy of the MIH application to be delivered to the CB as notice 
of intent to provide MIH units in accordance with the ZR.  HPD will require proof of CB 
notification before approving any MIH application.   HPD will require the following for 
review and approval of an MIH application: So far these items are: 
  

x Building plans 
x Stacking Chart showing the location of the MIH units in a building as well as the 

bedroom mix of MIH units 
x AMI level of each unit (HPD will set the rents) 
x The Administering Agent that is responsible for monitoring the MIH units and 

that will work with HPD to ensure on compliance 
x Proof of CB notification (until 10 business days have passed since CB 

notification) 
 
The CB will get the first four items.  MIH is a mandatory program.  This means 

that developers that do not do business with HPD generally will have to come to us for 
approval as part of the development process. 
 
BSA revision 

We will amend the proposed zoning text to add greater structure to the BSA 
special permit for MIH, ensure that it offers relief only in exceptional circumstances, and 
require consultation with HPD before MIH requirements could be waived. 
 
MIH Applicability to Enlargements 

23-154(d), lays out requirements, we say it applies to developments, 
enlargements, or conversions from nonresidential to residential use.  
 
(d) Special #floor area# provisions for #zoning lots# in #Mandatory Inclusionary 
Housing areas# 
  
For #zoning lots# in #Mandatory Inclusionary Housing areas#, the following provisions 
shall apply: 
  
(1) Except where permitted by special permit of the Board of Standards and Appeals 
pursuant to Section 73-624 (Reduction or modification of Mandatory Inclusionary 
Housing requirements), or as provided in paragraph (d)(4) of this Section 23-154, no 
#residential development#, #enlargement#, or #conversion# from non-#residential# to 
#residential use# shall be permitted unless #affordable housing#, as defined in Section 
23-911(General definitions) is provided or a contribution is made to the #affordable 
housing fund#, as defined in Section 23-911, pursuant to the provisions set forth in 
paragraph (d)(3)(i) through (d)(3)(iv) of this Section, inclusive. 
 
Payment in Lieu Period 

HPD will track in-lieu fee deposits as they are received.  The funds will be 
committed to fund new construction, substantial rehabilitation and preservation projects.  
The funds will be kept to fund projects, at the Community District level, for ten years.  If 



 
 

the funds cannot be committed to an affordable housing new construction or preservation 
project in the same CD within ten years, the funds can be made available at the Borough 
level for the same purpose, i.e., providing new construction affordable, substantial 
rehabilitation or for the preservation of affordable housing.  HPD will make available a 
list of generated funds on an annual basis by Community District.  HPD will inform the 
public, annually, about the funds generated, programmed and spent. 

 
  Funds generated would be earmarked for the CD where they were generated in for 
a period of ten years, with HPD reporting on the fund each year. If funds have not been 
programmed or spent by the tenth year, HPD will consult with the CB and BP on any 
affordable housing new construction, substantial rehabilitation or preservation options 
they may have within the community district. At or after the ten year point, HPD must 
consult with the CB and BP to discuss any consideration of options prior to allowing 
funds to be used elsewhere within the borough. If funds are released from the CD, the 
funds would then be used within the same borough. In no event will the funds be used 
outside of the borough. The report will include which funds were generated by which 
CDs, how much has been programmed or spent in which CDs, and the purpose of the 
spent funds (i.e. breakdown by new, preservation or rehabilitation) by CD. 
  
Unit Distribution 

While we understand the desire of many stakeholders for more affordable units to 
be located on upper floors of building, the proposed MIH program differs from the 
voluntary IH program in that the affordable units are expected to be cross-subsidized by 
market-rate units. Thus revenue from market-rate units is an important factor in the 
ability to achieve the higher set-asides of the new program. The proposed requirement for 
affordable units to be on 50% of floors is intended to recognize this factor in the 
feasibility of development, and allow a slightly greater proportion of units to be located 
on higher floors.  

 
A real life example of this is 15 Hudson Yards. That address has 106 Affordable 

Rental units and 285 for sale units.  They tried to do IH but couldn’t because of the 
distribution.  We have to forego 106 permanently affordable units.   

 
See BAE analysis of view and height premiums attached to this document. 

 
Neighborhood Preservation and Anti-Displacement Strategies 

HPD with other city agencies are dedicating resources to aggressively fight 
displacement.  Participation in neighborhood planning areas provides HPD with an 
opportunity to be more nuanced in developing new or increasing the deployment 
of existing resources to address the specific needs of a neighborhood based on building 
types, demographics, available data, and expressed community concerns. Each 
neighborhood is unique, and while there are anti-displacement strategies that can be 
applied across various NYC neighborhoods, experts generally agree that the application 
and certification required in existing anti-harassment zones are not addressing the core 
reasons for displacement.  As such, HPD is convening advocates, legal, and housing and 
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community development practitioners to assist in strengthening existing and/or 
developing additional anti-displacement tools. 

 
Currently, the administration has been assertive in its commitment to deploy anti-

displacement resources, which will continue to evolve and be refined as we learn more, 
identify best practices, and respond to community concerns and the real estate 
marketplace. 
 

x Legal Assistance:  Significant funds, $76 million by 2017, have been committed 
to pay for legal services for low-income renters being harassed or facing eviction; 

 
x Enforcement:  The NYS Housing and Community Renewal’s Tenant Protection 

Unit, Attorney General, and NYC Department of Buildings are conducting joint 
inspections and following-up on enforcement actions to combat tenant 
harassment, which already have resulted in prosecutions; 

 
x City Law:  This fall, the Mayor signed three new measures into law (Intros. 757-

A, 682-A, and 700-A) to protect tenants from harassment and outlaw aggressive 
‘buy-out’ practices used to force tenants out of rent-regulated apartments. 

 
x Task Force:  The NYC administration created the Tenant Harassment Prevention 

Task Force to investigate and take action against landlords who harass 
tenants.  The neighborhood planning and rezoning areas are the targeted places 
for these efforts. 

 
While the City is funding a robust effort to provide legal services for tenant 

protections in the rezoning areas, the city funds legal services contracts throughout the 
city for tenants citywide, outside of the rezoning areas. 

 
HPD provides funding to local Community Based Development Organizations for 

anti-eviction work and housing quality through its Neighborhood Preservation Contracts 
to help meet the goals of stopping tenant displacement, improving housing quality and 
generally encouraging property owners to enter into regulatory agreements with HPD. 
The Department for the Aging provides funding for legal services and social services for 
elderly. http://www.nyc.gov/html/dfta/html/services/services.shtml. 

 
The above briefly describes various anti-displacement efforts, but does not 

include the various of preservation strategies that HPD is deploying, which work to both 
preserve existing rent regulated units, as well as create new affordable housing.  For 
example, see the East New York Housing Plan, which will serve as the outline for 
formulating specific strategies to address the unique concerns in all of the neighborhood 
planning and rezoning areas.  (http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/hpd/downloads/pdf/East-New-
York-housing-plan.pdf). 
 
Unit mix 



 
 

The bedroom mix for an MIH site would be the same as is currently required for 
affordable housing that generates bonus floor area under the VIH program. Under those 
requirements, the bedroom mix must match the market-rate units or be at least 50 percent 
two-bedroom or more and 75 percent one-bedroom or more. However, the bedroom mix 
would not apply to affordable senior housing to allow senior housing to meet the needs of 
its target population. Bedroom mix is further governed by HPD term sheets when subsidy 
is used. 
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